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ABSTRACT

TOWARD AN ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION DEVELOPMENT
CURRICULUM FOR BLACK PEOPLE
(February 1979)
Ronald

St o re r McMullen, B»A. Boston, University
Ed.D,, University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

Directed by;

The central problem
(1976) Black Identity

Professor Gerald Weinstein

of this

work

is to

explore the

utility of the

Jackson

Development (BID) theory as an analytical framework

within which to revise and test the modification of a psychological education

curriculum, the Achievement Motivation Development Workshop (Alschuler,

Tabor and McIntyre, 1970) for increased endorsement,
learning with Black client groups.

need to achieve,

is

effectiveness and

Achievement motivation (nAch), or the

defined for this study as that

human desire

to excel, to strive for ’’success in competition with

to do well,

some standard

of

excellence" (McClelland, Atkinson, Clark and Lowell, 1953),

The study begins with a review

of the research and development of the

achievement motive concept interspersed with a descriptive overview

growth

of humanistic/psychological education

over the past decade.

origins of the Achievanent Motivation Development Workshop and
ship to humanistic/psychological education

is

discussed.

present nAch workshop (Alschuler, et al 1978)
curricula, to engage

many Black

the modification of the

people

is

like,

The

its

The failure

relation-

of that

other humanistic education

posed as a problem that calls for

nAch workshop curriculum. The Jackson

vi

of the

(1976) Black

Identity

Developnent (BID) theory, which posits
and describes tour sequential

stages tor Black identity development,

is

adopted as a conceptual tool to
give

direction to and to test curriculum
modification efforts.
is

modified along lines suggested by the BID
theory and the resultant design

IS contrasted with the original for

of

The nAch curriculum

impact on two matched sample populations

Black people.

The sample for

the study is two dean ographically

matched groups

(n

=

20 and 21) of Black students of a large,
open-enrolhnent state college near

New York

City,

The impact

(Ujamaa) on one group

is

of the modified

compared

to that of the unchanged or standard

workshop (Origami) on the other group

measures

of

nAch development workshop

in

terms

of

post-workshop questionnaire

Endorsement and Learning, Another measure

of Lmp)act used is

the comparison of the groups* change from pre- to post-workshop
of levels of

nAch content

in

nAch

in

measures

participants* fantasy material as elicited by a

thematic apperception test (after McClelland, et

al, 1953).

These data are

analyzed further for variance by BID Stage both within and between groups.

The

first of the study* s three hypotheses, that

highly and learn
data.

Stages

more

frcxn the

Ujamaa nAch curriculum

The remaining two hypotheses,
1 1

and III would

in

significantly higher under

Blacks would endorse more

that participants

is

supported by the

who were

in

BID

their Endorsement and Learning measures, score

Ujamaa and

significantly lower under Origami,

were both rejected.

vii

Significant gratuitious findings

nAch workshops while BID

I^

II

BID aage III rejected both

that

Stage IV endorsed

significantly higher learning in the

found that for BID Stages

were

more

highly and reported

Ujamaa workshop.

Additionally,

it

was

and IV pre- to post-workshop nAch score

decreased while fantasy production increased under the Ujamaa
condition,
with the reverse being the case for the Origami workshop.
ccxiclusion that

developed

in

some motive, as

This suggests the

yet unnamed, is systematically aroused or

Blacks under the more highly endorsed Ujamaa condition and

at the

expense of nAch,
This study concludes that the BID theory

is

a useful tool for the revision

and analysis of psychological education curricula.
theory

is called for.

motive arousal
shops

of

Further investigation

Black people

is indicated,

in

of the

BID Stages

I,

More research using BID
phenomenon

II and IV in the

as well as follow-up studies of the effect

participation on post-workshop behavior.

viii

of

of

unnamed

Ujamaa workUjamaa
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Preface

In

my

perusal of literature for this study

by the wording
publication.

of the preface of the abolitionist

I

came across and was struck

American Tract

The Lincoln Primer . The words seemed somehow

The series

Society’s 1864

relevant here.

books of which this little volume is the
first has been prepared with particular reference to the
use of colored people in this country, especially of
those who have lately emerged from slavery, [it is]
intended to aid in teaching them to read and write, , , [so
that they can more ably fulfill] those various domestic
and civil duties to which freedom has introduced them
, , , , In these respects the numerous school books
already in use in the North, though excellent for the
purpose for which they were made,
i,e, educating
white children are found to be deficient. It is in
compliance with urgent requests from those who are
engaged in teaching among the freed people that the
present series has been undertaken.
of

Similarly the Achievement Motivation Development curriculum
study "though excellent for the purpose for which"

it

was made

revision "with particular reference to the use of ^lacl^

country,"

I

hope this work will be only the

myself and by other investigators resulting

is in

in this

need of

people in this

first in a series of studies

in

an achievement motivation

curriculum more relevant to and effective for American Black people.

a curriculum should be a useful tool to our self- liberation which
duty

.our "freedom"

in

by

American has posed for us.

is

Such

the prunary

CHAPTER

I

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION TRAINING

AND BLACK PEOPLE

Introduction

It

is the

problem

of this dissertation to explore the utility of the

Jackson Black Identity Development theory as an analytical
framework within

which

to critique

and revise a psychological education curriculum,

the

achievement motivation development workshop, for increased acceptance,
relevance and effectiveness with Black client groups.

This introductory chapter to the problem at hand will be comprehensive
yet concise,

A

review of the research and development

achievement

of the

motivation development concept and curriculum will be traced from

beginning in the discipline of psychology to

humanistic and psychological education.

its

relationship to the fields of

The research out

of

which the

achievement motivation development workshop evolved and the
of recent

American

salient events

social history will be shown to have had a direct bearing

on the problems encountered
client groups.

The

workshop,

many

like

its

in the offering of the

workshop

to certain

Black

failure of the present achievement motivation development

other humanistic education curricula, to engage a

consistent and significant minority of Black people is posed as a problem that
calls for a critique and modification of this

The Jackson Black

Identity

workshop from a Black perspective.

Development (BED) theory

is

adopted as the

2

conceptual tool to provide that needed perspective and a precis of that theory
is

presented.

Subsequent chapters will detail the critique and modification of

the workshop, test that modification, and discuss the results and implications
of that test.

Achievement Motivation Training
and Humanistic Education

The achievement motive^ as

it

has been isolated and defined by

psychology has been identified as that human characteristic that figures
significantly in the determination of individuals to improve, to do well, to

excel, to initiate on their environments, to strive "for success

m competiticm

with some standard of excellence" (McCelland, Atkinson, Clark and Lowell,
1953),
it,

Twenty-five years of research on this one motive has not only defined

developed measurement scales for

in the

it,

and established

human motivation hierarchy, but has

its

place and value

also produced a clear and easily

replicatable curricular approach to the development and strengthening of
individuals' motivation to achieve (McClelland and Winter, 1969; Alschuler,

Tabor and McIntyre, 1970; McClelland and

Steele, 1972).

Known as

the

achievement motivation development workshop, this curricular approach was
one of the first and most

hi^y

organized of the psychological or affective

^The achievement motive or need to achieve will be designated from
and
hereon by the precise psychological shorthand term nAch: "n" for need
psycho"Ach" for achievement. This will help keep separate this specific
the word
logical characteristic from the various common usages of
"achievement" in our society.

3

education curricula to come out of the last decade.

Indeed,

it is

yet the

most

narrowly focussed and highly structured of the existing plethora of humanistic
education strategies.

The nAch workshop probably owes

its distinct

appearance

to having traveled so long and rigorous a course through the psychological

laboratory before becoming,
of

in the

1960s, a tributary to the then swelling stream

humanistic education.
Called variously, and interchangeably, "affective" and "psychological"

as well as "humanistic" education, these curricular approaches have been

described most succinctly by Alschuler (1968a) as "attempts to promote
psychological growth directly through educational courses".

A

major well-

spring of the rapid rise of this humanistic education movement was the

burgeoning interest,
psychologists
children

in

in the

in the

analyzing and explaining the failure of lower-class urban Black

nation’s public schools (Fantini and Weinstein, 1967a).

investigators departed

wrong with

early 1960s, of militant liberal educators and social

from

These

the usual approach of trying to find out what

was

the child but rather tried, consistently by and large, to question

what was wrong with the educational system.

word "relevance", these behavioral

Seizing the soon to be overused

scientists and educators sought to develop

and institutionalize new curricula that would relate to these children.

The

and of the children
focus of these curricula, the subject of study, would be by
to their
themselves; they would study themselves and their relationships

surroundings (Newberg and Borton, 1968).
to

These curricular innovations were

but also
transform not only the content, or what was to be studied,

the

4

process or how this "iimer-content” was to be studied
(Fantinl and Weinstein,
1967b).

WhQe

there was, of course, some talk of bending these
approaches to

promote mastery
the

in the

more conventional academic arena,

major thrust was to teach mental

it

was clear

that

health, self-connectedness, inter- and

intra-personal relationship competency and the like,

in the

schools.

It

was

these curricular approaches that were called variously affective,
humanistic,

and psychological education. ^

As these approaches and
development gained more

the fanfare and controversy attending their

visibility in the cducatiaial

reform movement

of the

past decade, other educators, behavioral scientists and social planners began
to see psychological education's parallels and intersections with their
fields.

They began

to

come together

in universities to pool their

expertise

and focus their energies on the further exploration and development

new

fields of humanistic education and humanistic psychology.^

gained acceptance from society and from
tlioir

way

to

becoming part

tlie

own

of the

The

fields

academy and are now well on

of the educational establislunent.

Somewhere, however,
adolescence (young adulthood)

in the gro\vth of tlie

its

focus on one of

Black child, has both blurred and dimmed.
prediction of this failing focus is offered

^A most complete and

in

A

movement
its

to its present

earliest concerns, the

clear, though inadvertent,

Fantini and Weinstein (1967a):

up-to-date bibliographical compendium on
in Alschuler, 1973,

humanistic education is to be found

^The Journal of Personnel and Guidance, 51, 9, 1973 presents an
overview of development and current status of this trend.

s

5

CoQcem with the disadvantaged is already forcing
educators engaged in research and compensatory
projects to reexamine assumptions about learning
and teaching, and many of their findings are applicable
to all children in all schools . The pressure to educate
the disadvantaged has already stimulated departures
from the fixed habits of educators, and the hope is
that an across-the-board strategy will free educators

from

all its barnacled

An "across-the-board

moorings.

(Emphasis added.)

strategy" has grown over the past several years and

has spawned an impressive array

of techniques

middle-class American adult and child.

It is

and approaches to free the

now

that Jackson (1976) can

write:

So the Humanistic Education/Psychology movement,
which for some grew out of a concern for the quality of
the educational experience that Third World people
were receiving, quickly redefined its focus toward

making education more relevant for all students. . .
became a critical
turning point resulting in the Humanistic Movement*
becoming just as irrelevant for Black students as the

this redefinition of the concern

traditional educational process.
In that the

nAch workshop

is

a part of that whole

Jackson's indictment holds for

These criticisms
populations need

(Jackson, 1976, p. 5)

of the

it

humanistic educaticn,

as well.

fit

of

some support from

humanistic educaticxi curricula.

of

In

humanistic education to Black client
the experience of Black

consumers

of

order to get that documentation our

focus will have to be widened to include Black people beyond the age of the
junior

hi^

school student.

The supportive documentation called for mi^t

be found within the young adult Black client group.

6

Black Response to Psychological
and
Affective Educatica

Achievement motivation development training
of affective or psychological
education curricula.

is

only one of hundreds

More widely known and

applied curricula have been those
evolved from the National Training
Laboratories
in Bethel,

Maine, from the Esalen Institute

Institute of

London, England.

in California

and the Tavistock

Popularly called T-groups, sensitivity training

and encounter groups, week long and week-end
”labs", as the group educational
sessions were called, involving groups of from ten
to
in the United States

during the mid to late 1960»s.

fifty

The

persons proliferated

specific instrumentation,

process and stated affective objectives varied widely, but the
rubrics "personal

growth" and "individual liberation" were the aims of

As with
of this

the early

group endeavors.

achievement motivation work and workshops, most

group activity involved

Americans.

all these

late adolescent to adult, white, middle-class

There were a small number

of Blacks involved in

some

of this

general group activity, but they seldom numbered more than three in any
particular group session.

new

The majority

who were exposed

educational technology tended to be included in one of two ways:

mixed race groups attempting
(2)

of Blacks

to the

(1) in

to achieve interracial understanding, and

as part of a "hard-core unemployed" training program.
Clearly, these two foci are

much more

specific and restricted than the

general alms of personal growth and individual liberation.

But whether such

7

involvements seem peculiarly
prescriptive and externally
controlled as «gards
meeting the needs of those Black
people is not the issue to be
explored here.

While such an issue needs to be
explored.

are concerned here with using
the

opportunity afforded by the phenomenon
to assess the extent,
differ

from whites

in their

if

any. Blacks

response to psychological education
groups.

A

review of the literature yields no
descriptive or evaluative data on Blacks only
groups.

And

of what has been written on
interracial groups there is very

on less-than-successful group relations
training experiences.
data there are, none of

it

is

from

typically sponsored by

some

response to an ugly interracial incident

coalition of
in the

and protest by the Black community.

For

the

in the late 1960's.^

community groups

schools or

that had resulted either in a riot or in the threat of

successful in the sense that their

little

the perspective of the Black participant
(s).

Race relations training groups were not uncommon

They were

Of what

little

in the

in

community

some expression

of outrage

most part these groups. were

members became more

acceptant of one

another, and the attendant publicity of the groups' activity averted
the

threatened community disruption.

Where such workshops

did not work,

it

was usually

the case that the

groups polarized racially with Blacks castigating the whites for injustices and
the whites either just "taking
hostile and then withdrawing

—
A

it"

and feeling guilty, or becoming defensive,

from

the group.

Lee and Schmidt

(1972) describe

representative overview of such training workshops and exercises can
be found in Howard Fromkin and John Sierwood's collecticn Inter group and
Minority Relatiqis: An Experiential Handbook. See also, Thomas Cottle's
"Encounter in Color" Psychology Today, December 1967 for a descripticm of a very
early attempt at interracial groups.

8

the roles of Blacks in unsuccessful interracial
workshops by listing, from

their

workshop experience, thirteen possible assumptions and eight
behaviors

that Blacks could indulge in to shut off

and viiites.

communication between themselves

The behaviors are: confrontation too early and too harshly;

rejection of honest expressions of acceptance and friendship;
pushing whites
into such a defensive posture that learning

failure to

and reexamination are impossible;

keep a commitment and offering no explanation; in-group joking,

laughing at whites

— in Black culture language; giving answers Blacks think

whites want to hear; using confrontation as the primary relationship

style;

and, isolationism. Sara K. Winter (1971) in her article "Black Man’s Bluff"

describes and analyzes the interaction of three encounter groups

Blacks were the minority.

in

which

Winter's description includes all the behaviors

described by Lee and Schmidt.

The IMited States government

in

1968 collaborated with the nation's

business community to create the National Alliance of Businessmen, and

through them created the Job Opportunities

programs.

The

intent

unemployment amaig

was

to use this

in the

program

Business Sector or JOBS

to reduce the high rate of

the nation's racial minority groups.

This over-

whelmingly Black and chronically unemployed target group was designated
as the "hard-core unemployed", and business and government together enlisted
the aid of social and behavioral scientists and

some educators

training programs by which the hard-core unemployed

employees.

Hellervik

(in

mi^t

Fromkin and aierwood, 1974)

to devise

be made successful

in his

survey of the

9

resulting training programs
writes;

A

survey of existing practices serves
as a focus for
discussion of both needs of the disadvantaged
minority

person (as determined by the training
programs) and
needs of the organization to deal more
effectively with
him. Most training efforts to date have
fallen into
three areas for the individual disadvantaged;
(1) basic,
remedial educaticm; (2) skill training;
attitude
(3)
development, (in Fromkin and Sherwood,

1974, p, 106)

It

IS in that third

area of attitude development that many

of the training

programs

included small group affective educational
approaches.

References to the outcomes of such training have not been
extensive,
but what references there are give less than glowing
reports,

Johnson

(1969) writes;

clear that the trainees in general do not enjoy
sensitivity training, , , They go along with the
sensitivity sessions and may pretend to see the light
in varying degrees, but it is doubtful that such training
is achieving much of the desired effect among the hard
core,

It

A complete

is

description of an example of such training

"Training the Hard-Core Unemployed"

(in

is

Cyril Mill’s article

Fromkin and Sherwood,

1976),

Mill describes the difficulty encountered with predomiaantly Black groups and

also advances an explanation for the difficulty;

An unexpected development in these training sessions
the difficulty of doing training exercises with groups
composed

of black trainees.

was

Research on the life and
shown that their

attitude of persons in poverty has

thoughts and behavior are directed toward obtaining

immediate satisfaction, reducing the amount of talk,
and increasing the amount of action. They distrust the
wotkii^s of the bureaucracy and want to go right to the
top for immediate decisions. In recent years there has

10

teen an increasing pride

in minority status whether
it
te black, Chicano, Puerto Rican,
or simply the status
of poverty. Consequently
minorities view with sueplclon
any efforts that may result in a change
of attitudes.
They highly resent any behavior or
words that might te
interpreted as patronizing. Middle-class
participants,
black or v^ite, tend to accept witb
much greater docility
a training activity that requires them
to react, to exhibit
behaviors, and to think and respond to
one another in ways
different from everyday life. They
can allow themselves
to do this for a short period in order
to learn from the
behavior that has teen produced. The hard
core often

view these training activities as playing games,
in the
worst sense of the word, or as further efforts to
delay
action.
It

(Katz, in

Fromkin and Sherwood, 1974)

appears that Blacks involvement

teen problem free.

In the

groups has not

race relations groups the reactions of Blacks,

called negative by those reporting

ue.,

in affective training

it,

may

te determined by the group task,

to achieve interracial understanding.

It

does not seem unreasonable to

expect that Blacks would te less than fully acceptant and supportive of a
process
that intends to achieve in the span of a

few days, a solution

and omnipresent problem that affects them daUy.

On

to

a centuries old

the other hand,

an

understanding of Black* s rejection of the group process in the hard-core

unemployed training programs does not appear
nature of the task of the group.
p>oints

up the class factor that

to te related to the

inflammatory

While Mill (Fromkin and Sherwood, 1976) rightly

may

certainly te involved in clarifying our

understanding of some Blacks* accepting and other*s rejecting laboratory
training, his culture and characteristics of poverty explanation is too pat

and

its validity

as a concept

is

currently

much

in

question (Katz, 1974).
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This further evidence

of the

faUure of psycholoRical or affective

education approaches to achieve
acceptance with certain Black client
groups
is deficient in one glaring respect.

shop leader, the

program designer,

is

It

from

the point of

view

of the

work-

the laboratory researcher that tbe
above

rejection phenomena are described.

Because the participants themselves are

not given voice to critique the process,
we remain ignorant of the Black
clients* evaluation of the

group process from their own perspective.

that point of view

at

we are

Without

a loss to understand the phenomena described.

The above sources, then, do not give us enough

detail to permit an

informed analysis of the phenomenon such that we might pose
some questicns
that could be

made

into

research hypotheses.

or laboratory training experiences,

is

it

Where Blacks

reject affective

the group leader, the group task or

topic, the materials/instrumentation used, the process, the content, or
vdiat

combination of the above ? Do these workshop criteria interact with

Black participant characteristics such as age, sex, IQ, social class, and
education to enable us to predict

An examination

'v\^o

will tend to reject what

of the achievement motivation development

narrowly focused psychological education curriculum, and
involving Black clients

mi^t

workshop?

workshop as a

its

success in

give us the background information necessary

to conduct a methodical investigation of the Black rejection phenomenon.
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The Research and Development of the Achievement
Motivation Dfjvelopment Curriculum

The study of the achlovenwnt motive^

like the study of

motivation

In

general, has been carried on almost exclusively by
psychologists (Atkinson,
et al. 1958).

David C. McClelland has probably contributed more than any

other of these behavioral scientists to the understanding of the
achievement

motive, or nAch (McClelland, Atkinson, Clark and Lowell, 1953),
his

own research and by

pulling together the

work

of his

predecessors and

contemporaries, McClelland both defined nAch and specified
individual behavior.

Even further,

its

an extraordinary stop,

in

in

opus. The Achieving Society, McClelland argued convincingly
supporting data
in

—that the development,

effects on

his

magnum

— and with much

expression and encouragement of nAch

a nation's population plays a significant role

rise of that nation (McClelland, 1961).

Through

In

determining the economic

What had begun as a

scientist's

interest to bring rigorous research methods to the heretofore unclear area
of

human motivation had evolved

into an intellectual's interest to substantiate

the possibility of using psychological knowledge to explain humankind's

economic history.
It

must be noted

at this point that a focussed

was completely extraneous
In three

to those efforts.

decades of research

Infrequently.

Into

nAch

Any acquaintance with

American "Negro" would support
would find Blacks to bo low

In

concern for Black people

However,

that Blacks

it

was inevitable

that

would bo studied, albeit

the largely negative stereotype of the

the exptictatlon that

nAch both

in

American

social science

testing and in behavior.

So, not
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surprisingly, such studies as were done on
motivation in Negroes did in fact

verify a non-achievement Image of Blacks.

would operate later to generate heat
shed

little light

Blacks

America.

It

is

nAch workshops even as they would

if

attribute or characteristic, then

it

is defined in

terms

it

is

of its

deemed

the

if

viiite people

have an

deemed both good and desirable
occurrence

That definition and the measure of the level
population is

in

the social and behavioral sciences function in accordance

with a formula that prescribes, generally, that

have and

‘'findings" of these studies

on the understanding of the level and operation of
nAch

in

as

In

The

of

to

in the white population.

occurrence

norm, or normal. Then

in the viiite

'

investigation will demonstrate

empirically that "Negroes" will have significantly less of the given characteristic.

For example, consider

the attributes: ambition, intelligence, integrity,

morality, responsibility, internal locus of control, aggression, achievement
motivation, to

name a few. Compatibly,

the formula prescribes further that

whatever negative or socially problematical traits are to be found

in the

white population, Negroes will have to a significantly greater degree,

e.

g.,

conformity, dullness, laziness, sexuality, dependency, external locus of
ccmtrol, passivity, superstition, etcetera.

Erikson*s (1968) discussion of

negative identity in his chapter on "Race and the Wider Identity" can be taken

as a summary and illustration of this point of view.
application of this formula in the

work

The constant and ubiquitous

of the social and behavioral sciences is

important to the support and maintenance of the American Negro stereotype
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and, thereby, institutionalized racism
in this society.

The formula

Is like-

wise operant beyond the psychological and moral
realms, extending to the
physical and material reality of everyday existence.

which viiites (are alleged

to)

Consider the extent to

have and Negroes do not have: money, beauty,

property, history, good housing, stable families,
employment, longevity,
physical and mental health, power, ad nauseam.

Social science in general

has done much to support that "Negro" stereotype, nor

is the

area of motivation

free of that charge. ^

McClelland (1955) provides an illustrative example

in

accord with

the above of the kind of background against which motivation studies on Blacks

has been done.

In

an early collection. Studies

includes a chapter about Blacks.

in Motivation.

The ostensible purpose

McClelland

of the chapter is

not to give insist into motivation of lower class southern Blacks, althou^
it

does this.

The purpose

of the chapter is rather to illustrate the

power

of

the social context in developing, maintaining and reinforcing certain

behavioral predispositions or motivations in people by examinmg Blacks
the segregated south. The unfortunate chapter selection is

1937 "classic". Caste and Class

in

5

a Southern Town .

in

from Bollard’s

In this selection

Blacks

Extensive documentation of the social sciences* complicity in the
production and maintenance of scientific bases for racism and the perpetuation
of the negative "Negro" stereotype can be found for Sociology in Ladner 1971
and 1973; for Psychiatry in Thomas and Sillen, 1971; for Psychology in
Guthrie, 1976 and Jones, 1972; and for the applied behavioral sciences in
Willie,

Kramer and Brown,

1973.
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are characterized as being primarUy motivated
by three dominant needs:
sex, dependence (on whites) and the evading
of individual, famUial and social
responsibility.

other words, the hypersexual, irresponsible child
that

In

has been for so long the negative "American Negro" stereotype;
a stereotype
clearly separate and distinct from anything that can be called
achievement
motivation.

While none of the later attention to Blacks

in the

nAch research

and literature was to be so blatantly racist, this early reference can be
taken as illustrative of the background assumpticxi supporting the subsequent

research findings of non-achievement

By
racify the

we

contrast,

nAch

one hand uses

American Blacks.

find McClelland five years later attempting to de-

ccaicept.

viiite

in

In

The Achieving

Society, McClelland (1961) on the

Anglo-Saxon protestant countries, socialization practices,

culture, values and philosophy

—as represented by Weber,

John Wesley and

Calvinism to reify the nAch concept; but on the other hand he employs the
Ibo and Yoruba African cultures to demonstrate the incidence and prevalence
of

nAch as both cross-racial and cross-cultural. While he makes

he does not completely free himself from the utilization of

A\hite,

his point

middle-class,

American, male, protestant types as the embodiments, the archetypes,
.

the thinking and behavioral manifestations of the

Nor were American Blacks
racify nAch,

There

is in this

to benefit

nAch concept.

much from

same work Implied a

African from the American Black,

of

this attempt to de-

distinguishing of the

Describing slavery as a deculturaticn

process that seveied American Blacks from their cultural heritage.
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McClelland makes them a special case about which he
writes;

Thus the eccxiomlc and social conditlGns surrounding the
Institution of slavery became dominant In dete
rmlnlng
their (Ue. Negroes) life adjustment, since they
shared
no cultural values to oppose or mold the effects of such
conditions. Negro slaves should, therefore, have developed child rearing practices calculated to produce
obedience and responsibility not nAchievement, and
their descendants, while free, should still show the
effects of such training in lower nAchievement— which
in fact is exactly the case.

. . . The lower class
North, presumably those least removed
from Southern lower caste Negroes, have the lowest

Negroes

in the

average Achievement level of any of the minority
gfroups tested, in fact. The Negroes as a group are
significantly lower than practically all the other groups
tested, althou^ middle and upper class Negores are
conspicuously hi^ in nAchieyement leyel reflecting
once again the fact that indiyiduals who haye managed
to moye out of a low nAchieyement group tend to haye
exceptionally high nAchieyement. ( The Achieying
Society, pp. 376-377). (Emphasis added)

The need to Achieve, then, may be race independent, but
developed to a

hl^

degree

in

it

has been naturally

only a very few American Black individuals and

almost not at

all in the

group as a whole.

When

the above

was written not very much research on nAch

American Blacks had been done. There had been

much work done
(as distinct

to the

in the

subsequent decade

on Blacks and academic and socioeconomic achievement

from achievement motivation) a good deal

nAch concept, but none

conclusions.

in

of vhich can be related

of ^^dlich contradicts McClelland's 1961

That work notwithstanding, the summary quoted above from

McClelland remains the representative conclusion on nAch

in

Blacks.

This

?
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conclusion is supported in the main both then and now
by

1959 by Bernard

nAch

in

Rosen— which

American Blacks
Rosen

(1959)

is stUl the

is

study— done

in

most cited study concerning low

in the literature.

compared American Blacks

to five White

ethnic groups; French-Canadian, Greek, Italian,

which

^

American

Jew and Protestant

(by

meant White Anglo-Saxon Protestant, suspending the usual stereotype

of the religious Blacks \^^o are not considered Protestants for the
sake of the
study).

He further divided the groups

into four social classes:

Upper,

middle, lower-middle and lower, and tested for both ethnicity and race the
following:
(after

nAch score

(after Lowell, 1950),

deCharms, 1954) and

Achievement values score

level of parental vocaticmal and educaticmal

aspirations for their children.

Rosen found that while "upper class" Blacks ®

had the second hipest nAch score. Blacks scored the lowest
all the other

classes and

all

of the groups in

Blacks, "upper class" included, had the lowest

vocaticaial aspirations score.

However,

in the

areas of educational aspiration

and achievement values. Blacks scored as high as the Greeks, Jews and
Protestants,

Rosen expresses his "surprise"

at the Blacks* high scores in

these areas and is puzzled by the seeming caitradiction between the Blacks*

hl^

and low scores:

How Could Blacks

so low in achievement motivation

hold

How can

hi^ achievement

values and be

their educational aspirations be

high and their vocational aspiraticms so low? Rosen did not,

it

appears, have

the understanding of institutionalized racism that developed in the fifteen years

known economic profile of Black Americans it is to be
wondered what "upper class" means here and who and how many Blacks Rosen
^ Given the

could find for this category.
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after his study, which

mi^ have

enabled him to make sense of his data

if

not question his design.

Despite questions of his methodology and inference, Rosen's study
is

Important in two respects.

The

first is that all other studies done since

on Blacks and motivaticxi to achieve seem to corroborate Rosen's findings of
relatively low

nAch scores for lower class

(i.e.,

most) Blacks.

Second, of

critical importance to this study, is the finding that Blacks across class

have very

hl^

achievement value scores.

Subsequent research has determined

that high value of achievement in the client group is a significant contributing

factor to the success of developing

nAch through achievement motivation

development workshops (Alschuler, 1973). This finding also legitimatizes the
search for an effective nAch development vehicle for Blacks who, by their own
report, desire and value that which

Althou^

nAch

training could help

the attention paid above is to

them

nAch and Blacks,

it

attain.

remains

the case that by a conservative quantification of the literature, at least ninety-

eight percent of the research in

nAch was done on white

individuals, groups,

cultures and natims by white researchers.

Granted the criticisms and questions raised
of

nAch research vis-a-vis Blacks,

derived some firm answers to

the fact

effective psychological education vehicle.

nor

fruitful to delve

now

into the involved

preceding discussicm

remains that that research effort

many questions

answers were seminal to the development

in the

about

of the

It

human

motivation.

Those

nAch workshops as an

seems

to be neither necessary

and protracted experimentation,

research, but the findings
discussion and debate attending those years of
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from

that

work are basic

to this study.

by that research are presented

The major assertions substantiated

in the six

short summative assertions that

follow;

1.

There are two distinct hierarchically related orders

of motives:

the biological fe.g. thirst, hunger) which are inborn and determine

behaviors that insure the physical survival of the individual and
the species; and, the social (e.g, achievement, affiliation, power)

which are learned by the individual through socialization which
determine behavior that facilitates the social survival

of the

individual and his/her group (McClelland, et al,, 1953; Maslow,

1970).
2.

Social motives and their effects on behavior are as stable, clearly

definable, and measureable, as biological motive s»

(McClelland,

1955).
3.

The achievement motive (nAch)

is

only one of a host of social

motives that affect our social behavior (Atkinson, et
4.

NAch

is

leamed/taught

individual;

all

in the socialization

al.

,

1958).

process of the

aspects of the socialization network— mother,

family, community, immediate culture, and wider society are a

party to the development of an individual* s nAch (McClelland
1961).

5.

Many

of those socialization practices and inputs that support or

inhibit

nAch development are known and are

susceptible to

voluntary manipulation and modification (Alschuler, 1973).
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Contrary to a long traditional belief

6.

In

psychology that stable

personality characteristics like motives are Immutably formed
in

early childhood, nAch can be developed

in adults,

through

education, and within a very short time (McClelland, 1965;
I

Alschuler, etal., 1970; Alschuler, 1973).

The
workshop.

sixth assertion above refers, of course, to the

The statement

A

itself is

a

distillate of

nAch development

an article by McClelland

(1965b)

"Toward

in India

an attempt by McClelland and his colleagues to accelerate economic

Theory

of

Motive Acquisition".

development by training businessmen

and Winter, 1969).

in

The year before, 1964,

nAch met with success (McClelland

This experience prompted McClelland* s thinking of wider

applications for the training

programs for example

—

in

President Lyndon Johnson's "Great Society"

—as is called for in an article in the Harvard Business

Review, "Achievement Motivation Can Be Developed" (McClelland, 1965a);
. . . The implications of our research findings, though
preliminary, seems clear. If a nation is interested in
helping the poor, it is often not enough to change
opportunities; there are plenty of opportunities around
the poor that they are not exploiting because of their
low achievement motives. It is necessary to move
in and increase their needs for achievement.

This author reco^izes but chooses to ignore the "blame the victim" ideology
of these statements preferring instead to focus on the intended applicaticm of

this

new

need

it

psychological education technology: to give to those who

tools for their social liberation.

In that

seem

to

regard a scant paragraph
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later in the

same

article and

more

germane

directly

to this

work wo

find;

This line of reasoning applies specifically to such projects
as attempting to upgrade the Negro population economically.
Certainly opportunities have to be increased by breaking
down discriminatory practices, but we also know from a

number

(sic) of studies that lower class Negroes have very
low needs for achievement. There are plenty of historical
reasons for this fact, but they do not change in the least the
obvious Inference that such Negroes will often not exploit

new opportunities made available to them in the
way that was done, for example, by immigrant Jews and
Greeks, who had very high achievement motives. • , we
must discover far more precisely how to influence motivation
and use that knowledge for human betterment, how to help

to the limit

the underachiever in schools.

Thus suggested, the work
proceeded.

Quite simply,

then such training

(1)

may

if

in

.

.

achievement motivation development

nAch training increases excelling behavior,

be beneficial for giving American Blacks the

psychological tools to improve their own depressed condition, and

be useful also to help the underachiever

mounted: the former, for Blacks,

in

in

school.

(2)

may

Both these thrusts were

a spate of separate undertakings and

activities the beginnings of which are described in the last chapter of

McClelland and Winter (1969); and the

latter, in the schools, a

sustained and comprehensive effort begun under Alfred

S.

much more

Alschuler's

direction of the Achievement Motivation Development Project at Harvard

(McClelland

& Alschuler,

The work
the

1971; Alschuler, 1973).

of Alschuler

nAch workshop

into

and his colleagues resulted

in

a refinement of

an exportable and easily usable package form for

(Alschuler,
use primarily by junior high and secondary school teachers

Tabor & McIntyre, 1970). The years

of

work

in the

schools with the nAch
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workshop yielded also a comprehensive understanding

of the strengths and

limitations of application of this particular psychological
education

curriculum.

As he had hoped, Alschuler was able

to affect school performance

positively through achievement motivation development workshops.

He found

also that the training had a significant and beneficial effect on the trainees*

use of their free time, career development and overall personal planning
abilities.

Alschuler determined that the training took best with persons of

junior high school age and above

— about the

same age as

the development of

Piaget’s formal operations stage of cognitive development

performance was boosted most with a combination

— and that school

of training the students

and getting trained teachers to restructure their classroom policies and
practices to accommodate and reinforce achievement thinking and behavior
(Alschuler, 1973),

Again, this work was done with white and mainstream Americans

with the result that the nAch workshop materials package that was developed

from these

efforts is constructed around role models (e.g,

Jim Ryun) and contexts

(e.g,, the space program) that

,

Kansas miler

were appropriate

to

white middle-class American interests and culture of 1970,

By contrast Richard deCharms

(1976) in his

the St, Lx)uis schools had to address an almost

population.

DeCharms' project

work on motivation with

100% Black student and teacher

replicated Alschuler's finding that the training

of students together with the restructuring of their classrooms by

nAch

trained teachers produces significant Improvement in students' school
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performance.
of the

But while deCharms' training efforts are clearly an extension

work on achievement motivation, he preferred

and development of

to pursue the definition

ho called the ’’Origin” variable as the determinant

viiat

achieving behavior (deCharms, 1965, 1968, 1972, 1976).
his modified

nAch workshop

Indeed, he terms

for teachers ’’Origin Training" and seems

unintontlonally to have deleted
in the

of

most

of the cultural bias

from

the

workshop

course of his modification simply by keeping the concept constant but

allowing the teachers to determine

workshop

(see

deCharms, 1976,

much

of the content

pp. 40-62).

When

it

and procedure

came

of the

to developing Origin

development curricula for the students he sidestepped the issue

of cultural

bias by teaching the Black teachers the concepts of Origin training and
do legating to

them

the total responsibility to bo the designers and the conductors

of the training for their

Black students.

The teachers

in this instance

acted

as a natural cultural and design corrective as they, better than anyone else,

wore able
fit

exercises that
to translate the concepts of the training into relevant

the Black school population only they

though sired by nAch,

is

well.

The resultant program,

very different from the achievement development

program under discussion
(1973) effort, then,

know so

(see

deCharms, 1976, pp. 64-89). The Alschulor

remains the most sustained and comprohonslve

develop achievement motivation per so

made almost exclusively with

in

adolescents.

white client groups.

effort to

And, ihat effort was
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Achievement Motivation Development
Training with Black People

In the

matter of McClelland’s call to begin work on
achievement

motivation development
is little

among American Blacks (McClelland,

1965a), there

published data beyond the optimistic first round
results of such

efforts as are reported in the final pages of
Motivating

^.ieyement (McClelland and Winter,
been involved

in this

Economic

1969, pp. 351-355).

This writer having

and much of the work subsequent to these efforts can

both report and critique that effort.

Achievement Motivation Development workshops appeared
relatively successful with Black client groups

seemed
In the

to be the case

from 1966

no matter what the race or sex

to be

to about 1969,

of the

This

workshop leader.

years since 1969, however, there have been recurring instances

of

rejection of the workshop by individual Blacks and, on rare occasions, by
entire Black groups.

were nevertheless

These incidences

of rejection

were not

the

of a frequency that invited serious attention.

inspection a pattern began to

emerge

in the

norm

but

Upon

reasons for the rejections.

The

negations can be subsumed under two interrelated categories of charges:
(1)

Capitalist exploitative
that the course

— under which rubric charges are made

promotes individualism over community,

competition over cooperation, and glorifies the profit motive

and Western capitalism.

B;

is

therefore counter-revolutionary
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and as such inappropriate to the growth and development
of an
oppressed people (McNlel, 1976),
(2)

Accommodationist — under which

category the course was charged

with helping Blacks emulate their white oppressors and to

become

The course

’’white*’.

is

a tacit acceptance of the

status-quo— a status-quo seen as racist and oppressive—and
’’too

white” and naive in

of effort to

reward

its

is

1

assumptions about the relationships

in this unjust society vis-a-vis Blacks

(McNiel, 1976),

The detractions are not
first

charge owes

in the

from

its

awareness

phrased nor should they be lightly taken.

in the

of the

1960 *s, while the second seems more derived

pervasiveness of racism

in

the society that

out of the intense civil rights activities of the 1960*s.

examines the charges
development there
If

The

being to an increased exposure to Marxism and socialism

Black community
the

lightly

in the

grew

Nonetheless, \\hen one

li^t of the history of the nAch workshop's

is clearly

more than a

little

basis for truth to both of them.

the charges are true, and (me is in sympathy with the goal of a culturally

pluralist, collaborative and cooperative

American society where wealth

is

evenly distributed, then one should question teaching the competitive construct
of

nAch

to Blacks

— or for that matter,

to anybody.

However, this writer agrees with Maslow (1970)
do better,

to

Improve oneself, to be able to take pride

accomplishments, to be able to

set, specify

that the desire to

in

one's work and

and achieve one's

gcjals

and
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objectives Is a natural and desirable set of competencies that enhance and
contribute to any individual*s happiness, self-esteem and growth toward self-

Further, research (e.g., Pous saint and Atkinson, 1970;

actualization.

Rosen, 1959) supports the notion that Black people value these competencies

even more than do whites. Because
that is the object of the

it is

the acquisiticm of these competencies

nAch workshop, most Blacks enjoy

workshop personally useful.

What, then,

is the

do some Black clients see the nAch workshop

A

It

with,

it

and find the

problem and on what base s

in so negative a

li^t?

Perspective on Black Perspective

has been stated above that almost

all of the

nAch

re search

by and on whites and that the nAch workshop evolved from

The prototypical workshop (Alschuler,

that

was done
work.

et al 1970) proceeds with approaches

and activities tested and found effective with white middle-class Americans
to train

them

in

nAch as

and cultural context

it

is

manifested in the thmkmg, behavior, values

of the white

Anglo-Saxon Protestant male.

should be, then, most effective with

who emulate or seek

to be the

nAch

members

of that

Blacks paint the course "white" and see

mold

of

American whites.

group and with those

idealized version of that group in

thought, action, feeling, values and aspirations.

in the

The course

it

It is

no wonder

that

some

as a process of recasting Blacks
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It

is also true that the

nAch workshop was

bom

of an interest to

accelerate national economic growth (McClelland,
1961, 1965a),

One

of

the major learning activities of the nAch workshop is a
simulated business

game
of

in the service of the

maximizing

profit.

space program with the stated primary objective

another activity a case study exercise gives the

In

participant a white male track star,

And

Jim Ryun, as an archetypal nAch model.

again, while there are four goal areas that are appropriate to the

achievement motive, i.e,, competition with

competition with others,

self,

long term planning and unique accomplishment, the workshop can be seen as

over-emphasizing the competition areas.

There

is

certainly ample evidence

here to substantiate the charges of the Black participants.

Why

clients have been rejecting the model.

The time period

in

American history

heightening of the protests, the riots

Muslims and

But not

do some accept
is critical

it

here.

in the ghettoes, the

all

Black

and some not?
In the

growth of the (Black)

the Black Panthers, the growing militancy and aggressiveness

of the students' civil rights

movement

that changed the integrated Student

Non-Violent Coordinating Committee into the all-Black Student Coordinating

Committee, Blacks were the star performers on America's stage
in the

of history

1960 s. But wen in the face of the evidence of the growing tendency toward

militancy, separatism and confrontation, Martin Luther King's followers

marching upfrcnt under the b ann ers
partially eclipsed

them

NAACP

of

brotherhood and justice and the

adherents to integration

in the

back ranks held between

piece of
the goals of the overwhelming majority of Black Americans: a
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the a.ctlon«
In

Blseks wanted

in

wi all of America as

it

was, and immediately.

such a climate one could reasonably be sure of finding Black audiences

receptive to the nAch

racism

in

some

workshop

—with minor corrections for the

of the packaging

their goalSo

The only things

America was

their place in

— as the workshop was clearly supportive of

that the majority of Blacks wanted to change about

Achievement motivation development promised

it.

to be a tool to facilitate that

inadvertent

upward mobility (McClelland, 1969),

But by the end of the sixties, after the Kennedys and Martin Luther

King and Fred Hampton and Malcolm

amid more ^ettoes aflame and

X

had been murdered and Nixon elected

the Great Society

was much numbed disillusionment

in the

programs dismantled, there

Black community.

the voices of separatism. Black nationalism, revolution,

It

was then

that

communism and

socialism which had always been a part of the Black community, grew

in

volume, gained more adherents and influenced thousands of Black people.

Every important professional,

from

the

political,

academic and social organization

American Psychological Association

spawned a Black caucus.

All of

from a Black perspective on

to the United States Congress,

America was being inspected and

all fronts.

What was clear

in

critiqued

America was

that

or what
Blacks had changed; what was not clear was how they had changed
they had changed to,

A

spectrum

of

Black thought had evolved and become widespread

enough to have effected the pattern

of differences

reactions to the nAch workshop cited earlier.

among Black

clients’

the
In the face of the validity of
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reactions,

must be accepted

It

Black people;
changed.

It

that the

but the question to bo answered

seems

Is

how

to be

the

of those

changed lor

workshop

that in order to proceed toward an answer,

necessary to have more knowledge
Is to

nAch workshop has

Black clients for

is to

be

it is

whom

the course

be tailored.

The Black Identity Davelopment Theory

Jackson (1976) offers a conceptual framework, a theory
Identity development, that

seems

Black

of

to provide both a reasonable and

compre-

hensive approach to clarifying the range of Black perspective and out of
which

can be developed the guidelines necessary for a modification of the nAch

workshop.

As quoted

psychology movement

earlier, Jackson felt that the humanistic education/
in its

process of becoming more focussed

liberation of the white and middle-class Americans, had

irrelevant to

American Blacks.

client before attempting to help

Reasoning that one had

become
to

on the
all but

understand the

him or her, Jackson developed a theory

to

enable concerned educators and counselors to begin to relate to (be relevant
to) the

'

needs
In the

of their

Black clients,

development of his theory Jackson pulled together work of other

Black social scientists who,

like

him, at the end

of the 1960’s found that they

had together and separately been struggling toward similar conclusions.
Chief

among

Thomas

these social scientists were the Black psychologists Charles

(1971),

William Cross, Jr, (1971) and William Hall

(in

Jones, 1972),
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Their work

in the civil rights

as individual cases led

movement and with Black

all these

clients in groups and

researchers Independently to begin

to

conceptualize a developmental stage model of Black identity development.

Collaboration between Cross and Hall further refined a theory of identity

development that lent
in

itself to

being tested empirically,

Jackson (1976)

his extension of the above work developed an instrument, a scale to enable

him

to

measure

the four stages of Black identity that he had defined.

He

applied the instrument successfully to make sense of Black preferences and

Black critiques of the counseling process.

more

Jackson’s work made clearer and

functional the idea of Black identity development.

Moving away from

the false and dysfunctional practice of viewing

Blacks as a homogeneous and monolithic group, Jackson identified four

Black perspectives each determined by a specific stage

development that a given Black person might be

own personal history and growth, A dynamic

in at a

of

Black identity

given time in his/her

stage theory, the Black Identity

D(;velopment*^ theory "describes four stages of consciousness that a Black

person experiences

in the individual’s

identity in a racist society",

identified as (1)

and

(4)

(Jackson, 1976, p. vi).

Passive Acceptance;

Internalization.

struggle to attain a positive Black

(2)

The four stages are

Active Resistance;

Jackson asserts that these stages

of

(3)

Redirection;

Black consciousness

rj

The Black Identity Development theory
to as

BID theory.

will

from here on be referred
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are experienced sequentially but that not

Blacks get to

all

all

stages and that

no Black person gets completely away from his/her
previous stages.

A

short description of each of these stages and some
of the values

and beliefs, sources of control and validation, the goals and
behaviors

that

are characteristic of each identity stage will present more
fully the BID
theory.
Stage Odb :

Passive Acceptance

— Black persons at this

ment stage, accept vhite America's values
beautiful and seek white approval.

of

what

is

initial

develop-

good, desirable and

They accept as normative whatever

the

prevailing definiticms of Blacks that are put forth by the white society as
the

"Negro" stereotype and try either

to live

up to

it

or live

it

down.

They

are unconsciously supportive of individual, institutional and cultural racism.

Some characteristics
.Values

—white

of this first stage of Black identity development are:
is right; if

Blacks would only work harder and better

themselves, i.e., become like

whites, there would be no race

problem.
•

Control and Validation

— accepts,

at base, only white

approval; is

externally motivated and controlled.

—to be acceptable to whites as a person and as a peer.
.Behaviors — avoids "all Black" enterprises; boycotts Black professionals

.

Goals

as they are viewed as inferior to white professionals.

.Works

to achieve peaceful integration

throu^

assimilation.
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C^iG

might Gxpccty th&t 6l3,cks

in St3.g6 CX'.b of thoir idontlty (i6v©lop~

ment and viewing the nAch workshop from their Stage One perspective would
find no fault with

They would probably prefer a white but would accept a

it.

Black as workshop leader

if

he/ she had impeccable "approved by the

establishment" credentials and/or the group had whites

Black leader.

in

it

The workshop effect on such individuals’ goal

vary as a function of

the extent to

that accepted the

setting would

which they were convinced that the

"experts", i.e., white society, the workshop leader, really expected them
to achieve.

Stage Two; Active Resistance .

In this stage there is a total rejection

and vilification of anything or anybody that
institutions, values, everything.

complete purgative

of the

is

white

— people,

culture,

This stage can be characterized as a

Black negating toxins of the earlier stage.

doxically, this stage fuels militant desegregation activity, the

force whites to deal with Blacks,

Para-

aim being

but on the Blacks’ own terms.

to

Some

indicators of this level of consciousness are:

•

Values and Beliefs

— the only salvation for Blacks is the overthrow

and abolition of the white power structure by any means necessary.
Blacks must sacrifice for the good
•

Control and validation

of the

Individual

Black community,

— seeks approval from the

"Blackest" Blacks

as defined by the most revolutionary or actively anti-establishment activists.

Black people united can control their destiny.
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•

Goals

—to establish a separate Black nation; to acquire the power

and control whites have.
•

e.g.

,

Behaviors

— supports only activities to build a Black power base,

organizing, institution building.

From

this description

it

would seem that a Black person at this stage

would reject those aspects of the nAch workshop that suggest

the emiilatlcn of

models and values that are clearly "white" and pro-establishment,

workshop leader could expect
rage of this stage

is

to

so powerful

emotional centent,

it

Black

The reactive

be seen as white or "Oreo".
in its

A

is possible that

no modification of the workshop could be made to be conversant with a Black
person at this stage of hisAer identity development.

workshop on the development

of

A

politically oriented

power through power motivation conducted

for and by Blacks only would probably be the

more appropriate workshop

for

this stage.

Stage Three; Redirection.

person affirms the positive values

At this stage
of

of

consciousness, the Black

Black through studying Black culture

and history, searching out and affirming his/her uniqueness and beauty, and
developing self-controlj pride and self-esteem.

As opposed

to stage

two

s

Black.
orientation toward denial of White, stage three is an affirmation of

This person will interact with whites, though limitedly, and

in racially

mixed

wafer
^The name "Oreo" is from the name of a popular dark chocolate
is
who
a Black person
with white cream filling sandwich cookie, and means
save skin color. This
substantially white in all social and personal aspects
to almost all nonclear conceptualization of "Stage Oneness" is common
Americans
groups, e.g., Native Americans, "apple"; Asian

white Third World
"banana" Latinos and Polynesians, "coconut",

among

others.
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settings will seek to caucus with other Blacks as this person views Black

people and Black culture as the primary source of his/her nurturance,

motivation and support.

Some

•Values and beliefs

salient csharacteristics of this stage are;

— Black people are

sensitive, worthwhile and intelligent.

Black people need to own their own

culture and heritage and white society has
•

Control and validation

who are engaged
the

of

improvement

little to offer

— Seeks approval and the

in the clarification

of the

strong, creative, beautiful,

and development

Black community.

them.

company

of

of Blacks

Black values and

This person feels a greater sense

personal control and efficacy.
•

Goals

— To maintain and nurture the emerging positive Black identity

and to support other Blacks
•

Behaviors

in their

development

of this stage of consciousness.

— Seeks Black over white company.

Experiments with

African and other Third World tradition^ philosophies, and

We

life styles.

might expect that the stage three Black person would be somewhat

turned off by the nAch workshop, but not so completely as and for different

reasons from a stage two rejection.

If

the

nAch workshop leader was a

Black or Third World person who seemed to be genuinely concerned with

Black and Third World issues, the stage three conscious person would
attempt both to listen to and at the same time to counsel the brother or
he/she sees
sister, pointing out whatever discrepancies with Black values
in the

workshop.

Should those educational attempts and supportive overtures
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be spurned by the workshop leader, the stage three conscious Black person

would either

call a

Black caucus or withdraw.

In the

case of a white workshop

leader, this person would listen critically and expectantly for confirmation of

what he/she already knows about white values and white society.
Stage Four

person

is

— Internalization

In this fourth

.

and

final stage, the

sure and comfortable with his/her Black pride and positive Black

self-image.

Persons

at this stage feel

both their own and white environments.

much more competent
There

is

are not limited to Blackness,

e.g.

,

spiritual development, and the like.

Values and beliefs

— The

in

negotiating

energy available at this

stage to develop further other aspects of the personality that

•

Black

may

extend from, but

sex role and identity, compassion,

Some characteristics

of this stage are;

stage four conscious Black believes that

people
white racism is a sickness of the society and that both white and Black
suffer

from

it

to varying degrees.

There are aspects

and culture that are not Black destructive

of

American society

but are, rather, useful and even

supportive.

,

in

Control and validation— At this stage the individual

validating his/her

own behavior, thoughts, and

feelings.

is quite

comfortable

This person

whites or Blacks.
not necessarily threatened by rejection by either

is

He/she

has an internal locus of ccmtrol.
.

Goals— The elimination

of

racism and other forms

of oppression in the

understanding of self and hisAer
world; further development and deeper
relaticxishlps to the world.
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•

Behaviors— This

p.3rson will Interact with all peoples with
an

awareness and understanding

of the

pervasive effects of racism on

people.

all

He/she works for relieving oppression and for
building more nurturant

communities for

all people.

The fourth stage conscious Black would see the
and the racism or white ethnocentricity where
but would not be put completely off by

from

the

workshop no matter what

would openly, as a

it.

it

occurs

in

the

the race or ethnicity of the leader, and

or implications for oppression that might arise.

emergences

workshop much more readQy than

may be

racism

at any

in the applications

community improvement,

Jackson emphasizes that the stages are dynamic, not
although a certain stage

of

He or she would be able

other stage, and would be less restricted and more creative
of that learning for both self and

nAch workshop,

This person would be able to learn

style of contributing, correct those

to incorporate the learnings of the

potential for oppression,

static,

and that

the predominant one at any given time, other

stages' thoughts, feelings, values and actions can be seen at any stage.

Further, just as given settings tend to arouse given motives from our motive
repertory, certain contexts likewise evoke certain stage behavioral syndromes.

For example, a
Identity

quiet but hard working and dedicated Black Nationalist whose

development

is

predominantly of stage three

may

function

stage one perspective (l.e,, anti -Black) in his dealings with the

with rival nationalist groups, from Stage
In

Two

(anti- white) in his

from a

NAACP

or

involvement

a community/ police altercation and, on occasion, from Stage Four

(available but critical) on his

downtown "equal opportunity employer" work-
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site

where he

is distinctly in the

minority.

Lest this example be misconstrued as supportive of the somewhat
perjorative view of Black people as "adaptively" schizophrenic,

noted that this BID stage theory as

applied above

is

it

should be

exactly analagous to the

use that many psychiatrists and psychologists make of Erik Erikson*s (1964,
1968) stage theory.

Erikson explains a person's present behavior as multi-

determined by the influence

of that person's prior, present

and future stages

of psychosexual development interacting with the contextual cues of the

particular situation.

Like the stage theories of Piaget and Erikson, the

Jackson BID theory stages are sequential, each stage having a fixed predecessor
and successor and each subsequent stage subject to influence from previous
ones.

The Jackson BID theory

Erikson

in that the

is unlike the stage theories of Piaget

stages are not determined by age; neither

nor even desirable that

all

Blacks will or should attain Four.

and

is it inevitable

Jackson has

elsewhere demonstrated this age-free and sequential development process of
the

BED stages as

it

has been manifested

in

biographical and autobiographical

wrritings of Blacks (Jackson, 1975).

The BED theory provides a clear and useful categorization
of the psychological substratum that informs Black interaction in

society.

A

of the range

American

closer inspection of the four BID stages reveals as Jackson (1976)

points out, that stages

I

and II can be seen as reactive, representing as they

do Black reactions to what

is

perceived as white society#

Stages III and IV, on

the individual's acting
the other hand, can be called proactive, as they describe
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on his/her environment and developing an identity independent of the oppressive
aspects of

Black people.

v/hite society* s definitions of

This writer suggests an additional dichotomy
actionism .

Stages II and III are seen

in this

Stage II, is advocating complete withdrawal

separatism and inter-

of

view as separatist; the former,

from and denial

of the white

society while the latter. Stage III, is seeking to build a Black coexistent
alternative to that white society.

called interactionist , with Stage
inclusion
to

by

Stages
I

I

seen as

and IV would

in this

dichotomy be

seeking acceptance, integration,

the society, and Stage IV eschewing rigid ethnic group boundaries

form relationships

cai

ideological and values grounds.

approach to the BID theory presents somewhat
group together the extremely different stages
contiguous or compatible.
stages II and III,

it

of

I

This dichotomous

a problem

in

seeming to

and IV because they are neither

But, in the case of the separatist grouping, i,e,,

appears that those stages together define that which

meant by the lay term ’’Black perspective”.
this author*s use of the

For

term Black perspective

is

the balance of this treatise

shall

mean

the combined separatist

perspectives of BID stages II and III,

The BID theory may provide a useful perspective from which
evaluate and understand reactions of blacks to the nAch workshop.

generate a pattern
the case then analysis of those reacticais will

to

If

that is

from which

workshop for specific
can be elicited guidelines for modification of the nAoh
Black client groups.
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Summary

The achievement motive, nAch,

is that

to strive "for success in competition with

(McClelland, et al,

,

1953).

human

trait that stirs people

some standard

of excellence"

Twenty-five years of research by psychologists

has been focused on this one motive. Most

of this research

David C. McClelland (1953, 1961, 1969; Atkinson, et

was

al, 1958)

led by

and found

the achievement motive to be a critical determinant of personal success
and,

by extension, of national economic development.

Satisfaction of the need to

achieve was also deemed important to the fulfilling of the selfr-esteem needs

as one grows toward self-actualization (Maslow, 1970).

buildup on the woik

of

Alfred

S.

Alschuler,

McClelland, incorporated the group educational

technology of humanistic education to design and package an effective
psychological education curriculum to develop and increase achievement

motivated behavior.

One

of the

most highly structured and organized

existing affective education curricula,

it

is

of the

known as the achievement

motivation development, or nAch, workshop (Alschuler, 1970, 1973),

Over

largely successful history, the nAch workshop, like some

its

other affective education workshops (Fromkin and Sherwood, 1976) has

encountered some difficulties and pointed criticisms
client groups.

The examinaticn

in practice with

of the basis of those difficulties led to a

review of the psychological research and development of

and curriculum.

Errors

of

Black

the

nAch concept

omission and of racial bias vis-a-vis Blacks'
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involvement in those studies were seen to have predictable
and discernible
biasing effects

cm.

the resulting

nAch curriculum. The present climate

hei^tened awareness to racism and oppression, our legacy from
protests of the 1960* s, predetermined that

against the inherent biases in the

However, not

all,

many Blacks would

of

the social

see and act

nAch workshop.

not even most. Blacks have reacted negatively to

the achievement motivation development workshop.

Searching for an

acceptance/rejection pattern, we looked again to the rights movements of
the past decade,

M

our review, the wide range of Blacks' goals were

categorized as being either
in the

(1)

a larger share

of

and increased participation

present power and wealth of this country or

(2)

the revolutionary

transformation of America into a completely different society,

A third

category of denying and separating from American society seems related
ideologically to the second category of goals.

While this perspective begins

to clarify an approach to the explanation of acceptance and rejection of the

nAch workshop by Blacks, a more precise conceptual framework

is

needed.

Jackson's (1976) Black Identity Development (BID) theory appears to

have that needed precision. The BID theory articulates four discrete stages
of Black identity development each with its

own particular issues,

beliefs, values and characteristic behaviors.

stages as:
living

down

(1)

Passive acceptance

the negative

in

goals,

Jackson describes the four

which cne accepts by living up to or

American Negro stereotype;

(2)

Active resistance in
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which stage one vehemently and venomously rejects

all things white to

work

for an all Black society that will have eveiything that whites now have;
(3)

Redirection, the stage in which affirmation of Black replaces the drive

to excoriate whites; there is instead a concentration of energy on the develop-

ment

of self-knowledge of

Black pride;

(4)

hitemalizaticn . at this stage

comfortable with a positive Black identity the individual interacts with the

world

in

a freer way to improve self and society,

Jackson has developed a

scale to determine an individual's dominant BID stage,

A critique

and revision of the achievement motivaticn development

workshop from a Black perspective

is

suggested with the BID theory to be

used to inform that perspective and to make sense of Blacks' acceptance or
rejecticaa of the

nAch workshop. The BID theory

used

will be

in the following

chapter as a guide to the modification of the achievement motivation develop-

ment workshop for increased relevance and acceptance

for Black client

groups. Subsequent chapters will treat the field testing of the resultant
design.

The outcome

of that field test will be discussed

toward yielding

information on the process, problems, and effectiveness of employing this

approach to redesigning psychological education curricula for Black people.
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CHAPTER

II

THE ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
Introduction

It

Is the

task of this chapter to investigate empirically the allegations

of cultural bias and irrelevance to Blacks that have been lodged against the

achievement motivation development workshop.

The investigaticn

by a brief establishing of the importance of relevance

in

is

curriculum as posited

by psychologists and by educators (McClelland, 1965; Weinstein and
1970; Hunt and Sullivan,

1974).

A

The subject
that

Fantini,

descriptive overview of the process of the

achievement motivation development workshop
investigation of the

preceded

is

made

to clear the path for

workshop content .
of study is the text and the

accompanying

five unit

workbooks

comprise the published achievement motivation development curriculum

(Alschuler, Tabor and McIntyre, 1970a-e).

Each

of the five units is described

and then critiqued from a specific Black perspective derived from combining
Stages II and III of the Jackson (1976) Black Identity Development model.

Where a

unit of this prototypical

nAch course

is

found to be culturally biased

or irrelevant to Blacks, specific modifications are proposed.

Articulation of

are the tasks of
a modified nAch curriculum and testing of that modification

Chapter III.
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The Necessity for Matching Curriculum
to the Learner

The problem as
development

is

it

has been presented

is that

while achievement motivation

both possible and desirable with Black client groups, the existing

psychological education curriculum, the achievement motivation development

workshop (Alschuler,
as

it

et al, 1970a-e), is not as acceptable to this population

can and should be.

assumed and not argued

In the

process

of developing this

is

some Blacks

it

has been

that the learners* acceptance of educational efforts

positively affects the effectiveness of those efforts.
that

problem

in their

It

has been pointed out

rejection of the workshop charge that the curriculum

entirely culturally biased towards idealized white middle -class American

values and

is,

therefore, apart

from and irrelevant

to Blacks. (McNiel, 1976)

That educational curricula should be made relevant to the learner has

been widely touted by many educators.

In 1970,

Weinstein and Fantini were

decrying most educational curricula as irrelevant for:
the failure to match teaching procedures to learning
styles. . . the use of material that is outside or poorly
related to the learner's knowledge of his physical realm
and methods
of experience, . . the use of teaching materials
teaching
ignore the learner's feelings. , . the use of
that

content that ignores the ccxicem of the learners,
and Fantini, 1970, pp. 21-22)

Similarly Hunt and Sullivan (1974)

in the

(Weinstein

development of their Behavior-

prescriptive model for an effective
Person -Environment (B-P-E) analytic and

design devote almost one-third
approach to curriculum content and process

importance of knowing and
of their explication to the critical

accommodatmg
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the idiosyncratic characteristics of the learner.

From

another tack McClelland

realized the significance of making his newly developed psychological education

curriculum relevant to the learner.

He asserted

that the individual

must believe

I

not only that he/ she can develop the motive, but also that he/sho should develop
it

because

self

it

is,

from

the learner’s perspective, an

improvement

image and an improvement on prevailing cultural values important

learner.

learner’s

in the

to the

(McClelland, 1965, pp. 327-328)

Jackson’s intended use for his Black Identity Development (BID) theory

was

in service of the

mandates presented above:

The BID theory was developed for educators to use
as a conceptual framework for evaluating the
relevance of current educational models for Black
students (Jackson, 1976, p. vi).
It is

the purpose of this chapter to rely on the

from which a modificaticn

will be

made

of the

BID theory

to inform a critique,

achievement motivation develop-

ment workshop.

The Achievement Motlvaticn Development
Workshop: Process

The achievement motivation development workshop has been described
at length

and

in detail in

various sources (McClelland and Winter, 1969;

Steele, 1972, and
Alschuler, Tabor and McIntyre, 1970 a-e; McClelland and

deCharms

et al.

,

1976).

The following description and explanation

is

a

faithful

Alschuler, Tabor and
precis of the workshop text and materials produced by
the prototype nAch workshop.
McIntyre (1970a-e) as these materials ccmstitute

This workshop, developed

in psychological

and educational field research,

is
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an excellent example of maximizing curricular
impact by the inclusion of a wealth
of educational approaches certain to

learning style.

accommodate almost any

cognitive or

The workshop leader uses film, lecture, reading, writing,

role-play, simulations, games, case histories, models,
recitation, repetition,

discussion, testimonial, and even behavioral objectives to realize the
workshop's

educational intent.

As discussed
desire for success

in the

in

previous chapter, achievement motivation

competitition with

achievement motive concept

is

some standard

of excellence.

is the

The

articulated as an associative network of thou^ts,

feelings and actiois all related to a class of goals called achievement goals,

whose characteristics are

workshop

and identifiable.

to reify this concept such that

participants can
to

distinct

it

make an informed choice

promote their own personal growth, or

is

It is

the function of the

made so palpably

either to take
to leave

it

it

real that the

as a useful vehicle

as being not for them.

All achievement motivation development workshops, whether an intensive

three day weekend, a five day conference or a semester's or a whole year's

school work, are to guide the participant through a sequence of six steps:
attending, experiencing, conceptualizing, relating, applying, and internalizing,
to teach the

Step
the

achievement motive.^
1:

Attending.

workshop seeks

In addition to utilizing a variety of teaching procedures,

to catch and hold the participants' attention by

removing the

^This heuristic model was developed for humanistic education by
Alschuler, 1970, from McClelland's (1965b) psychological education model.
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workshop from the participants* workaday routine. Ideally

the

workshop

is

held in a retreat setting, but effective workshops have been
and are conducted
in conventional sites.

Step 2; Experiencing .

A virtual

circus of games, some of which will

be described later, and role plays are used to engage participants physically,
cognitively and affectively in achievement behavior.

Step 3; Conceptualizing.

work experience, analysis

Through reading, lecture, discussion of

of their

own fantasy and real

life

experience, the

participants learn the language, the labels, the cognitive templates, the

vocabulary of achievement motivation.
Step 4; Relating.

Ever conscious

of the importance of relevance

humanistic educational endeavors, the workshop

is

m

structured to encourage

participants* critical exploration and questioning of the "fit" of this learning to

themselves, their values, their cultural context.
Step 5: Applying .

Those participants who choose

design an application of the new learning

motive

in

an aspect of their

life of

their

to are helped to

—a field test of the newly conceptualized
own choosing. They then commit

themselves to making that application.
Step 6: mtemalizing.

behavior.

This step actually refers to post-workshop

The workshop design includes time and guidance for

the creation of

follow-up mechanisms to maximize the probability that participants will make

repeated applications of the new learning
evaluate and modify those applications.

in their lives

and will ccaitinue to

Internalization is achieved

when

and over-time
participants have demonstrated through post-workshop behavior
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an integration of the achievement network

The workshop

units that are

in their

employed

everyday

living.

to take the participant through the

above steps have been attractively packaged together with a
comprehensive
leader’s manual and text, Teaching Achievement Motivation; Theory
and

Practice

in

Psychological Education (Alschuler. Tabor and McIntyre, 1970 a-e).

Once distributed by the publishers,

the materials have since 1975 been in the

public domain and hence freely available to and replicatable by all and sundry.

Coextensive with the following descriptions of the workshop units and their
intents will be criticisms and emendations
in

terms

of the Jackson (1976)

from a Black perspective as defined

BID theory.

The Achievement Motivation Development
Workshop: Content and Critique

In the

preceding chapter

it

was proposed

that

Stages II and III of

Jackson's (1976) BID theory together constitute the psychological substrate
of the

everyday term "Black perspective.

of the

nAch workshop

proposition.

that

of Stages II and III, informed
to Stage

Further, those critiques by Blacks

were summarized earlier give clear support for

Black perspective

Jackson ascribes

"

in this

work

shall

somewhat by the

mean

the

sensitivity

IV Black consciousness.

It is

that

combined perspective
to

from

oppression that
this definition of

Black perspective that the achievement motivaticm development workshop units
will be critiqued.
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Who

The

made up

first unit of the

Am

I

achievement motivation development workshop

of a series of self study activities under the rubric

(Alschuler and Tabor, 1970e),

It is

the

workshop leader

and validate the process

about their futures,

life

I?"

warm-up

the participants and get

to be comfortable with one another, to initiate

of self study, to

versus fate control over one’s

Am

the purpose of these exercises to set the

tone for the workshop, to "break the ice", to

them and

"Who

is

life,

examine one’s beliefs about inner

and to stimulate the participants’ thinking

goals, heroes and values.

the affiliation, achievement, and

power motives

Talk of motives, specifically

is introduced at the

very end

of the unit.

The "Who

Am I"

workbook begins with a clear brief overview

followed by the first read-and-discuss activity, a statement by a Dr.

Ginnot concerning one’s creating one’s own

discuss activities concern

who

is

first,

identity.

of the unit,

Haim

The next two read-and-

a happy, white, middle-class college girl

concerned that her exuding personal happiness, health and

self -acceptance

might be considered pathological by her peers and thus negatively affect her
popularity, and second, a white upper middle-class male

who explains

his

choice to eschew his ready-made ladder to the top by dropping out of college.

The

setting, the people and

concerns

in these

two examples would certainly

alienate the Stage II and III conscious Black as these cases so clearly

represent the concerns primarily,
class youth.

By way

if

not exclusively, of white and privileged-

of contrast, following

two excellent exercises on

fate
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control that use astrology and palm reading to get
participants to interact and
to

examine their beliefs concerning predestination, are two problems
posed by

two Black male protagonists; Bigger Thomas, from Richard
Wright's Native
Son, and

Malcolm

X from his

autobiography.

The system's delimiting and

circumscriptioh of the lives of these Black adults stands
free self-doubting engaged

in

in

painful

stark contrast to the

by our white middle-class college students.

A

sophisticated discussion of the two Black cases might well lead to the chilling

question of what to make of the fact that the consequences of Bigger Thomas's
failure to escape his socially determined and negative identity and

success

in

Malcolm X's

overcoming that same negative determinism was violent death for

each of them.

A
"Who

Am

calculating perusal of the twenty-four exercises that comprise this

I?" unit reveals that only the two examples just cited deal with

specifically Black issues or Black people, and that there is iw inclusion of Black

or Third World

women

at all.

On further examination one

vignettes, "Alienated" and "It's Not Just

toward the world and concerns

Money"

finds two other

that are pointedly biased

of the white adolescent.

It

appears, then, that the

point raised earlier about the achievement motivation workshop's white cultural

bias has been made immediately.

There

instances that could easily be causes of

From

is

here

in this first unit

disaffection

among Black

several
participants.

the above evidence those Blacks could empirically as well as affectively
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substantiate an allegation that this course is not for them. ^
In fairness

it

should be noted while six (20%) of the inputs

in

"Who

Am

I?"

are cited here for cultural contempt, that the eighteen remaining
exercises are
quite innocent of the charge and can be very effective and useful
with any group.

Also, the leader’s guide that accompanies the unit

Am

the exercises in

"Who

and that neither

all of the

is

clear

in

pointing out that

I?" are only a small sample of hundreds of possibilities,

exercises nor their sequence need be devoutly followed

as written to meet the objectives of this

unit.

However, as

it is

the purpose of

this chapter to investigate and understand the Blacks’ charge of cultural bias
in the

nAch workshop

the positive aspects of the

workshop

will continue to be

relegated to the background to the emphasis of the workshop’s shortcomings.

The Ring Toss Game

The second

unit in the typical

nAch workshop progression

Toss Game" (Alschuler, Tabor and McIntyre, 1970c).
interspersed with "Who

Am I?"

in

rings to throw and

for the

This action input

In the

that is, to toss a ring onto a peg.

may choose

is often

one of the two most important

experiential learning activities of the workshop.

make ringers,

"The Ring

activities and serves to maintain attending

behavior while involving the participants

task to

is

to stand

game

it is

the participants’

The player has four

any distance he/she wishes from the peg

To digress slightly, there does exist one other published set of materials
nAch workshop (McClelland and Steel, 1972) that has not been nearly so

widespread nor so long in use as these materials under discussion. That set of
six
materials substitutes for "Who Am I?" the writing of stories to a set of
that is ubiquitous in
pictures (the Thematic Apperception Test or TAT technique
discussiiBi and scoring of
the research on nAch) and the participants’ subsequent
are of whites.
those six stories for motive content. All of the six pictures
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for each throw.

The game has

five conditions

or rounds

which the tosses are

in

made:

R ound

A practice

1.

round that

is usually,

but not always, done by each

player alone, out of the sight of the group.

Round

Individual players toss rings for points

The further the distance from

group.
the

2.

number

of points earned.

in

the peg the ringer is

The points chart

is

the presence of the

made,

the higher

posted at the beginning of this

round.

Round

Individuals

3,

Round 4 ,
highest scorers

Round
points one
its

form two teams and compete for

The lowest scorers from each team play, coached by the
in

5.

makes

a teams rematch.

Reverse payoff; the closer one stands to the peg, the more
for a ringer.

is

negatively related to effort, there

The purpose of the game
the four

round

fifth

is

seldom played as

nAch action

strategies:

is to

(1)

is

when

no point to playing.

teach, through processing the experience,
setting specific,

moderate risk goals

researching the environment for resources and opportunities relevant to the

goal,

(4)

This optional

point is usually obvious by this time to the participants, i.e,, that

reward

(2)

points.

(3)

using feedback to monitor performance

in

pursuit of those goals, and

the taking of personal responsibility throughout the process.

The discussion

begins to bring participants to conceptualize the motive and typically gets the
participants to relate their experience in this

game

experiences and to their present planning patterns

to their past goal-setting

in life.
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While there

is in the

the leader should be

warned

content of this exercise no hint of cultural bias,
that there

processing of the experience.

mixed workshops,
ability to take

that a

It

a danger

happens frequently

"machismo”

moderate risks

may be

in the

attitude

game.

conduct and

in racially

seems

Then,

in the

in

to affect

and

in

sexually

some males'

processing the exercise

they can become either unusually defensive about their high-risk behavior, or
belittle (deny) the exercise.

participants

deem

it

There

is

an opportunity here,

if

the setting and

appropriate, to explore the effects of racism and sexual

and cultural stereotypes on the context

in

set and the risk levels of those goals.

For Black participants

which one sets goals, the kinds of goals

discussions of these areas can be very important.

encountered

in

many Black groups

makes as much sense as
The Stage
ready nor willing

(and for females)

Also, this author has

the challenge that life for Blacks in

the reverse payoffs in

Round

America

5.

II Black participant according to Jackson (1976) is neither
at this stage to

engage

in the

openness

of discussion, the

candid though limited self-disclosure, nor the critical analysis of his/her own

and others' behavior that

is

other workshop activities.

suspended and

still

demanded by
It

seems

participation in this and

most

of the

doubtful that that requirement can be

have the activity be worthviiile.

One

coulci possibly, get

the group to generate a range of possible reasons for a given Ring Toss behavior
applies,
pattern and let the non -participant privately pick the ones he/ she thinks

objectives of
but that approach would diminish appreciably the effect and the
the experiential learning.

The experienced teacher or workshop leader

if

fore-
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warned of those

possibilities and their Implications can probably handle the

occurrence of those situations humanely and effectively.

For

that reason such

caveats would be a useful addition to a revision of this unit.

Ten Thoughts

The Harvard Business School’s case study method was

the

model for

this

third unit of the workshop, ’’Ten Thoughts” (Alschulor, Tabor and McIntyre,

1970d),

Following the case study are a series of sixteen brief exercises that

constitute a

programmed

text.

These two effective teaching approaches, the

case study method and programmed instruction, are combined to teach the
participant the language and the labels of the associative network that comprise
the achievement motive.

The learner becomes

literate In

achievement motivation

and can use this literacy as an analytical framework to test for achievement

Imagery

in

his/her own experience,

The attainment

ment,

in literature,

the

who

in

medium

most clearly culturally biased

The subject

In the

environ-

But while the approach and objectives here

are pedagoglcally sound, the content, the
Is

media,

of the learning objectives of this unit Is critical to the

effectiveness of the nAch workshop.

message.

in the

of the case study is

for the delivery of the

of all the

Jim Ryun,

workshop

the young

nAch

units.

man from Kansas

1966 gained international acclaim at the age of nineteen years for setting

the world's record for running the mile.

From

reading and discussing this

can
well and tl^tly written two -pages case study the workshop participant

loam

the ten definitive elements, the

"Ten Thoughts",

of

achievement thinking.
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feeling and planning, and the four
characteristics of an achievement goal,
that is, that the goal is difficult but
possible, specific, time-phased and

measurable.

The participant learns
goal can

that the setting and envisioning of any achievement

more clearly be understood as "achievement imagery" a concept

that

throughout the workshop is represented by the expressive
acronym, "Aim"
("a"

from achievement and "im" from imagery). A goal

achievement goal,

if it

in

strives to improve upon one's
in

(2)

(4)

a ways

all four

(3)

off

Aim

—two to ten years or more —

may be

in

which one

Unique Accomplishment
in

Long Term Involvement
in the

accord

Competition with Others

Competition with Self (CS),

own performance;

those goals that involve the striver
is

(1)

which the actor wishes to do something new or

never been done before; and

in

This standard of excellence

any one of four possible ways:

(CO), which is self explanatory;

(UA),

an Aim, l.e.,

embodies a desire for accomplishment

with some standard of excellence.

represented

is

a way that has

(LTI),

which are

pursuit of a goal whose attainment
in

the future.

In the

Jim Ryun case,

categories are seen to be involved.

This case study also provides the participant with a model who
applying the four achievement action strategies, i.e.,
risk goals,

(2)

using feedback,

(3)

(1)

is

setting moderate

researching the environment and

(4)

taking

personal responsibility for one's goal setting and behavior, that were learned
earlier by the participant

above.

in the

processing of the "Ring Toss Game" described
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The central learning
achievement thoughts.
Its

The participant learns

four possible forms (CO, CS,

albeit

to

of this unit Is the associative

UA

and LTI)

that an

is

Aim

all the

2.

(N)

The need which

is the

"n"

any one or

is the first

remaining nine thoug^its must be related.

Need.

in

of the ten

all of

but one achievement thought,

primary and central. Achievement Imagery (AIM)

which

network

in

thought

These are;

nAch and which expresses

the achievers want, desire, or need for the achievement goal or Aim.

World Obstacles (WO). The consideration

of those aspects of the

environment or world that will impede or block the achiever* s accomplishing
the desired Aim.
4.

Personal Obstacles (PO).

The achiever considers also those

aspects of him/herself that impede or block progress toward the goal.
5.

Action (ACT).

The developing and commiting

of oneself to a plan

of activity that will include doing something about surmounting the obstacles

and will lead to goal attainment.
6.

assistance
7.

Help (H).
is

The achiever

identifies

and utilizes whatever expert

available to help in achieving the goal.

Hope

This

of Success(HOS).

is not

only the hope of successfully

meeting one*s Aim but also the actual expectation and anticipation of succeeding.
8.

in the

of

Fear

of Failure

(FOF)

is self

achiever's affective realm as

success and keep the
9.

Aim and the

Success Feelings (SuF).

it

explanatory and is consciously invoked

helps to correct for the optimism of hope

action planning realistic.

on succeeding, and
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Failure Feelings (FaF)

upon not reaching one's

Aim

are the two

thoughts that represent the intrinsic affective payoffs
for goal striving.

Workshop discussion considers each

of the ten thoughts and considers the

effects of the inclusion and exclusion of each of

oriented behavior.

them on successful achievement-

The programmed exercises

Jim Ryun case study

that follow the

are to bring the learner to complete cognitive mastery of the constructs of the

achievement motive's associative network.

The method
participant groups.

is

an effective

if

rigorous one, and can work with

However, almost

at the subject of the case study,

all

all

Black clients would object to or balk

Jim Ryun. The achievement syndrome

is

epitomized and packaged

in the

Even from a BID Stage

perspective, one would hope to have found a Black model

for use

if

I

we were going

person of a white Anglo-Saxon protestant male.

to the world of sports

—

^the

one arena where white

dominated America has, no matter how grudgingly, admitted that Blacks have
achieved, have "proven" themselves to be "as good as" whites, while from a
Stage IV perspective one might express pique at the oppressive arrogance of
the choice.

Our focal perspectives Stages

II

the intensity of their rejection at this point.

and III, would be almost equal

The former, for having been

presented with prima facie evidence that to be

being

v^^ite, the latter in

hi^ nAch

is the equivalent of

outrage at the effrontery of this obvious cultural

larceny, the Ignoring of those same achieving characteristics
athlete and presenting

in

them by example, as white values and

well thus poisoned, will Blacks drink further, and

if

so,

in the

Black

attributes.

how deeply?

The
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Assuming

that the Black participants continue with
this ’’Ten Thoughts"

unit past the distaste of the

programmed exercises
them

to apply the

Jim Ryun case,^ they

will begin a series of sixteen,

to learn the ten achievement thoughts.

nAch associative network

The

first

asks

to the case of white, male, college-

bound Kevin who wants to be an astronaut. During the

late l960‘s

when

these workshop materials were being developed, the public's
awareness and

support of the space program was at quite a height.

Moon

landings and space

walks were covered extensively and astronauts were the heroes of the day.
the

same time Blacks were very conscious

At

of their gains and losses in the civil

rights struggle and in consideration of their losses were very aware of their
total

absence from the space program.

astronaut

may

For

the Kevins in

America becoming an

be a distant and difficult aim, but a possible one.

But what

does the Black participant do with this case ? How should the workshop leader
instruct the Black participant

astronaut ?

How

who mi^t decide,

does the Black participant who

of affairs in the space

program

feel

lil^e

is

Kevin, to aspire to be an

knowledgeable about the state

when thus reminded

of

tlie

ceilings that

racism puts on Blacks' Aims?
q

The Jim Ryun case was chosen initially not only because it was so easily
described in nAch terms, but also because his track coach at the University of
Kansas, Bob Timmons, had developed a personal coaching style that approximated
exactly the model that McClelland and Alschuler (1971) had derived for teachers
to develop nAch in their students. The two cases, Timmons and Ryun together
make a powerful workshop unit for teacher training. However, the case for
cultural bias, in this author's estimation, overrides this expediency-based

defense.
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One might hope

that

we are

not, in

terms

of cultural bias, encountering

a pattern that will be followed to the end of the book, but the hope appears to be

Kevin

in vain.

Cisco,

it

seems,

toward which

from Cisco

followed by Cisco, an Hispanic, who has a goal, but not an Aim,

is

is

all his

is

a Latin lover; his goal

in

who has an Aim

Carl, a Black youth

emulation of

Continuing without

Diane

— an affiliaticn goal

achievement-like thoughts are directed.

suggestively stereotypical goal

Shankar,

is to date

whom

comment

Beverly, a white female

is

—to be a musician.

confused somewhat by

This

Carl's hero, Ravi

Carl becomes an accomplished sitar player.

to the

hi^

Across the page

very next page the participant

school student whose

Aim

will encounter

is to lose

wei^t and

become a cheerleader.

To

continue this critique in this page by page

manner would

begin to border on diatribe and at the least become redundant.

It

at the

most

can be seen

Ten

pages of the
thus far having gone sequentially through these first fourteen

Thoughts"
(1976)

abuses

unit, that the specificity of

BID theory
in the

is

Black perspective given us by Jackson’s

and sexist
not necessary to clarify the abundance of cultural

material under study.

Of the three

women

appearing later

in this

respectively, wanting to be a medical
unit all are white and are depicted as,

secretary, having an unrealistic "Alice
to be a snake charmer.

And elsewhere a

person of a South Sea Island chief
.

and unflattering

ligjit.

in

is

Wonderland" type dream, and wanting
citizen of the Third

World

in the

portrayed in a good-naturedly ridiculing
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On

the

more

positive side, the one other Black in the unit, again a
male,

has a non-offensive and legitimate aim to quit

smoking.

This exercise together

with two puzzle/collages and seven pages of do-it-yourself material are

all

effective learning material that should discomfit no one and contribute to the

accomplishment of the
that accompanies the

unit’s ambitious learning objectives.

The leader’s guide

"Ten Thoughts" suggests many other complementary

should say substitute) activities for this unit, all of them good.

one preferred suggestion is the bringing

in of

a live case study

(it

For example,
in

the

form

of a

speaker "from approximately the same background as the students" (from "Notes
to the

Teacher

of 10

Thoughts" p.

The suggestion
that a

"Ten Thoughts"

3, Alschuler,

Tabor and McIntyre,

of a speaker fits the spirit of this writer’s propositicm
unit be

produced that would begin with a series of six

ethnically and sexually diverse actual case studies, all of which would
the

1970d).

nAch associative network. The

unit

embody

would proceed allowing the participant

to choose for discussion whichever one he/ she wished for the initial case study

portion of the unit.

Similarly, the subsequent

programmed mini-case exercises

would have rearranged the goal assignments to different characters, and will have
introduced some non-white females.
treated seriously with

stereotyped Alms.

many

of

In this revision all the

them shown

to be considering

women would

be

some non- sex-

—
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The Origami

Game

"The Origami Game" (Alschuler, Tabor, and McIntyre, 1970b)

the fourth

imit in the achievement motivation development course, is best described
by the

authors:

you have Origami Game materials nearby, you can see
already that they have ccmsiderable bulk. You are ri^t
If

you are

a lot of work.

But it is worth it. Potentially
most fun and most valuable of any in the
course. , , The game is structured to create a prototype
achievement situaticoi. Each player is the president of a
company that develops and makes products for the space
program. The products in this case are three different
origami (Japanese paper folding) models, and the player
is the producer as well as the president of the company,
(Teaching Achievement Motivatioi; Theory and Practice
in Psychological Educaticm, Alschuler, Tabor, and
McIntyre, 1970, p. 40)
in for

this session is the

The game lives up to

its

promise.

deal of fun for leader and participant alike.

It is

a great deal of work and a great

The game involves three rounds

of

goal settin&each round being a six minute "production period" during which
participants ccsastruct paper models to meet production goals they have set for

themselves.

Round One

of the

game

is

played with each participant working

individually on setting and achieving his/her production goals.

Round Two

allows the participants to form partnerships for the sharing of profits, and

Round Three allows the participants

to

form companies,

both the work (for example, make an assembly
the

game

game

line)

in

which they can share

and the profits.

Throughout

independently.
the participant has the option to play each round

is totally involving

the typical

The

and six minutes production periods notwithstanding,

participants takes
Origami Game with one leader and twenty-five
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on the average of three and one-half to four
hours to play and process.

The game evolved from

ment Project

at

the

work

In the

Achievement Motivation Develop-

Harvard (McClelland and Alschuler, 1971, Alschuler,
1973) as

a necessary improvement on the earlier Business
Game simulation described
elsewhere (deCharms, 1976, pp, 54-55) which involved
constructing three models

from Tinker Toys. The

made

the unit

quantity and bulk of the necessary amount of Tinker
Toy

expensive, cumbersome and impractical for field work.

The

paper folding innovation was a vast improvement and included an expanded
and
increased reward system for cooperative activity
to the

in the

game. Not readily apparent

Origami players unless they research their environments carefully,

fact that per capita profit increases significantly

three in partnerships or companies.

in

response to evaluations of the

Game by Black groups and by some

had been involved

in the

one plays rounds twD and

(Interestingly this modification, of

increased reward for cooperation, was made
older Business

if

is the

of the

younger teachers who

Harvard Achievement Motivation Development project.

The teachers' criticisms seem

to have

been influenced by the counter-culture

of the late 1960's that decried competition as one of the

aspects of the American culture.

Many Blacks

primary dehumanizing

were also

at that time questioning the utility of the competitive ethic to their attempts to

build either a better

America or a strong and

The Origami Game

is billed

one in the course for good reason.

self supporting

Black community,)

as being potentially the most valuable
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The game

Is complex enough so that all the action strategies
are called into play: the bidding estimating process gives
players a chance to take moderate risks and create challenges.
The complexity of the game demands researching the environment. The production of the Origami models themselves and
the different styles of competition invite initiative and innovative
activity. Timekeeping, scorekeeping and results from round
to round provide immediate ccmcrete feedback. The pace,
competitiveness and the engrossing nature of the game, plus
its demand for achievement goals trigger practically every
part of the achievement planning pattern (thoughts and feelings

about success and failure, appraisals of obstacles
of

making the

bid, the

in

the

way

need for action, help, successful

accomplishment). Players' experience in this game is a live
definition of achievement motivation and will be valuable
common experience in the next unit on achievement
planning. (Alschuler, Tabor, and McIntyre, 1970, pp.
40-41)

"The Origami Game"
Participants tend to
the

workshop

is

is typically the

remember

over.

the

dramatic center of the nAch course.

workshop

The involvement

is

in

terms

game

the network learned through the

after

The processing

"Ten Thougjits"

unit.

of the experience

After this

experienced and
the participants can be considered to have thorou^ly

conceptualized the motive and are
real

game years

so intense that participants and leader

are typically all happQy exhausted by game's end.

makes real

of the

now ready

to relate

it

and apply

it

to their

life situations.

The Black response to
of the simulation.

space program.

the

Origami Game has been

in

terms of the context

products for the
Objections have been made to the making of

This can be understood from the viewpoint

space
that perspective considers the

program

America's true colors: a commitment

of

BID Stage

II as

to have represented white

to technology

and conquest with "white
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only" heroes.

The Stage III perspective, as pointed

out previously, objects to

the priority of science over people and holds that a Black value system is

primarily humanistic and people centered.

The

capitalist, profit motive business

orientation is likewise found objectionable to both these stage perspectives.

Stage

11

The

position is that capitalism and the profit motive are the hallmark of the

white American system and in whose service the exploitative and racist nature

The Stage

of the society is perpetuated.

II reaction is to reject the whole

capitalist notion, while Stage III considerations have led to explorations

of

Marxism-Leninism and various forms

of Socialism including the

shared wealth concept of Ujamaa (Nyerere, 1969).

It

Tanzanian

might be hypothesized that,

while the immediate charge of "capitalist" would alienate this Stage III perspective

from

the

Origami Game, the concept

of cooperation introduced into rounds two

and three might operate to soften that rejection enough to allow giving the game
a try.
of the

On

the other hand, a strong

game might be enough

enou^

negative respcxise to the introduction

to diminish or

compromise what

is

learned from the

game.

NAch workshops have been run

without the Origami

and found to be not so effective as either the

full

Game

nAch course as

(Alschuler, 1973)

is

being described

of Origami and two
here, nor even as effective as workshops consisting only

other nAch

games“"Rmg

Toss", described above, and the "Darts-Dice"

game

not available as a
It is described
here.
separate published unit as are the units being described
companion
(Alschuler, et al., 1970) which is the required
"^The Darts-Dice

however,

game

is

not widely used as

in the text

of the units under scrutiny and discussion.

it is
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•

which has not been included here. As stated above by Alschuler "The
Origami

Game"

is

the single

most powerful

maximizes attending behavior and

enou^

unit of the course.

Through

are such that

its activities

it

its intensity it

introduces

novelty to bring the whole workshop out of the realm of everyday routine.

The participant experiences the nAch network simultaneously
affective and

at the cognitive,

psycho-motor levels leading to an almost crystalline conceptualizatico

The business context

of the motive.

of the

game combined

with the intensity of

the experience leads naturally into a highly participatory discussion of the ethical,

cultural and values questions of relating and applying achievement motivation to

real life pursuits.
If

one

is

concerned, as this writer

Black groups then

is essential that the

Origami Game or

of the

objectives.

used

it

It

with teaching nAch effectively to

group be availed of the

total experience

possible, a surrogate unit that meets the

same

appears to be the more sensible approach to follow the pattern

in criticizing the

possible, in

if

is,

ways

previous units and modify the Origami Game,

to obviate the objections posed

III Black perspectives.

A

from our

first and simple modification

if

that is

Stage II and Stage

would be

to delete the

dated and rankling space program context and substitute the manufacturing of

products for aid to a friendly developing Third World country. The paper

products to be constructed could then be made to conform to this contextual
reference.

game
the

This might dimmish significantly the negative predispositions to the

action of
of the stage II and III participant while leaving the essential

game untampered

with.

Hence inclusivity

at the expense of excluding others.

will have

been increased and not
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A

further and very slight modification

is indicated to

meet the qualifications

that

educational relevance is connected to the degree that
the Black student’s concerns about racism and/or Black
identity are addressed (Jackson, 1976, p, 112),
•

•

»

The opportunity to explore more

processes and problems

fully the

of collaborative

goal setting and equitable wealth distribution, and the chance to criticize
capitalist models, are both options

two and three.

The

made

possible by the group options in rounds

visibility of those options could be raised in the conduct of

the exercise and those participants

who needed

confirm or to censure whatever aspects
business simulation that they wished

of the

to could use the opportunity to

nAch

goal setting model or of the

in the discussicai of the

a clear need that the workshop leader be keenly aware

racism and Black

identity

Awareness and knowledge

There

is

of the critical issues of

development that may be raised by this exercise.
of these issues should assure that the leaders guided

exploration of the issues attendant to relating the
ful

exercise.

new learning

to life is a

meaning-

and relevant discussion for Black participants.

Aiming

terminal
All achievement motivation development workshops have as their
activity the participants' planning for application of the

lives.

and McIntyre,
The nAch series workbook, "Aiming" (Alschuler, Tabor

1970a) is to facilitate this process.
the

workshop learning to their

nAch workshop,

As

the title suggests, in the vocabulary of

achievement planning
the activity prescribed by the book is

6G

and goal setting.

This unit provides the participant a concise review

achievement thoughts, feelings and
provoking mini-case examples of

action strategies and gives

common

goal setting errors.

of the

some discussion
The case examples

also create the opportunity for continuing discussions around relating the

achievement motive to one’s

life style.

Vague and unrealistic goals, hi^

sounding aims that are self-deceptive or insincere and devoid

of real action

planning, are all presented for the participants' perusal and analysis.

The central exercise
and prioritizing of real

life

of the

"Aiming" unit

is the listing, categorizing

goals, and the choosing

from among those goals one

as an aim to work on beyond the workshop.

The achievement planning form provided
Control

Kevin

in the

book

is called Missicai

— carrying on a space theme that was introduced by aspiring astronaut

in

"Ten Thoughts" and carried throu^ "The Origami Game" to

The Mission Control form poses questions and thoughts

that guide the participant

through the writing of a goal setting plan for his Aer own goals that,

Jim Ryun case,

this point.

like tlie

will include all the tliinking, feeling, plaiming and action of the

This central planning activity

achievement motive associative network.

is

followed by eight suggestions of devices and exercises to facilitate, clarify,

encourage and support the participants' aims and the aiming process.

Townrd

the participants in
the conclusion of this unit the workshop leader often assists

their goals
designing ways of keeping track of their progTCss toward

independently and with one another.
at this point to

It is

maximize the probability

the

major

intent of the

of the participants'

botli

workshop leader

making repeated
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applications of the aiming process as
internalize the learning.

primarily

it is

means

Internalization

in this

way

that they will

that participants will achieve

the comfort and competence to apply achievement motivation thinking and

behavior at will and regularly

in their lives.

This writer finds nothing
ccMiducting

in the

nAch workshops with Black

for modification of this "Aiming" unit.

BID theory or

in

his experience with

client groups to support any suggesticm

If

the modifications in "Ten

Thoi^ts"

and "The Origami Game" are made as suggested above, the Mission Control

metaphor

will be free of the contamination of the earlier

more noxious references

to the space program. Further, the "Mission Control" designation
helpful than harmful in this context as

it

has the added

seems more

attracticaa of

endorsing

the personal responsibility dimension of achievement planning, a noticaa that

seems particularly important

to the issues Jackson (1976) ascribes to the first

two (reactive) stages of Black Identity Development.

Summary

This review and critique of the published prototypical achievement
Motivation;
motivation development workshop curriculum. Teaching Achievement

Theory and Practice

in

Psychological Education (Alschuler, Tabor and McIntyre,

of cultural bias.
1970a-e) has found ample substantiation for the Black allegation

In the

goals of the second
conduct of this review the combined values, beliefs and

Development (BID) theory
and third stages of Jackson's (1976) Black Identity
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were used

was

to define a Black perspective

criticized.

five unit

in

Game"

Gleaned from the critiques

of

workshop curriculum

of the units in the

nAch workshop revealed considerable evidence

Thougjits", and "The Origami
e).

the

This description and analysis of each

class, male American cultural bias

&

from which

of pro-white,

three of the units:

"Who

Am

core

middle-

I?",

"Ten

(Alschuler, Tabor and McIntyre, 1970, b, d

eadi of these units were suggestions for

modification whose end result would be an nAch workshop that would be more

relevant to Black people.

and test for

its

It

remains to modify the workshop as suggested above

acceptability and effectiveness with Black groups.
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CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE
Introduction

The central problem
(1976) Black Identity

of this

work

is to e3q)lore

the utility of the Jackson

Development (BID) theory as an analytical framework

within which to revise and test the modification of a psychological education

curriculum, the Achievement Motivaticm (nAch) Development Workshop
(Alschuler, Tabor and McIntyre, 1970, a-e), for increased acceptance,

relevance and effectiveness with Black client groups.

The investigation
action steps:

theory,

(2)

(1)

of this

critique the

problem logically determines four major

nAch development workshop

utilizing the

modify the nAch curriculum according to that critique,

test the modified

curriculum with Black client groups, and

(4)

effects of the modified to the unmodified workshop curriculum

BID

(3) field

compare the
in

terms

of

acceptance, relevance and effectiveness on the Black client groups tested.

The critique

of the

nAch curriculum according to BID theory was completed

in the previous chapter.

This chapter will pose the hypotheses derived from

the above statement of the problem, modify the

nAch curriculum

in light of

that modification and
the preceding critique, and describe both the field test of

the population tested.

The results

of that field test and all discussicn of those
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results will be the task of Chapter IV.

Hypotheses

To determine whether It Is true
to

BID theory

that an

nAch workshop modified according

is effective in achieving increased acceptance,
relevance

and

effectiveness with Black client groups, the following
three hypotheses will be
tested:

Hypothesis L

Black client groups will generally endorse more highly

and exhibit having learned more from the BID modified achievement
motivation development workshop than from the unchanged workshop.

Hypothesis
the

The higher endorsement

II.

of and increased learning

BID modified achievement motivation development workshop

be most pronounced

Hypothesis HI.

in

participants

who are

from

will

BID stages n and m.

in

The lowest endorsement and learning

scores of

participants in the unchanged workshop will be from those participants

who are primarily
The

utility of the

in

BID stages n and

in.

Jackson BID model for evaluating psychological educational

curricula for increased relevance, acceptance and effectiveness

witli

Black

client groups is directly related to the extent to which these three hypotheses

can be tested,

nAch Revision

The

critique

from a Blade perspective

(Alschuler, et al 1970, a-e)

in

Chapter

H

of the

nAch curriculum

suggested strongly that of the five
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workshop units the "Ten Thoughts", "Origami" and "Who
(Alschuler, et al, 1970d, b and e) respectively, were
revision.

In

order

to test

our hypotheses

be modified as a part of a five unit

(five

effect on Black client groups would be

group of a

five unit

workshop

that has

of the

that the action inputs of the

most need

of

would follow that those three units

the effect on a similar

been conducted exactly according

workshop and necessitated

The abbreviatim

inputs

days) nAch development workshop whose

to the

However, available subject groups had

limited time to participate in this study.

workshop be developed and used for

in the

compared against

Alschuler (1970a-e) model curriculum.

full five unit

it

Am I"

This precluded the

field testing of

that a shorter version of the

a

nAch

this study.

nAch course was guided by Alschuler’s

nAch course,

i.e,, the "Origami", "Ring

finding

Toss”

and "Darts and Dice" games, were more effective than the more cognitive
inputs, i.e,,

"Who

Am

I",

"Ten Thoughts”, and ’’Aiming” when each group

inputs (i.e,, action vs, cognitive)

ment

of

nAch,

was used exclusively

of

to attempt the develop-

Alschuler and his colleagues had run two groups of secondary

school students, one group through a cognitive inputs only, the other through

an action inputs or games only workshop.
of the groups indicated that the

Follow up testing and observation

"games only" group exhibited

significantly

greater post-course need achievement oriented behavior than did the "cognitive
inputs only” group,

(Alschuler, 1973, 66-65) In light of this finding the

shortened course kept the action units ’’Origami” and ’’Ring Toss”

and

some
^As stated earlier, while the ’’Darts and Dice Game” was used in
part of the standard
of the research, it was never published and is therefore not a
five unit nAch development workshop.
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excluded "Ten Thoughts". "Aiming" was the only one of the
cognitive Inputs
retained for the abbreviated workshop for reasons of design to be
made clearer
later in this chapter.

Of these three units, "Origami", "Ring Toss" and "Aiming^' only the

"Origami Game" was determined
modification.

problems.

First, experience with the

most valuable

such the game

is

Origami session as

of the

",

in careful

second problem

is

need of

,

solidly affirmed the

,

the

most fun and

(Alschuler, et al, 1970, p. 40)

central importance to the successful

made

in

not without considerable

nAch workshop has

of any in the course,"

is of

revision must be

A

our previous analysis to be

Revising this unit, however,

accuracy of the description
the

in

As

nAch workshop. Any

consideration of this centrality.

posed

The player contracts as a business

in the tasks of the

to

"Origami" simulation.

make a number

of products

from pre-

printed colored paper, a different product each round for three rounds of
play.

Each product has

its

particular

attendant problems of production.
effect,

are reflected

in the cost

number

These

of folds,

difficulties,

mode

of

assembly and

corrected for practice

and profit determinations for each round.

Further, the final production round allows players to join one another to

form companies and
the product.

use group methods (e.g.

Any change

in

,

the products of the

assembly

game

line) for constructing

then, would liave to

same,
assure that the level of difficulty for each product would remain the
construction
and that the final round’s product would be as amenable to group

strategies as

is

the original game’s product.

The resultant modification
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would then have to be field tested to determine the accuracy

of the

assumed

equivalence of difficulty and constructability before such a
modification could

be used

in

a comparison research design.

Also, such an approach would leave

whatever conclusions of difference that a comparative study might reach open
to the question of
in the

how much

mechanics and ease

of the difference

of the

construction aspects of the product.

It

goal setting and decision making steps

An

for by variations

models' construction.

In light of these considerations,

those of the original.

was accounted

it

was decided

not to change any of the

was also necessary
in the

to be sure that, the

modified unit exactly approximated

additional intent of the changes that were

to counter Blacks condemnaticn of the national space

made was

program context and

references of the exercise and also to soften their pejoration of the western
capitalist

model

of this unit.

The former was achieved by changing the

context of the exercise in the rewording of the directions for the unit, and

changing the name of the exercise as well as the names and functions of the
products to be built.
tions,

The capitalism charge, also affected by these modifica-

was further addressed through an emphasis on

offered in the second and third rounds of the game.

remained "Origami”, and

its

the cooperative options

The unchanged

unit

modification was called "Ujamaa, " the

Kiswahili word meaning "cooperative work and economics".

Ujamaa

is

also

to his
the title by which Julius Nyerere, President of Tanzania, refers

economic development program for his country, Tanzania (Nyerere, 1968).
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The "Origami Game"
described

in this study, then,

in the directions to the participants

"Leader’s Manual',’ p.

was played exactly as

by Alschuler

et al (1970b,

5);

Today you are participating

in a game that involves goal-setting
and decision-making. In this game you are the president of a
company that develops products for the space program. You
are trying to make profitable contracts for producing three

products: first, a space craft to reach an outer planet; seccnd,
a light- structured dwelling to be used in setting up exploration
bases; and third, an all-surface cargo carrier for moving

materials across planetary surfaces.

As

president, your first job will be to make decisions about
product icxi so that the company can meet high quality standards
and also make as much profit as possible.

There will be three rounds of the game. During the first
round you will work by yourself. The second and third rounds
provide opportunities to work in groups.
In

each round there are ei^t steps:
will demonstrate for

you how to make the space product.

1.

I

2.

You

will have a

3.

You

will set a preliminary goal for yourself stating

many

chance to practice making two products.

high-quality products you can

make

how

in a six-minute

production period.
4.

There
it

5.

will be a time trial for

takes you to

On

make one

you to determine how long

product.

the basis of this information, you

may

revise your

final goal.

6.

7.

There

will be a six-minute producticn period.

After the production period all products of satisfactory
quality, up to the number you set as your final goal,
will be purchased.
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8.

You

will figure your profit or loss.

This is not simply a game to see who can make the most
products the fastest. The way to come out ahead is to set
goals based on your own ability to manufacture high quality
products in the six minute production period.

The products constructed
the Enterprize,

Moon

in the

"Origami Game" are named, respectively,

Tent, and All-Surface Cargo Carrier, (ASCC),

The same eight steps outlined above are followed for each
three rounds.
step.

In the

There

is for the

of the

second and third rounds cme intervening

second round, after step

1, participants

are told;

may form

partnerships of two or
Partners cannot
help one another with building the product; this
round allows cooperation only in the matter of
profit sharing. For example, L£ three people
contract for 3, 5, and 6 Moon Tents respectively
and form a partnership, their contract will be
negotiated with them as a group, and their cost
and payoff will be on the basis of 15 Moon Tents
In this

round you

more players

to share profits.

4 + 5 + 6) and payoff will be made to the
group rather than to each member for his/her
separate bid. The group will then divide their
profits equally among them. Remember, even in
a partnership, each of you are still individually
(i.e.

,

responsible for building the models by yourself.
In the third

round this

directicai is

buildup as well as sharing
not told, but

if

changed to include the option

in the profits on the third product.

of cooperatively

Participants are

the
they actively research their environments by perusing

discover that the margin of
cost and profit tables they each have, they will
profit increases significantly with cooperation.
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The directions for the revised same, "Ujamaa", are siven as

Today you are participating
and decision-making.

in

In this

follows;

a game that involves goal- setting
game you are the president of a

company that has, with others, been contracted by the World
Bank to manufacture high-qualitj^ low-cost products for developing
nations. You will be contracting to make three products: first,
a vertical takeoff and landing craft to transport food and supplies
in and out of limited access villages; second, lightweight and
portable building units that can be used for residence or storage;
and third, a shallow water cargo carrier useful for fishing and
for both deep and shallow water transport.

As president you

be to make decisions about
production so that your company can make as many hi^ quality
products as it can and also make as much profit as possible.
first job will

There will be three rounds
you will work by yourself.

of the

In the second

will have the opportunity to share
In

1.

game. During

and third rounds, you

work and

profits in groups.

each round there are eight steps;
I

will demonstrate for you

how

to

make

the product.

The remaining seven steps and their instructions are

The products

"Origami”.
the

the first around

VERTOL

Craft

built in this

(for Vertical

.

.

identical to those for

"Ujamaa" exercise are called respectively,

Take-Off and Landing Craft), Porta-Tent and

Shallow Water Cargo Carrier (SWCC).

The instructions for
are identical
the group

in

the collaborative options of rounds two and three

"Ujamaa" and "Origami" with the exception

in

"Ujamaa"

participants are told not to divide the profits equally

selves, but rather to ".

.

.

divide the profits/losses

that

amcng them-

among you as

the group

sees fair." This small change was made intentionally to allow for experiences
possibilities for
of other-than-equal distribution formulae and to open up the

his
discussing the social ist/communist premise "from each according to
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ability, to

author
this

each according to his need," This issue was addressed by the

on the basis of his experience that some hip^ producers

game resent

distributing wealth equally while low producers

resent the "welfare" of sharing equally

in the

group's spoils.

in

groups

in

sometimes

Discussion of

these problems and issues should be relevant to the BID stage ii concern,
that of wanting a Black society as powerful as, but separate from, what is

seen as "white" society, and a society that
towards

all its

is at the

same time more humane

members. Such discussion should serve as

stage III perspective which is

among

well the

BID

other things, concerned with exploring

African and other Third World models of economics and social organization
in the

process of affirming his/her positive Black identity,

"Ujamaa", then,

is

"Origami" modified

perspectives of BID stages II and III,

to be in

accord with the Black

The changes have been made carefully

both to respond to the BID perspectives, and at the same time to preserve
the comparability to "Origami" of the effectiveness of the exercise as an

instructional vehicle for arousing and labeling the thinking, feeling and

behavior of achievement motivation.

The complete "Ujamaa" and "Origami"

players' manuals are presented in Appendix F.

Pr ode cure
The achievement motivation development course having been modified,
the study

was designed

to have followed six simple steps:
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1.

Identify the source

from which

the sample population would be

drawn.
2.

Assemble 60 or more Black persons interested
in

3.

an achievement motivation development course,

Administer the Jackson Black Identity Development inventory
to

4.

in participating

each person,

Construct two groups of equal size by random assignment

according to BID inventory stage score and by sex such

each group has the same numbers

of

.that

males and females, and

each group contains the same distribution of stage scores
(i,e,, stratified

random sample,

stratified

by BED score and

sex).

5.

Conduct an achievement motivation development workshop for

each group: an "Origami” centered workshop for the control
or "Treatment 1" group, and an "Ujamaa" centered workshop
for the experimental or "Treatment 2" group,

6.

Collect and analyze the results for outcome differences within

groups and between groups by stage and by treatment.

which
Steps 1 through 4 having to do with selecting a sample and from
to construct two relatively similar groups, proved to be

execute than had been anticipated.

below.

Those sampling

more

difficult to

difficulties are explained
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The Sample

The design

demanded

of this study

and an effective use

of the

BID inventory

that a general and broadly representative Black
group be the sample.

Recognizing that a college population of Blacks might not present
as broad a
representation as would be hoped for,

program

Studies
at

that both a Black

at a majority white institution and the Black student population

any of the so-called

representative.

was further decided

it

elite private institutions

For these reasons

the sample

would be even less broadly

was recruited from among Black

students attending an open-enrollment state college of the State University of

New York system

located near

The Dean's

New York

office of the college

City.

was

sufficiently interested in the study

to respond positively to the proposed woricshops' being offered as a one credit

The price for this boost

course.
of a

to recruitment

was

book of readings and the assignment of a paper

who wanted

credit).

The paper was an extended

life

the addition to the

workshop

(optional; only for those

planning exercise, a

logical extension of the terminal personal goal setting exercise of the workshop.

The workshop was announced by
on campus.

letter and flyer to every Black student

Because the college, by law, could not allow a credit bearing

course for Blacks cmly, a third workshop was offered, open to

on a first-come, first-served basis.
students

it

proved possible to have two

all students

At a group meeting of all interested
all

Black workshops and one. mixed.

^The letter and flyer used for recruitment and for description
course are Appendix I.

of the
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But the students* individual schedules,
not BID scores or gender were to

determine which of the workshops a
given Black student could attend.
Of the 53 Black students who signed
up for one or the other of the two
experimental workshops, only 41 actually attended.

The participants ranged

m age from 18 to 45 years

One female participant,

with a median age of 23,

45 years of age, had completed a mastei«s degree and
was a director of a

program
of the

at the college.

The range

of educational attainment for the

remainder

group was from college freshman to senior with the group’s
median class

placement being the junior year.
the participants reporting

General income level was low with ei^t of

an annual family income

reporting less than $8,000.

Two

over $12,000 and 24

students declined to report their income.

Three of the participants had spent time

were divorced or separated.

of

in prison; five

were married and three

Only eight of the students had been reared

in

the southern Itoiited States, the remaining 33 had all been reared in the urban

north.

The sample was distributed almost evenly between
workshop groups.
setting

Twenty-one were the Ujamaa group, named for the goal

game played

in that,

the first workshop, and there

participants in the Origami workshop group.

by means

the two experimental

of a questionnaire that

BID inventory (Appendix

II)

were twenty

An assessment

was administered as

of the

two groups

the introduction to the

and taken prior to the beginning of the workshops

revealed the groups to be fairly balanced

in

their salient characteristics. The

questionnaire in addition to sex, age, grade level and annual income, asked
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TABLE
Comparison

Demographic Variables of the
two study groups

of

Ujamaa

Number

1

Origami

Difference

21

20

—

13

13

X^=.014

p=.906

8

7

t=-.53

p= .600

Sex

Male
Female

Age
Range
Median

18 to 35
23

Grade Level
Range
13 - 16
Median
(Frosh) to (Senior)
15 (Juniors)

19 to 45
23

13

-

18

x2=2.23 p=.694

(Frosh) -

(Masters)
15 (Juniors)

Place Reared

North

17

16

South

4

4

$0-$ll, 999

18

*13

$12,000 &
over

3

5

17
'4

18

Professional

11

* 9

Tech/Admin.

3

2

Business
Other

5

2

2

6

13

13

X2=. 10

p=. 750

Annual Income
x2=5.44 p=.245

Extra-curricular
Political

Non-political

X^=.67 p=.304

2

Career Choice
X^=3.59 p=.309

Religion**

Christian

—

Non-Christian

None
*Not

8

X^=4.31 p=.230

3

4

responded to this item.
sample. Non-Christian includes 1 Muslim, 2 believers "only

all participants

**No Catholics

in

n oiirVYvaTViO VuaJvirr

**

in
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the respondent for information
concerning

hisAer

place reared, extra-

curricular activities, career choice, level
of confidence for reaching that

career objective, and religious

affiliation.

groups of the sample are summarized

in

The characteristics

Table

of the

two

I.

Tests and Instruments

Pre-tests of all participants included the Jackson Black Identity

Development (BID) Inventory, an Achievement Values test and a Thematic
Apperception Test to measure need for achievement (nAch).

The BID Inventory

is

a two part questionnaire and essay instrument to

determine dominant Black Identity Development stage according to

Jackson (1976). The first part
a multiple choice format.

of the questicamaire is 19 items constructed in

Each item

is

a sentence stem that asks the respondent

to complete a statement about Black people by choosing one of four alternatives.

The alternatives each represent a value

and belief ,

goal,

behavior or

locus of validation of one of the four Black Identity Development stages, and

every item offers the respondent the possibility

A

of a Stage

second part of the inventory requires the respondent

hisAer agreement or disagreement with each

I,

n, IE or IV response.

to elaborate in writing

of four excerpts

from Black

autobiographies, each excerpt indicating a different one of the four BID
stages.

Jackson (1976) employs this second patt of the inventory as a cross

check and validation

of the

dominant stage score derived from part one

of the

Inventory. The complete BID Inventory instrument follows the questionnaire in

Appendix B,
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The Achievement Values

test is an instrument developed

deCharms, Morrison, Reitman and McClelland
Clark and Lowell, 1953).

(in

by

McClelland, Atkinson,

This nine item test asks the respondent to indicate

his/her degree of agreement or disagreement with
each of nine statements,
of which are indicative of high value for
achievement.

all

order to clarify the

In

difference between the concepts of motive and value and their
effects upon

behavior, this measure has been a part of several studies

in the

research of

achievement motivation (e.g., McClelland, et al 1953; Atlcinson (Ed.), 1958;

Rosen, 1959; Alschuler, 1973).
correlation between

instrument, and
that a high

hi^

The studies determined

that there

was no

value for achievement (vAch) as measured by this

hi^ achievement

motivation (nAch),

vAch score was a good predictor

It

was found, however,

of the success of

an achievement

motivation development coursers increasing an individual’s nAch behavior.

The original scale

is

used here with one minor change.

Item number 6

in the

original questionnaire reads:

6,

I

work

like

a slave at everything

I

undertake until

I

am

satisfied with the results.

The word ’’doggedly" was substituted for
to offend Black participants.^
In

the simile "like a slave" so as not

The questionnaire

in its entirety is

presented

Appendix E,

A

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) for the measurement

of strength

for need for achievement (nAch) was administered as both a pre-test and a
O

interesting that the woiding seems to have had little effect on the
Blacks in Rosen’s (1959) study, in that they were among the highest scorers
It is

on this test.
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post-test.

Following the procedures outlined by McClelland

in

Motives

in

jlantasy, Action and Society (Atkinson, (Ed.),
1958) two TAT’s, an '’A” set and

a

B

set, of four picture slides

each were constructed (Appendix D).

The

pictures were all of Black subjects doing something,
and can be described as
follows:

A.

1.

A

Black

man and

an older white man, both

in

business attire,

are standing over a desk where both seem focused on a chart

some

of

A. 2.

A young

kind.

The Black man

is pointing at the chart.

girl of about 14 years, with

to be practicing at the piano.

She

an Afro hair

is

style,

seems

leaning forward and

grimacing at the music sheet.

A. 3.

A

"father" is walking toward his car, keys

in

hand, with a

happy appearing 2 year old "son" toddling along behind him.
A. 4.

A woman
in the

with a striking and fashionable

back

seat of a car

M

papers spread over her lap.

a laboratory setting, a bespectacled woman

coat

who appears

of liquid with a

to be

hat sits

with a telephone to her ear, and

appears to be making notes on
B. 1.

brimmed

a teacher,

is

in

a laboratory

watching a bubbling beaker

young man who appears to be a student

of

college age.

B.2.

A boy of
while

about 14 years seems to be daydreaming

some students around him seem excitedly

hands to get the teacher’s attention.

in

class

raising their
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B.3.

A

"mother”

sits at

B.4.

is

holding her year old infant on her lap
while she

a table writing intently

A bespectacled man

in

of about 50

a large loose-leaf notebook.

years is

in his

necktie and

shirtsleeves sitting at a desk on which at least
two telephones

are visible.
see and

who

He

is

gesturing as

if

talking to someone

we cannot

is standing in front of his desk.

The respondents were shown a

slide for about twenty seconds, then

asked to make up an imaginative story about the picture.

Each story was

written in a booklet on pages over which were spaced four questions:
1.

What

2.

What has

is

happening?

Who

are the people?

led up to this situation ?

That

is,

what has happened

in the past ?

3,

What

is

4,

What

will

being thought? What

happen? What

is

wanted? By whom?

will be done ?

Participants were instructed to use the questions as guides for their stories,

and were given six minutes following the presentation of the slide to write
their stories.

The stories were collected and scored for nAch according

procedures presented
Smith and Feld

(in

in

to

McClelland, Atkinson, Clark and Lowell (1953) and by

Atkinson, et al 1958).

Post-testing of the participants was comprised of a second administration
of the

TAT:

half the participants in each group

were pre-tested with set "A"

and had set "B" for post-test; those who had set "B" for pre-test took set "A"
for post-testing. Another test, a questionnaire to elicit a subjective critique
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of the

Origami or Ujamaa exercises was constructed

to i^ich

each participant endorsed the

to quantify the extent

unit; that is, the extent to

which he/she

found the unit likeable, relevant, educational and useful, and whether
he/she

would recommend

it

The same questionnaire used

to others.

the effectiveness of the

Ujamaa game was also used

to evaluate

to elicit participant

response to the Origami game, but with the heading changed to read as
follows (See Appendix F);

This training course is to be revised to be made most
effective for Black groups. The game you have just
played will be a primary focus of that revision. Your
answers to the following questions will be helpful in
the revising of this unit.

As a

Please be candid.

part of the workshops that were conducted for this study, the

Gurin scale (Gurin,

Gurin, Lao and Beattie, 1969) was administered for

instructional purposes.

The scale contains some dimensicxis tangential

BID stages and also includes

all of the

Latemal versus External locus

control (I-E) scale developed by Julian B. Rotter (1966).

and

its

key are Appendix

to the

of

The Gurin scale

I.

The Workshops
The

field test of the modified

curriculum was done by conducting two

achievement motivation workshops for two similar Black groups.

Ctoe

group’s workshop was centered on the goal setting unit "Ujamaa" while the
other group's workshop was centered on the "Origami".

equal in form, schedule, and c<^tent
the schedule of the workshops

in all

The workshops were

other respects.

Appendix C

is
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The "Ujamaa" workshop was conducted

first and the

"Origami"

workshop was conducted on the following weekend, Eac h workshop began
8:30

a.m, on Saturday morning with the

entire afternoon session devoted to the

playing and processing of "Ujamaa" or "Origami",
9:00

p,m, Saturday ni^t, resumed Sunday morning

through until 5:00 p,m, Sunday evening.

by each group prior to

at

The groups worked

until

a,m. and worked

at 9:00

The BID -pre -measure was taken

the workshop’s beginning, while the other two pre-

measures, for vAch and nAch, were taken immediately

at the beginning of

each workshop.

The

first

post-measure, the Unit Endorsement Questionnaire, was

administered and collected immediately on the conclusion
of the

Origami/Ujamaa

unit,

of the discussicn

and just before dinner break.

After dinner an

informal question and answer session about the day’s activities was followed

by

the second administration of the

TAT

TAT, used

stories had been used in place of a

this time for post-test.

Am I?"

"Who

The

unit as an unfreezing

unit and as one of the learning experiences for the course.

The bulk

of the

workshop served not only as a

realistic context in

which a workshop unit should properly be tested, but also as a real learning
experience for the participants involved.

It is

this author’s opinion that

it

is

to baldly
both unethical and contrary to humanistic educational philosophy

exploit a group for research purposes only.

Rather, these groups knew that

medium
research for a doctorate was being conducted through the

of the
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workshops, but aside from the statement

in the recruiting letter

(Appendbc

A) and the headings on the endorsement questionnaire, thsy did not
know
exactly what

was being researched nor what

between the two workshops*

was

if

any,

Part of the contract struck with the participants

that the research intent would be

Saturday night.

the difference was,

made clear

to

them

at dismissal on

Both groups were satisfied with the bargain and

felt

on

Saturday ni^t and again on Sunday afternoon that the time and effort they

had put

in

was a small price for

they had received,

A majority

the valuable persaial learning experience

in

both groups indicated an interest

in

participating in a follow up session.

Summary

In this

hypotheses.

chapter the problem under study was posed

in the

form

of three

The method and procedure for investigating the hypotheses was

presented as were the modified "Origami" curriculum (i,e,, Ujamaa) and
the workshop schedule within which the Origami and

be used for comparison and evaluation.
participants in the study found

Comparison

them matched on

Ujamaa curricula would
of the

two groups

of

the variables of age, sex,

grade level, income, place reared, career choice, religion and extracurricular political activity.
this study

The various evaluative instruments used

in

were exhibited and discussed, and the schedule and procedure for

collecting the appropriate data

was presented,

of this study are presented and discussed.

hi chapter four the results

'
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CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Introduction

The two groups

in this study

respectively, each having been
that

was

are called the Ujamaa and Origami groups

named

for the version of the goal setting

game

the distinguishing modification of their respective achievement

motivation development workshops#

In the

previous chapter the nAch curricular

revision and the workshop context

which

it

in

was tested was described. Back-

ground data gathered from the participants were compiled and tabulated, and
they revealed that the Ujamaa and Origami groups did not differ significantly

fromone another on any

of their salient

demographic characteristics.

This chapter presents the results of the pre-testing

of the

two groups,

that is, the testing to determine the participants* Black Identity Development

(BID) stage, and to

measure their achievement motivation (nAch) and achievement

values (vAch) levels,

A brief

analysis and discussicai of the pre-test results

includes exploring the possibility of the effects of demographic variables on

pre-test scores.

We

then proceed to the presentation and analysis of the

post-test scores on learning and acceptance for each group.

The post-test

results are then analyzed and discussed with respect to the three hypotheses
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that

were posed for

this study at the

hewing of

Chapter III.

The summary

and conclusion of this chapter address questions raised and
findings made

by this study with regard

to

BID theory and

the achievement motivaticm

development workshop.

Pre-Test Results

Pre-testing of both groups was to determine Black Identity Development
(BID) stage, achievement value (vAch) score and

(pAch) score for each participant.

achievement motivaticaa

BID stage assignment was determined by

scores on the Black Identity Development Inventory (Jackson, 1976),

assessment

made

of the strength of individuals’

utilizing a questionnaire developed

McClelland (McClelland, etal. ,1953).

was obtained throu^ a

OiAch)

test (TAT), with

achievement values (vAch) was

by deCharms, Reitman, Morrison and

A

measure

of

achievement motivation

specifically constructed thematic apperception

two interchangeable versions of four pictures each. The

stories were scored

fornAch according to procedures presented

Atkinson, Clark and Lowell (1953) and also by Smith and Feld
(1958).

(gee

An

in

in

TAT

McClelland,

Atkinson

Appendices B, D, and E for pre-test forms.)

The BID Inventory was administered to
beginning of the training sessions.

were administered as the

the participants prior to the

The vAch questionnaire and nAch TAT

first units of

each group’s achievement motivation

development workshop (Appendix C). The BID Inventory score assigns the
person to one of the four possible BID stages.

The range

of possible

vAch
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TABLE

II

Pre--Tests;

Black Identity Development Stage, Achievement Value
and Achievement Motivation Scores by Group

Ujamaa

vs.

Origami

=

Significance

BED Stage*
I

6

3

II

4

4

III

5

5

IV

6

8

v-Ach Scores
Range
Median

Mean
SD

Pre-nAch Scores
Range
Median

Mean
SD

%

-9 to 14
7

X^ = 1.26
p =

-6 to 15
4

5.4
5.50

4.6
5.09

-3 to 13

-3 to 14

3

Numbers represent number

of

74

p = .62

p = .24

0

3.5
3.90

,

2.0

4.34

persons scored as being

in that

particular

BID Stage.
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-18 to +18 and the possible nAch score range

scores

is

II is a

summary

is

-4 to +40.

Table

display of the results of these three pre-tests for both the

Ujamaa and Origami groups.
It

is

apparent from the tabular data that the two groups emerged

reasonably matched

in the results of their pre-testing, there

statistically significant difference

The

test results

between them on any

-.

17

of the six variables.

were pooled and Stage, vAch and nAch were tested

against one another for interaction effect.

Pears(m*s r =

being no

A

statistically

was computed for vAch, against nAch,

non- significant
replicating the

consistent research finding of no correlation between the two variables
(Atkinson, ed. 1958, McClelland, 1961).

showed no

significant relationships.

significantly related to low vAch:

degrees of freedom.

That

low value for achievement.

is to

Similarly,

nAch by BID

stage

However, BED Stage IV was found

to be

Chi-Square - 6.911 p < .10 with three

say that people

in

Implications that this

BED Stage IV tend

may have

to have

for this study

and for BID theory will be discussed later.

A

second round of statistical analysis compared these pre-test

variables with the ei^t demographic characteristics reported
three. Table

I.

Age was found to be positively related

to vAch
p = .007) and negatively related

then, tend to be older and lower in

(r

= -.24, p =

vAch than the rest

in

Chapter

to Stage IV (r

.07).

= .38,

Stage IV people,

of the sample.

It

appears
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thG rGlationship of

vAch

to both

Age and Stage IV

is

a logical determination by

the stronger relationship of Age and Stage IV to one another.

sample

into three agp

groups of equal size, and constructing a 3 x 4 Age by

Stage table, a Chi-square of 22,2

freedom,

Dividing the

is significant at the

was computed, which, with

6

degrees of

.001 level (Table III),

TABLE

III

Distribution of Sample Over Stage by Age

Age

18-21

22-24

25+

Totals

Stage

I

4

4

1

9

II

2

6

0

8

III

6

1

3

10

IV

1

3

10

14

13

14

14

41

TOTALS

-x2 = 22.20

df;6

p = ,001
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These results suggest strongly
theory.

It

appears that there

to young adulthood to

cannot be considered definitive,

it

BID

a tendency over the time from late adolescence

is

move towards

potential for fixation, that

that age is a factor in Jackson’s

it

Stage IV.

While this small a sample

hints also that Stage

may have

the

I

has the greatest

most rigid boundaries for

the

person to transcend.
With Tegard to the negative correlation between vAch score and

hi^

Stage IV, studies have demonstrated that, for adolescent white males,

vAch score

is

a fairly reliable predictor of effectiveness of impact of an

achievement motivaticai development course (Alschuler, 1973).

mean

that the

workshops

motivation of persons
of the presentation

in this

in Stage

Does

this

study will have less impact on the achievement

IV?

A

discussion of this question wUl be a part

and discussion of the outcome measures of this study,

Post-Test Results;

The post-testing

of the

H3q)othesis

two groups was

to

I

determine the effectiveness of

each of the two workshops as measured by the learning that took place

in the

sessions and the extent to which the participants liked and approved of the

workshops.

There were two measures for learning: one, a post measure

achievement motivation (nAch) by means

of an alternative version of the

and the other, the

thematic apperception test (TAT) used

in pre-testing

participants* subjective rating of their

own learning on

the Learning

constructed
Scale of the Unit Endorsement Questionnaire

for

of
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this study (Appendix F).

The Unit Endorsement Questionnaire specified*

defined and measured the dimension of likeability and participant
acceptance

by requiring that each participant quantify, on a ten point
to which the exercise

from

it,

and how

to a friend.

hi^y he/ she

The

TAT

relevant,

measure

how much was learned

would recommend this learning experience

total of the Enjoy, Relevant,

constituted an overall

The

was enjoyable and

scale, the extent

Learn and Recommend scales

Endorsement.

of

yields a possible

nAch score range

Endorsement Questionnaire gives scores from

of -4 to 40.

The

Iftiit

1 to 10 on the four sub-

scales; Enjoy, Relevant, Learn, and Recommend, with the total of those
scales providing an overall Endorsement score with a possible range of

4 to 40.

The results

of the post-testing are presented in Table IV.

The results indicate

more highly than

that the

the Origami (p

more strongly recommend

the

Ujamaa workshop

< .08)

Ujamaa

unit

was endorsed

and also that participants would

unit to a friend (p

^.03). The

Learning scores show no difference but, as stated above, these need to
be complemented by the nAch score to be complete.
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TABLE

IV

Post-Tests: Endorsement and Achievement Motivation
Scores by Group

Ujamaa
Endorsement
Range
Median

20 to 40
37
35.10
5.46

Mean
SD

Origami

24 to 40
32
31.95
5.65

Significance

*

a

II

. o 00

Endorsement Subscales;

Mean Scores
Enjoy
Relevant
Learning

Recommend

8.7
8.6
8.6
9.2

8.0
8.0
8.1

"4 to 7

-3 to 9

8.0

p = .19
p = . 19
p = .33

p

= .02

Achievement Motivation
Post nAch

Range
Median

2

2
^

Mean
SD

2.

94

-1.7

nAch

* Significant at the

p <. 10 level

Significant

p<.05

at the

level

2.5
3.25

+0.5

p = .52

p = .12

,
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The post-nAch score for Ujamaa
Origami

(2.5).

The small difference

be considered as no difference at
the range, median,

is

(1.9) is

smaller than that for

hardly significant

(p

= ,52) and can

Like the pre-nAch scores (Table

all.

mean and standard

II),

deviation (SD) of the post-nAch scores

describe a rather scattered distribution with no clear central tendency.
in

any case,

comes

in

of the

order to be useful

in

But,

assessing the differential learning out-

two groups, these post nAch scores will have to be contrasted

with the pre-nAch scores of Ujamaa (3.5) and Origami (2,0) to derive a

measure

of change in

nAch score

That change score as indicated
a loss of learning
(+0,5) in the

Figure

1,

A

in

the

Ujamaa group

Origami group.

in

(-1.7) and a

The change

T-test of the two

mean

Table IV by ^ nAch, indicates

is

very small increase

graphically presented in

A nAch scores

indicates no difference

between the groups (p>.05), and a correlated T-test

of the change

from

pre-test to post -test within each group indicates that neither change
si gnif icant

is

a

one at the ,05 level of confidence.

In light of the data

as presented and analyzed thus far, some

determination can be made with regard to the first hypothesis posed for
this study:
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FIGURE
Mean Pre-Test

1

to Post-Test Change in

nAch Scores by Group

1.0

Pre-nAch
Score

Post-nAch
Score
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Hypothesis

Black client groups will generally endorse
exhibit having learned more from the BID
modified achievement motivation development workshop
than from the unchanged workshop.
I«

more highly and

This hypothesis

is

only partially

supported by the data.

client groups did generally endorse the modified

more from

they did not exhibit having learned
face of

it,

workshop more highly, but

that

workshop.

the data indicate that participants said they learned

score) but actually learned less
highly endorsed,

Althou^

in

(

^ nAch

terms

The Black

Indeed, on the

more (Learning

score) in the workshop they

of statistical significance, the

more

A -^ch

score and the Learn score represent no difference, the seeming contradictions
in the

scores call for some discussion.

First, let us discuss the Learning score.

On the one hand,

point scale used to elicit this rating might need to have been
sensitive by adding to
to

it,

list

statements which could

their representativeness of desired course outcomes.
sensitivity

may

made more

for example, an open ended stem such as "I learned.

which the participant could

more

the ten

in

Still,

.

."

turn be scored for

such a push for

actually yield less useable data by introducing other

and ability to write, articu
intervening variables such as writing speed, inclination
latHEss, fatigue, and so on.

On

the other hand, the learning score

may have

workshops, which could
been impacted by the generally high scores for both
differences by shrinking the
have created a celling effect essentially blunting

range of response available to analysis.
tion score

seems

to

While

have escaped this effect,

it

it

is true that the

Recommenda-

is also true that the

yes or no
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question of whether one would recommend
something to a friend

easier to answer, and subjectively
of

how much cme has

resons a

much

than a question

learned.

Second, there

many

much simpler to quantify

is

is the

lack of increase in nAch score

TAT measure

of

nAch may not be

(

suitable to

^

measure

learning of the associative network of achievement
motivation that
in the

nAch workshop. The achieving

For

nAch),

activity itself, for one thing,

is

the

taught

may

actually satisfy the aroused motive for the time being leaving
other ascendant

motive to determine the content

of the

TAT,

In that these stories

were

scored for need achievement only, the identification of a competing ascendant

motive cannot be investigated here.
score

is that

the post -test

Another explanation for the low

was administered

the end of a very strenuous day (see the

Participants

may

just

in the

A nAch

evening, after dinner, at

Workshop Schedule, Appendix

C),

have been too tired to write as much and as clearly as

they had nine hours earlier that morning.

However, the raw data available

allow us to check this conjecture.
Quite simply, the

number

of

words written

were counted for each group. Figure

in

pre-test and post-test

2 displays the results of that count.

Beginning with essentially the same pre-test

mean word

count per story

each group (Ujamaa = 72, Origami = 71) the post-test results
in

Ujamaa

(to 82)

and a de crease

in the

Origami group

rules out the notion that writing less due to fatigue

lower Ujamaa

A nAch TAT

score.

find an increase

(to 62),

may

in

This effectively

have accounted for the
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Previous research (McClelland, Atkinson, Clark and Lowell,
1953;

McClelland and Winter, 1969; Alschuler, 1973) using
has confirmed that nAch score

That

is,

is

TAT measures

positively related to

number

of

then, are that:

workshop

that

(1)

The conclusions

expense of nAch and

(3) it

may be

in the

Here

that are strongly indicated,

something has been aroused

has not been aroused

nAch

words written.

a higher word count tends to produce a higher nAch score.

just the opposite is the case.

of

fantasy by the

in

Origami;

(2) it

Ujamaa

has been aroused at the

related to and even account for the subjectively

reported increased learning score wa have seen for the Ujamaa group. Closer
inspection of the

Ujamaa word count reveals

that only

BID Stage III

increase in word production from pre- to post-testing.
it

would seem apply only to BID Stages

The evidence suggests

more

that all

I,

II

measured by

Endorsement portion

The above conclusions

and IV.

Ujamaa

participants

just as they have said but what they learned

least, as

was

Hypothesis

I

may

not nAch.

the Thematic Apperception Test.

of

did not

have learned
Not, at

Therefore only the

as written has been confirmed.

FIGURE
Mean Number

of

Pre- and Post-Tests

U = Ujamaa

Pre-Test

S:ory

Per

Words

of

Number

Mean

2

Words per TAT Story for
Ujamua and Origami Groups

in

o=

Origami

Post-Tost
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Pust-Test Results: Hypothesis

The foregoing presentation and analysis

of data

II

do not allow an

informed resolution of the second and third hypotheses posed for this
study*

To

test these hypotheses the

endorsement and learning scores were further

analyzed by BID stage and by treatment group, i.e., Ujamaa and Origami,

The data were examined by means

of a

two way analysis

of

variance to

determine to what extent BID stag^treatment group acted singly or together
to affect

Endorsement and Endorsement sub-scale (Enjoy, Relevant, Learning

and Recommend) scores, and the pre-nAch, post-nAch and

ment motivation scores. Table V

is

A

nAch achieve-

a tabular display of the pre-test and

post -test data, by treatment group and by BID stage, on which the analysis of

The results

variance was performed.
in

terms

of

Hypotheses

II

of that analysis will

and III, and then

in

terms

be discussed

of findings

first

otherwise

related to the central problem of this study.

Hypotheses

II states:

The higher endorsement of and increased learning
from the BID modified achievement motivation
development workshop will be most pronounced
in participants who are in BID stages II and I II.
This second hypothesis assumes the truth of Hypothesis

I,

that overall.

Black participants will learn more from the Ujamaa workshop and endorse
it

more

it

was affirmed

highly.

However,

in

the previous discussion of the post -test data

that although the

Ujamaa workshop was

significantly

more
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highly endorsed, there was no indication of increase

workshop.

in

nAch

in

the

Ujamaa

Further, Hypothesis II asserts that a disproportionate amount of

the variance in the higher learning and endorsement scores for Ujamaa will

be accounted for by persons

Endorsement scores

in

in

BID stages

V and

Table

II

and

I

II,

inspection of the

An

A

inspection of the

nAch graph

Figure 3 would seem to contra-indicate those assertions.
indications

more

closely, a

two-way analysis

data was performed by which
1,

it

of

was determined

variance

In

in

examining these

of the post -test

that:

Neither treatment group {i,e, , Ujamaa or Origami) nor BID
nAch score, (Significance
stage, alone or together affect

A

ofF,
2,

3,

,60)

Both Ujamaa and BID Stage IV together positively affect
Learning score, (F significant at ,015 level)

Endorse score is most positively affected by both Ujamaa
and by BID Stages, I, II and IV, (F significant at ,02
level)

4,

The positive difference in Endorsement of Ujamaa over
Origami was significant caily for BID Stage IV (p ^ .05)

In light of these findings

most pronounced

we can say

that neither Stage II nor III exhibit a

score for Ujamaa, and that where Stage II

Ujamaa, the strength
that of Stage

I

of that

and IV.

endorsement

is

is significant

Ujamaa group. To

in the

preference for Ujamaa

is indicated,

it

Ach

strong in its endorsement of
only

Stage III is the lowest ranked on

and learning measures

Stage IV.

A

and
positive effect on the Endorsement, Learning

in

^the

concert with

endorsement

the extent that a pronounced

is indicated

by participants

in
Hypothesis II can, therefore, be rejected

in

its entirety.

BID

Fip^ure 3

Change
II

in

nAch from Pre

to Post Testing of

BID Stages

& IllvsI&IVin Ujamaa and Origami Groups

5.0

4.0

3.0

Scores

2.C
nAch

Mean

1.

Pre nAch
Testing

— r^Ach Workshop

Post nAch
Testing

,
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Post-Test Results; Hypothesis III

The

third hypothesis is enhancing of the first two hypotheses but can

be tested independent

of their truth

or falsity.

It

reads;

Hypothesis III . The lowest endorsement and
learning scores of participants in the unchanged
workshop will be from those participants who
are primarily in BID stages II and III.

Figure 3 appears to be supportive
for participants

Origami, group.

BID stages

in

But Table

V

A

of the noticm that

nAch scores

II and III are the lowest in the unchanged, i.e.
clarifies that

it

is

Stage III alone that is

responsible for the downward trend while Stage II participants have the

second highest

A

nAch scores.

the apparently deviant Stage III

A correlated
nAch score

T-test indicates that not even

is

significantly low (p = .15).

Stage II participants turn in the highest Endorsement score

group, higher even than their endorsement of Ujamaa.

in

the Origami

With reference to

the Unit Endorsement Questionnaire data, the lowest Endorsement and

Learning scores for Origami are from the BID Stage FV participants.

A further analysis
interaction of

of variance of these data indicated no significant

Origami with BID Stage

II and Stage III either together or

separately to affect either Learning, Endorsement, or

Where there was a measurably
scores

it

A

nAch scores.

significant effect within the

Origami group

across group
was on the Endorsement sub-scales and was an

phenomenon; BID Stages

I

affect
and II together were found to positively
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the Enjoy (F significant at .01) and the

Recommend

(F significant at .02)

sub- scales.

Hypothesis III, then,

is

rejected for lack of empirical support.

Summary

An

analysis of the pre-test results found the groups

still

well balanced

on BID Stage representation, and on achievement value (vAch) and achievement
motivation (nAch) scores.

It

was found, however,

that low

vAch score was

significantly related to Stage IV across groups, and that both low

vAch and

Stage IV were positively related to the background variable Age.

Stage IV

participants, then, are the older (age 25 years and over)

groups and tend to have the lowest vAch scores.

None

members

of the other

of the

background

measurably affect one another.
variables and pre-test variables were found to
first hypothesis
Post-test analysis supported the first part of the

endorse the modified workshop,
that Black participants would generally
Origami, workshop.
Ujamaa, more highly than they would the unchanged.

The preference was a clear one even

ment

ratings for both workshops.

in

the face of high and positive endorse-

While quantity of writing

and
tests favored Ujamaa, Learning

A nAch

onTAT

post-

scores suggest no difference

in

the learning yields of each workshop.

used
There were two measures for learning

in the study.

The thematic

a
achievement motivation (nAch), while
apperception test (lAT) measuie of
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valid predictor of achieving behavior (Durand and Shea, 1974 as an example)

proved to be an inconclusive indicator

researchers have suggested that the
learning of

may be
in the

of learning for this study.

TAT

as a measure of post-course

nAch may not be appropriate, and
measure

the only reliable

that post -workshop behavior

of internalization of the concepts learned

These

course (Alschuler, 1973; McClelland, 1973).

A

support their suggestion.

Other

results

seem

to

second measure of learning, the participants*

subjective rating on the Learn subscale of the Unit Endorsement Questionnaire,

was also used

in the data analysis, to

The evidence supports

some

effect.

the refutation of Hypotheses II and III which

predicted, respectively, highest endorsement and most increased learning

in

the

Ujamaa group and lowest endorsement and

Origami condition for participants

in

BID Stages

least learning under the

II

these predictions held true for those stages they were
Stage IV participants indicated

Stage IV participants.
significantly higher (p

<

,01)

Endorsement

of

While none

and III.

of

in the

main true for

most

clearly and

and Learning more

(p

<

.01)

from the Ujamaa than from the Origami workshoj^

The data

measured by the
related to.

at least as
indicate (cf. Table IV, Figure 1) that nAch,

A

nAch scores,

is^ what that higher

The higher post -test written word production

Learning score
in

the

TAT*s

Ujamaa group appears

Learning and
to be the likely correlative of that

Endorsement score.

What category

of that increase cannot

be determined by this study.

of fantasy,

if

is

of the

any, might be the cause

Clearly, this gratuitous

110
finding bears further investigation as this
of this study.

Its implications will

may be

be discussed

the

most important discovery

in the

concluding chapter.

Ccaitrary to prediction. Stage II participants were equally as enthusiastic
in their

endorsement

of

and reported learning from the Origami where they

were the highest scoring
they were equal

in

of the

BID Stages, as they were

their high scores to Stage

participants.

Ujamaa where
Stage III

the lowest scores in all the endorsement

participants were consistently

among

and learning measures

groups.

in both

I

in

This, even

tendency of both workshops to be highly rated by

in

the face of the general

all Stages,

there being a

significant difference only for Stage IV persons in the ratings of the

Ujamaa

over the Origami.
It

appears, then, that an achievement motivation development workshop

modified for increased relevance and acceptance for Black people, and
increased
constructed along the guidlines of Chapter II above, will achieve

acceptance and relevance to Black people
Stage IV.

in

BID Stages

I,

II a^nd especially.

Analysis suggests that the issues and concerns of Blacks

of any stripe
III are such that achievement motivation development

their area of interest.

in Stage

is

outside
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CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Reprise

Thirty years of research on the personality construct called the

achievement motive (nAch) has defined

it

as a psychological variable critical

to determining the intensity and effectiveness of an individual’s striving to

succeed

competition with some standard for excellence.

in

In that

body

of

research, the few motivation studies conducted that have included Black
subjects conclude that the strength of the achievement motive in American

Black people

is,

on the average, low.

Training approaches, called psycho-

logical education curricula, have been developed to affect positively an
individual’s level of achievement motivaticm.

While such achievement

have
motivation development courses have been generally successful they
been, like

many

other humanistic, affective, and psychological education

Black people.
curricula, inconsistently accepted by and effective with
It

was

the task of this essay first to revise the

most widely used

curriculum (Alschuler, Tabor
prototype achievement motivation development

and McIntyre, 1970) to increase

its

acceptance and effectiveness with Black

revision.
client groups, and then to field test that

The Black

Identity
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Development (BID) theory (Jackson, 1976) which postulates four
measurable
and sequential stages for Black identity development,
was selected as the

framework within which

to articulate, predict and explain the resultant

pattern of Endorsement (acceptance) and Learning (effectiveness)
obtained

from a

field test

comparing the effects

of the original

and the revised

Achievement Motivation Developnent Curricula on two sample Black

client

The prototypical Achievement Motivation Development workshop

groups.

curriculum was named Origami and the revised curriculum, Ujamaa,

The Black
identity

Identity

Development (BID) Theory conceptualizes Blacks*

development as moving through a sequential but age independent

continuum that begins, at Stage

based anglocentric image
II,

of

I,

with subscription to a negative or deficiency-

"Negroes" through which one develops to Stage

a vigorous rejection and excoriation of all that

is

white confused by an
at the

same time

coveting the p>owei; goods and status whites are perceived to have.

Stage III

ambivalence manifested by actively rejecting whites while

of the sequence finds the

Black person introspective, studious and reflective,

and about the business of affirming the positive aspects

meaning

of being Black.

and he/she
with the

is

Blackness and the

At Stage IV the person’s Black identity has matured

sure and acceptant of him /herself and is able to cope effectively

demands and oppressions

and directed sense of
that

of

self.

of society with a positive, inner-determined

Jackson's BID model also provides an instrument

measures or determines a person’s current dominant BID

Stage.
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It

was hypothesized

by Blacks

in the

Ujamaa curriculum would be

Origami curriculum, and
and explained

in

terms

was hypothesized;

more from
in

the

for this study that the effectiveness and learning

(1)

that those differences in impact could be predicted

of the

BID Stage

of the participant.

that Blacks would endorse

Ujamaa workshop;

Ujamaa would be by

(2)

BID Stages

1 1

Specifically,

highly and learn

endorsement and learning

and III; and

results,

by BID stage, on the participants half

participated in an intensive weekend-long
(20) participated in

New York

(21) of

Ujamaa workshop, and

reported having learned

in that

more from

the students

the

more

City

whom

half of

an intensive weekend-lcng Origami workshop.

confirmed the first hypothesis

that the

(3)

The study, performed with two

Black students from an open-enrollment college near

compared the

it

Origami curriculum condition would

in the

be by those same BID Stages II and III.
of

more

that the highest

participants in

lowest endorsement and learning

groups

different from that in the

whom

The results

highly endorsed and

Ujamaa workshop. Closer analysis

revealed that what they learned did not appear to be increased achievement

motivation and indeed, what they learned remains unspecified.
the results

by BID stage strongly indicated the rejection

Analysis of

of both the

second

and third hypotheses.
It

in

was learned from the study

BID Stage III

that

Blacks— with

— preferred and learned more from

the exception of those

the revised

Ujamaa

Origami Achievement
workshop than they did from the unchanged prototypical
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Motivation Development curriculum.
in

BID

Stages

Stage III
I,

II

is not clear.

were the

and IV

BID Stage IV

Origami and acceptance

was also learned

that participants

least positive about both workshops.

learned

all

It

of

more

in the

Ujamaa

was learned

condition, what

were the clearest

participants

While BID

in

their rejection of

Ujamaa as a valuable learning experience. BID

Stage IV participants were found to be older than the other participants and

were the clearest

in their

conscious rejection of the achievement values

(vAch) associated with the achievement motive O^Ach).

Discussion

The uniformly

positive response of participants in Stages

I

and II

and the unlfomily less positive respcaase of Stage III participants to both the

Ujamaa and Origami workshops seem

to tell at least as

much

about the

Stages. as about the Achievement Motivation Development curriculum.

Given our understanding of the defining characteristics
their performance in retrospect is not surprising.

Origami curriculum

is

society that the Stage
the other hand, the

a difference no

I

the one hand the

consistent with the anglo-centric view of American

perspective accepts and attempts to conform to.

Ujamaa experience can be seen as a

more

objectionable to that Stage

between, say. Ebony and yfe magazines.
leader

On

of Stage I,

(i.e, the author)

I

On

total one representing

perspective than the difference

In this view, the

Ujamaa workshop

as a doctoral student frcm a reputable university
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could be seen by the Stage

"one of them" who

is

I

two workshops

many

setting,

it

then, to reinforce a

Ujamaa and the Origami experience for these

and

is

II response, being so unexpectedly like that of Stage

somewhat puzzling.

Stage 11 individuals
in fact,

participants

in

On

it,

regular attendance

it

that view: the

an integrated college

in

in this

sample.

"all

Black" endeavors.

in addition all the

the Black

member and

participants were Black.

might also be that the economic and national development focus

whether Origami or Ujamaa.

While

There was

BID questions on Black concerns;

workshop has acceptable relevance

to the

would not expect

c«ie

pictures; the Black workshop leader^ Black sponsoring faculty

Black supporting Dean; and,

I

can reasonably be surmised that these

saw both the workshops as

ample support for

the face of

they are the least represented stage

cannot be definitely concluded,

TAT

He would serve,

it."

model—

participants.

The Stage

to find

participant as a completely acceptable role

"making

positive gestalt of both the

Stage

I

in

the

It

nAch

to Stage II participants in any format,

Their focus moreover,

Blacks but rather to excoriate whites.

is to

not to criticize

They might then be most

reluctant to

view negatively any all-Black undertaking.
participants
In direct contrast to the Stage II response, Stage III

showed uniform reluctance
as had either the Stage
of

Black includes, but

were not

quite so sure

I

is

to endorse either

workshop as enthusiastically

or the Stage II participants.

The

not limited to, skin color, and

how "Black"

it

Stage III definition

may be

this endeavor truly was.

It

that they

must be noted
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here that while this characterizaticxi
these three Stages

is

of the

endorsement

of the

workshops by

accurate, these differences in endorsement were not

statistically significant

from one another.

people as a reference group for Stages

I

Given the importance

and

II,

varying response for them can be elicited only

it

in

may

of white

be that significantly

a racially integrated

workshop context.
In this study participants in

their preference of the

BID Stage IV alone were the clearest

in

Ujamaa over the Origami-centered Achievement

Motivation Development workshops.

This suggests that an understanding

of the values, goals, behavior, locus of control and source of validation that

are specific to the perspective
application of the

BID theory

of

BID Stage IV

is critical to

the successful

to our further discussion and analysis.

To

review, the defining characteristics of the BID Stage IV perspective are;

•

Values and beliefs

— White

racism

is

a pervasive destructive sickness

of this society that affects both

Black and white people to varying degree.

However, there are aspects

American society and culture

of

that are not

Black destructive but are, rather, useful and even supportive.
•

Goals

— The elimination of racism and other forms of oppression

the world; further development and deeper understanding of self and

in

hisAer

relationships to the world.

.Behavior— This person
ness and understanding

will interact with all peoples with an

of the pervasive effects of

racism on

aware-

all people, self
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included.

He/she works relieving oppression and
lor building more nurturant

communities for

.Locus

all people,

of

Control—This person has internal locus

of control (cf.

Rotter, 1966).

•

Source

of

Validation—Not necessarily threatened by rejection by

either whites or Blacks, the Stage IV individual
validating his/her

is quite

comfortable

in

own thoughts, feelings and behavior.

The clear preference by the Stage IV

participants of the

Ujamaa over

the Origami workshop is likely a reflection of their high internal
locus of

control and independence in judgment.

By

their endorsement they view the

Ujamaa Achievement Motivation Development workshop as an acceptable
milieu

seem

in

which to pursue self-understanding and self- development.

to have found the

workshop a palatable exposition

of an important

central aspect (i.e, achievement motivation) of American

they could accept as personally and socially useful.

endorsement

of

Ujamaa by

of all the stages in initial

this

They

life

if

not

and culture that

This significantly higher

group which was also the lowest,

significantly,

achievement value (vAch) score both raises some

questions and su^ests some conclusions.
It is

my

conclusion that BID St^e IV represents the most mature and

hence the most desirable and legitimate end
sequence.

On

that

of the

Black Identity Development

premise their endorsement of the Ujamaa curriculum

face of Black criticism of the achievement motivation syndrome deserves
careful consideration.

In their rejection of the

achievement values (as

in the
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measured by

the

vAch questionnaire) they are

rejecting the competition with

others, keep your nose to the grindstone, "winning

is

everything" aspects of

the achievement motivaticai concept.
It

is this competition, win/lose, imperialism/exploitatiai value of

American society

that is seen as being supported by the

nAch syndrome. On

these grounds, Blacks reject achievement motivation and on similar grounds

Weinstein (1975) rejects the achievement motivation development workshops

as truly humanistic education.

workshop

in its

The achievement

motivaticai development

Black culture- specific Ujamaa format, respects the needs

of the individual

as a central data source for decision making, increases the

options of the learner, gives high priority to personal/subjective Icnowledge

and contributes to the sense
participants involved.

of significance, value

and worth

of

What was questionable was whether or

each of the

not the terminal

objectives promoted individual development at the expense of others as

clearly stated in the "Competition with

syndrome

that

was

ahers" category

of the

Ujamaa sequence with emphasis on

relevant focus of the

group problem solving, and on the

cat^ory

achievement

faithfully incorporated into the Origami, or prototypical

Achievement Motivation Development workshop. The more

self”

is

of the

self

social, culturally

collaboration and

improvement or "competition with

achievement syndrome seems to have countered the more

noxious and questionable aspects of the workshop.

It

certainly appears that

satisfaction of the Stage IV participants
those questions have been settled to the
in this study.

It

is

that the Ujamaa
on these grounds that this author submits
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psychological education curricula

spectrum

of

is

a strong candidate for inclusicaa

humanistic education strategies.

The question

that

in

the

remains

is

to specify what the Stage IV participants endorsed so highly and learned from
their

Ujamaa experience.
In general, all the participants at all stages endorsed the context of

the woricshops, i.e. an all Black milieu in which attention was focused on goals

and questicaas particularly meaningful to Black people.

And, where Stage III

rejected the content of both workshops as personally irrelevant. Stage IV
participants rejected the content of Origami while endorsing that of Ujamaa,

Again, this

is

trong evidence that the Ujamaa curriculum

is

leading

In

the

appropriate direction toward developing an effective achievement motivation

development curriculum for Black people.

Summary and Recommendations

As we have discussed

above, the pattern of responses to the modified

(Ujamaa) and unmodified (Origami) Achievement Motivation Development

workshop curricula by BID Stage are largely contrary
in the

hypotheses posed for this study.

seme possible answers

sense could be

made

that

data

in

now

was

support of the BID theory.

was raised

of the

made

However, these findings do provide

to one of the questicais out of which this study

bom, and have added some
The question

to the predictions

in the first

Chapter concerned that

positive then negative response to the

nAch
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workshop by Black participants. From the data obtained

In this

study,

It

appears that the rejection of the original Origami modelled nAch workshop

would occur most often by Blacks

in

BID Stages III and IV, with

being reversible only for Stage IV and only
racial bias and put into a

seems clear
format,

more

participant in

more

BID Stage

to Jackson*s notion that

the workshop is corrected for

culturally relevant context (e.g.Ujamaa),

that the content of the

is outside the

if

that response

nAch workshop

itself, in

It

whatever curricular

subjective and cultural interests of the Black

This gives considerable though indirect support

III.

BID Stage

III is primarily focussed on internal

perscMial development and is not so interested in the external society applica-

tions that the

nAch course

is

concerned with#

With respect to this study as an exploraticm

model as a framework

of the utility of the

BID

within which to critique and revise the Achievement

can be drawn.
Motivation Development curriculum, a qualified conclusion
notion of cultural bias,
Certainly one can, given some understanding of the
critique any curriculum in

well.
of

terms

of cultural bias

and probably do so quite

the age appropriateness
Analagously, one might do a fair job of evaluating

understanding
a fourth grade science curriculum without an

theory of Intellectual development.

But just as a knowledge

of Piaget* s stage

of Piaget

would

determination, the resultant revision
enhance that critique and, by logical
of that fourth

more

fully

grade science curriculum, so an understanding

of

BID theory

a critique can be made of a
informs a perspective from which

vis-a-vis
psychological education curriculum

its

impact on Black people.
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While the present form

BID model and

of the

its test

instrument for

detennining dominant BID stage do not allow a simple mechanistic
application
of the theory to a given curriculum,

examining the impact

does provide a workable framework for

it

curriculum on Black people.

of that

and with the BID model and instrument
to

make them more

encouraged both to refine them and

useful to us.

In addition to the

more work on

is

recommendation for more work on and with the BID,

the usefulness and effect of the Achievement Motivation Develop-

ment workshop for Bladt people needs further
to this author that the
In

Ujamaa version

of the

such study, and that the cognitive inputs

by adding revisions of the Who
Chapter

II.

Further studies on

Am

course

of the

is the

It

seems clear

only one to be used

course should be expanded

Ten Thoughts

and

I

investigation.

units as suggested in

This further investigation must explore the post-TAT word

increase phenomenon by analyzing the fantasy production to determine what

Intemal/motlvational state
tion in an

is

is

Ujamaa worl^shop.

aroused

in

Blacks as a product of their participa-

Long term follow-up

of post-course

performance

also indicated, as has been suggested elsewhere (Alschuler, 1973; McClelland

and Winter, 1969) to determine what effect the achievement motivation develop-

ment course has had on
answer

the lives of

the two questicais of

nAch courses and

(2)

of the participants.

(1)

tlie

what

is

participants.

aroused

in

Such research will

Black participants by the

what effect nAch course has on the post-course behavior
Only after such questions are answered can an informed

Development
discussion or debate take place on whether Achievement Motivation
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courses should be given to Black people.

The course

of this study

has significantly informed this author's

understanding of the Jackson Black Identity Development process as well as

havmg added a cautionary perspective
of

to his heretofore

unabashed advocacy

achievement motivaticn development courses for Black people.

the strong endorsement of the

Ujamaa course by

the Stage IV Blacks in this

study taken together with their conscious and total rejection of the

noxious aspects

of the

However,

more

achievement syndrome as represented by both their

achievement values questionnaire results and their post Thematic Apperception
Test scores

in

nAch, suggests that the Ujamaa model

of the

achievement

motivation development course should be developed, pursued and investigated
as a promising contributor to the development of a psychological education

curriculum for the personal and social development

of

Black people.
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^^om7ri4^n'U*€ad^

^^oMac^uSellS'

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

456 Hills South

February 24,

1977

Dear Student;
am a Black student presently at work on a thesis to earn
the degree of Doctor of Education at the University of
As a part of my study for that thesis, I have
Massachusetts.
revised an intensive three-days long curriculum for personal
motivation development that has already been demonstrated to
be highly successful and highly useful to college students
and
and other adults of all races in America, Europe, Asia,
The intent of my revision is to make this course
Africa.
In order to
specific to and most useful for Black people.
time and par
your
for
you
asking
am
test its effectiveness, I
I

ticipation
you will be given
If you choose to be a part of this effort,
developmotivation
achievement
at your college in March the
course

attached
ment course mentioned above for credit (see evaluators of the
the
of
one
be
also
will
You
announcement).
of the
Further, if you wish, a copy of the results
course.
study will be available to you.

participate in
Thank you in advance for your willingness to exciting, informait
find
will
you
sure
this effort, and I am
tive,

and useful.

Yours truly.

Ronald

S.

McMullen

13A

motivatloK

ackiftve Men't

DATES

Group

I

-

Group

II

-

March 18th, 19th, 20th
March 25th, 26th, 27th

-

April

Group III

1st,

2nd, 3rd

Educational
The Office of Alternative Learning Programs,
and The
Development,
Student
for
Office
OoDortunitv Program,
the opportunity
Office of Residential Life, are pleased to have
McMullen of the University
to introduce to the College Mr. Ronald
the experiential
direct
will
who
Amherst
in
of Mas^chSIetts
workshop.
the
training component of
^^eful to
Achievement Motivation Training has proven
to PeoP^e who want
and
managers,
supervisors,
group leaders,
and achieving their per
to become more effective in setting
sonal

goals.

with an orientation
The workshop is designed to begin
pm in room
7:00
at
9th
meeting on We dnesday, March
of the three groups at this
one
to
asligned
be
lii
n
Tt^Sents
time.
participants will
During the 2H days scheduled, the

will

be required of all.
On

their seminar,
the fourth Monday following

Field Study credit

will

participants

be offered.

Interested students
ice^of Alternative
at the urrice
drop it!^a|.'^JhrOff
out the coupon below, and
Learning Programs.
materials.
meeting for reading
Bring $2.00 to tho orientation
P.S.

fill

YES.
and

I

I

Motivation
am interested in the Achievement
at 7.00 in
will be at the March 9th orientation

•

B

100.

Name
Office of Alternative Learning Programs
Building B, Room 133

SUNY/College
(516) 876-3248

at

Mailing Address

Old Westbury

zip

Phone

code

)
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ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION WORKSHOP

Li.structions for writing

A.

your

final

MARCi:,

1‘tTT

paper

Write an autobiography of from
seriously.
if you wish

5 to 7 single

spaced

pg^.^es.

(\ou

may

write more,

—

H.

dcsciibt- in
I'sing the concepts taught in the course and in your reading materials,

two pages or less yourself in terms of:
Past

Future

I>resent

Motivating forces
control
Internal/external
2.

1.

3.

Values

Use your autobiography

to look

backward and imagine yourself

in

the future.

valuable for jou peisonalh but
The following are optional exercises that we think will be
may be difficult to do alone and
which are not required as part of your final paper. .. They
course and the two o you can wor
you may' therefore vi sh to find a partner who took the
,

on this togethe
C.

D.

r.

If

you want HELP,

let

us know.

YOU
Compeltc (complete) the attached inventory of WHAT
modest, be honest.
of the paper if necessary. Don’t be

CKN DO

using both sides

next
one that is achieveable within the
select one of vour important goals-preferably
ANALYSIS on the paper provided.
five

years-and do a FORCE FIELD

decision-making workshop on Saturday,
For those Interested, we will run a one day
for lunch ^d
Aprii#from 8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. The fee
f

-f

MjTna Adams

f

WHAT CAN YOU DO? - AN INVENTORY

SKILLS, TALENTS. ABILITIES, RESOURCES, STRENGTHS, CAPABILITIES.

POTENTIALS - CAN
I

life

,

.

.

work PLANNING
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FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS

1.

GOAL OR COURSE OF ACTION

FORCES FOR YOUR GOAL

2.

\

FORCES AGAINST YOUR GOAL

\

/

7

\

1

-

2

-

3 +

3

-

4 +

4

-

5 +

5-

6 +

6

-

7 +

7

-

8+

8-

9 +

9-

10 +

10-

1

/

+

2.
1

+

11

-

12 +

12

-

11

Inri rd-..’

;

^V(;P^ Fi

’^s.

"

ANN INC

‘

-

C

i3-

.

.o.Cfs art .mpoft."'' and p'obdbl-

Whui

1
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4.

WHEN? iRESOURCESNI'KDKD

ACTIONS TO MAXIVIZE POSITIVE FORCES
A\D MINIMIZE NEGATIVE FORCES

1
I

5.

or re-state
ASSESS FEASIBILITY OF GOAL/CLARIFY GOAL

LIFE

WORK PLANNING

the goal in

more

realistic

t,

.
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1.

ON ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION AND BLACK PEOPLE:

SELECTED READINGS

Achievement Motivation Development
"Toward A Theory of Motive Acquisition"
1.
Oav

id

C

McC lei land

,

"Achievement Motivation Can Be Developed"
David C. McClelland
"The Achievement Motivation Workshop"
McMu en
Rona Id S

2.
3.

1

.

1

Achievement Motivation In Blacks
!.
"Race, Ethnicity and the Achievement Syndrome"

II.

5.

BernardC. Rosen
"Some Motivational Determinants of Racial
Differences in Intellectual Achievement"
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APPENDIX B
Demographic questionnaire and
Black Identity Development Inventory

U3

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

February

11,

1977

Ronald S. McMullen
c/o 456 Hills South

Dear Student:
I am, like yourself, a Black student and I am presently at work on a thesis to earn
the degree of Doctor of Education at the University of Massachusetts. As a part of my
study for that thesis I have revised an Intensive three days long curriculum for personal
motivation development that has already been demonstrated to be highly successful
and highly useful to adolescents, college students and other adults of all races in
America, Europe, Asia and Africa. The Intent of my revision Is to make this course
specific to and most useful for Black Americans. In order to test Its effectlvensss I am

asking you for your time and participation.
schools In March,
If you choose to be a part of this study you will be given, at your
the personal motivation development course mentioned above for credit. You will also
tne
be one of the evaluators of the course. Further, If you wish, a copy of the results of
to me In the
return
and
complete
only
you
need
Included
be
To
to
you.
be
sent
will
study
enclosed envelope, the enclosed questionnaire and inventory. After I have received It
in
you will be contacted about the motivation course through Mrs. Myma Adams office
early March.

Thank you
you will find

It

in

advance

for your willingness to participate in this effort

exciting Informative and useful.

Yours truly.

Ron McMullen

and

I

am sure

1.

2

Name

age-

.

3.
4.

Campus Address

Sex;

Marital Status-

Your

(or

Married

single

Female
Separated/Divorced.

Widowed

your family's) yearly income

0-5,000;

5,000-8,000

15,000-20,000;
5.

Male

8,000-12,000

12,000-15,000

20,000-over

Highest Grade Completed (Circle):
6,7,8,9,10,11,12
Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior
Masters, Doctorate,
Other
_

6.

Please

list the

places you have lived from birth until you went to college.

Place (urban or rural?)

7.

a)

b)

What

How

Is

your

first

choice career?

It

Is

that you will actually do this?

Not very likely
8.

Why?

123456789

likely do you think

number)

Your age when moved there

some chance

(Circle one
10

very likely

To what religion do you subscribe?

Note; All Information asked for on this questionnaire and in the inventory will be
treated as strictly confidential, and, by law, none of it can be released without
your written permission. All responses will be used for my research purposes only
and will remain anonymous.
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9.

Apart from course work, In what other activities are you Involved (e.g.
social clubs, sports, etc.)?
political organizations

community activities,

,

.
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#

Before you begin,

I

would like

to let

you know how much

appreciate

I

your taking the time out of your busy school and personal schedule to complete
As you know

the attached questionnaire and Inventory.

collected from you and others in

my

doctoral thesis.

the results of this study please write your

If

I

will

use the data

you would like

name and home address

a

In the

copy of
space

provided below.

Name
Home address
City

We

,2lp_.

^State

and the Inventory
will have time to discuss this study, the questionnaire,

together during the motivation workshop.

Again, thank you

Ron

.
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PART

The

first part of this

Inventory consists of 22 multiple choice sentence com-

For each of the 22 Items, you are being asked to pick the sentence that

pletions.

best represents your view now, not

you think you should ha ve
true for

I

.

the

view you would

like to have, or the

There are no right or wrong answers, only what

view
Is

you now.

Black Students are;

1.

Slower learners than white students.
Smarter than white students.
C. Have a unique learning style.
D. As equally diversified In their learning styles as are white

A.
B.

students
2

.

Black Professors Should;

A.

Pay special attention to the needs of Black students

first.

Only teach Black students
C. Teach all students the same way.
D. Respond to the Black student in non-tradltlonal teaching
B.

.

style

when necessary.
3.

Black Students Should
of
Be aware of the individual, political and cultural effects
racism and other forms of oppression.
on their
B. Ignore the individual white racist and concentrate
Black Identity.
C. Surface racism whenever Its exhibited by whites.
white students
D. Ignore racism and prove how equal they are to

A.

.

.

IA8

Black Studies Courses;

Should be an Integral part of all students' education
experiences
B. Should be conducted for Black students only.
C. Are a waste of time.
D. Should be expanded and given primarily tor Black students.
A.

White Students Should;
Learn all they can about Blacks
Learn all they can about white racism from Blacks.
C. Develop their own positive white Identity.
D. Learn from and teach each others about white racism.
A.

B.

White Teachers:

Have as much

A.
B.

C.
D*.

If

not more to offer the Black student than does

the Black teacher.
Should not be allowed to teach Black children.
Can be a valuable but limited resource to Black students.
d.?velop
Have little to offer Black students that will help them

as people.
In racially

mixed classes, Black Students Should:

Not disagree with each other.
Try to oollaborate with white students.
possible.
Interact with Black students whenever
C*.
Interests.
D. Interact with students with mutual
A.

B.

Racism
Courses that Focus on Combatting Institutional
A.
B.

O.
D.

for Blacks.
Important for Blacks to be a part of
Are Important for whites only.
Are OK for Blacks.

A waste of time

In

Are-

order to teach whites

Goals That;
Black Students should Set Academic
A.
B.

C.
D.

that whites have.
allow them to get the same things
community.
Black
lAf 111 benefit the
skills to fight white society,
Will give them the knowledge and
Will benefit oppressed people.
»/Vlll
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Black Artists, Educators, Political Scientists

10.

Etc. Are;

Not as Important as their white counterparts.
Not all equally relevant.

A.
B.

C. All Important
D. All Important

for

Blacks to know about.
educational process

In the

for all

students.

Classes Should:

11,

Be desegregated.
Be segregated.
Integrated or segregated depending on the class content.
Not effected by the racial makeup of students.

A.
B.

C.
D.
12

,

.

order the following people based on
for Black people;

Rank

A.

(1

to

7)

Rev. Martin Luther King

,

who

did most

Jr.

Abraham Lincoln.
C. Huey P. Newton.
D. Malcolm X.
B.

E.

F.

G.
13.

Stokely Carmichael.
H. Rap Brown.
Rev. Jessie Jackson.

Interracial Dating Is;

Destroying the Black nation.
because people are people.
the effects of racism
C. All right If both parties have addressed
on them and their relationship.
whites.
D. Allows Black men to get back at
a strong cultural
establishing
people
Black
from
E. Detracts
A.

B.

All right

heritage.
14.

Schools
Bussing Black Children Into White
A.

An avoidance

Is;

not given to
of the fact that resources are

Black schools.

u

am
are.

how smart Black children
An effective way to show whites
aducatlon for BlaoA chlldran
quality
c' An effective way to gain a
who should be learning with and
A distraction to Black children
D*.
B

from other Blacks.

..

Affirmative Action Laws and Policies;

Have done a lot to help Blacks get the same Jobs as whites.
Are not always necessary because qualified Blacks will get
the Jobs without special laws and policies.
C. Just makes the system give Blacks the chance they should
A.

B.

have anyway.
Addresses Institutional racism and sexism

D.

in part but Is

Incomplete.
Blacks Should;

Segregate completely by establishing a Black nation that Is
geographically separate and culturally/polltlcally/economlcally
Independent
B. Try to Integrate with the American society.
C. Force whites to desegregate their schools, communities and
government
D. Identify their own cultural values, goals, etc. and Interact
with other cultures where there Is mutual benefit.
A.

Black Professionals;

A.
B.

C.
D.

(Lawyers, Doctors, Teachers, Businessmen)

Are generally not as qualified as their white counterparts.
Should be patronized regardless of qualification.
Should be patronized where possible and qualifications
evaluated after service is rendered.
culture.
Should be patronized If they support the emerging Black

Some Blacks;

C.

Make trouble for the rest by alienating whites.
Are Blacker than others (philosophically)
Have more to offer the Black nation than do others, but

D.

have something to offer.
Are more comfortable with

A.
B.

.

The Goal

all

their Blackness than are others.

of Black People Should Be;

Independent of

To redefine the Black culture In positive terms
people.
the goodness or badness of white
society and show them we can
B. To Integrate Into the whites'
they enjoy.
acquire the same resources and rights that
as part of a total being
Blackness
of
sense
positive
a
nurture
C. To
equal Importance.
that has other component parts of
political and economic
Black
a
maintain
and
D. To establish
the rights and resources
power base for the purpose of acquiring

A.

that whites enjoy.

.
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Black Culture;
Is a myth, we are all Americans.
Will only survive when Blacks have taken economical and
political power.
C. Must be re-established first by Blacks.
D. Has evolved from the African and American culture to form
a new and unique culture - Afro-American.

A.

B.

had a choice of the following televisions shows
would choose; (rank order)

If I
I

B.

C.
D.

6

Good Times.

F.

I

O'clock News.

Black Journal (variety talk show)
Sanford and Son.

E.

If

watch

Black Paper (news program)
Soul Train

A.

G

to

.

The Jeffersons

I had $10,000 to donate
would give it to;

A.

to one of the following organizations,

NAACP

(National Association for the Advancement of Colored

People)

.

E.

Black Muslims
United Negro College Fund.
CORE (Congress on Racial Equality)
PUSH (Rev. Jessie Jackson - People United to Save Humanity)

F.

Black Panther Party.

B.

C.
D.

.

.

Part

II

Consists of four excerpts written by Black authors.

In

each excerpt,

the authors describe a personal experience or perspective about Blackness or

whiteness.

After each excerpt there are

some open ended questions

to be

answered.
Please read each excerpt and then answer the questions from your own value
perspective.
questions.
Try not to spend more than seven minutes on each excerpt and related

.
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EXCERPT

One day
while

I

my medical

In 1960, during

was on duty. When

directed,

I

was greeted by

to attend her mother,

The sight

moment long ago

that she

I

of her face Instantly

day, one of

my classmates

Insisted that

home from school. When we walked

I

to a

call.
a

my classroom

party In

was the only black child

I

recognized the

or did not associate with the

had either forgotten

birthday,

I

and vividly took me back

Nineteen years earlier, my mother had arranged

my seventh

had been

I

awaiting someone

to be at the point of death,

young black doctor who had responded to her

celebrate

got an emergency call

woman who had been anxiously

who seemed

younger woman.

Internship,

reached the hospital ward to which

I

a

I

In the

to

The next

class.

walk past his house with him on the way

Into his backyard,

we saw

his mother, the

back porch of their secondanxious woman who was now confronting me, on the
story apartment, hanging out laundry.
Is

Johnny called out triumphantly,

"

Ma

,

this

the boy that had the party In school yesterday!"

The woman walked over

to the railing

did
didn't really have a birthday party,
parties had

It— birthday
"Well!

"

she said.

and peered down

"It's the first

kind of a party but a drunken brawl!"

time

With

I

me skeptically.

"You

Puzzled as to why she would doubt

you?"

a tradition In

become

at

our school-I nodded affirmatively.

ever heard of

a

nigger having any

walked

that, she turned and

into the

house
By the time

my

patient

was out

former second-grade classmate

,

of danger, several relatives

,

including

had congregated outside her door.

When

my
he

she met me before. "So
quite surprised to learn that
Introduced me, his mother was
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many

of you kids have done well," she said warmly.

gotten that she had once, In effect, predicted for

succession of drunken brawls.
tion;

I

I

But

I

me

I

felt a

It.

their Ignorant stereotypes.

Prepare yourself and your time will come."

good education, then you will be accepted on your merits.
won't matter"

.

I

faith In

my

I

of blinders that permitted
It

This meant, "Get a

The color of your skin

as

a

me

I

I

For all

my

twenty-six years

to see only one thing:

physician.

childhood made me feel
her mother's doctor.

all

my

sustained by
had gone through college and medical school

father's little truism.

toward making

bigotry. "Don't

of
believed that, and the belief was the mainspring

conduct up to then.

a

surge of vindica-

remembered what my father had always said about racial

worry about

would be

a life that

remembered, and

Them. White folks. With

had shown her.

But obviously she had for-

.

I

had worn

a pair

the best and shortest path

my
The weird encounter with the nemesis from

had completed the circle.

was okay

,

-

race and all.

She now accepted me:

I

was
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Qu e stions

What should
many of you

1.

2

.

3.

What

Is

What

the physician have said to the woman
kids have done well, " and why?

your reaction to the father's

when she

"little truism"

are your personal reactions to this story?

.

said, "So
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EXCERPT

When we

call one white

any individual white man.

We

torical record.

II

man, by name, "devil", we are not speaking of

We

are speaking of the collective white man's his-

are speaking of the collective white man's cruelties and

evils and greeds, that have seen him act like a devil toward the non-white man.

Any

Intelligent, honest, objective person cannot fall to realize that this white

man's slave trade, and his subsequent devilish actions are directly responsible
for not only the

in

presnece of this black man

which we find

In

American, but also for the condition

man here. You cannot

this black

find one black

care who he Is, who has not been personally dammaged

in

man,

I

do not

some way by the

devilish acts of the collective white man!

The American black man should be focusing his every
his

own businesses, and decent homes

done,
their

let the

own

kind, hire their

own kind, and

ever going to get respect.
is

self-respect!

start In those

ways to build up the black

That's the only way the American black

One thing

Is truly

what they have, and until he
.

As other ethnic groups have

the white

man never can give

man

is

the black

and recogniThe black man never can become independent

zed as a human being who

selves

toward 'oullding

patronize
black people, wherever possible, however possible,

race's ability to do for himself.

man

for himself.

effort

is

equal with other human beings until he has

for themdoing for himself what others are doing

,
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1.

Questions

Do you believe

that whites are devils individually or collectively?

Why?

3.

2

Blacks
Are the strategies outlined in the second paragraph strategies that all
in?
should participate

What

are your personal reactions to this viewpoint?
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EXCER PT

III

Black people must continue to move toward a psychological level which

focuses on the here-and-now.
set of emerging needs and

Consequently, the relevant world

ways

thing together to do our thing"

.

is

defined by

a

of functioning as expressed In 'getting our

Not much time should be spent on the previous

agonizing adolescent-llke qualities of wondering, regretting, dreaming, fighting,
rejecting or being caught-up In Inner conflict.

This

new Blackness denotes

social

psychological development, which has given expression to new activities and

ways

of behaving.

White approval
once was.

good use

is

not a basis for the rise and expansion of Black unity as

Teaching whites about their Individual racism

of Black energy.

social change that

Is

Is

The new Black ethic constitutes

no longer seen as
a fresh

new model

Independent of white people, culture and institutions.

it

a

of
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1.

Questions

Is this

an accurate description of where Black people are?

2.

3.

How

close is this excerpt to your
(give examples)

What

own thinking and behavior?

are your disagreements; with this statement?

In

what ways?
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EXCERPT

him, what you are telling me

"I told

man who

Is a

racist, but It's the

IV

is that It Isn't

the American white

American political, economic, and social

atmosphere that automatically nourishes

a racist

psychology

In the

white man".

He agreed.

We
to

meet

both agreed thatAmerlcan society makes
In

It

And we both

America and not be conscious of their color differences.

agreed that

If

and poor and

racism could be removed, America could offer
truly live like

that the white

man

Is

a society

where rich

human beings.

That discussion with the ambassador gave me
like;

next to Impossible for humans

a

new

Insight - one which

I

not inherently evil, but America's racist society Influ-

ences him to act evilly. The society has produced and nourishes

which brings out the lowest, most base

part of

human beings.

a

psychology
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Que stions

1.

2.

an accurate description of the American society?
you think so?

Is this

If

a

Why do

you/don't

you agree with this anlysls, what are the behavioral implications for you as
Black person? In other works, what should you be doing?

APPENDIX C
Achievement Motivaticsi Development

Workshop Schedule

SUNY COLLEGE AT OLD WESTBURY
Achievement Motivation Development Workshop

March/ April 1977

DAY I SCHEDULE

Morning
9:00

Introduction

Contract:

Objectives, procedures, schedule

9:30

v-Ach Questionnaire
monument
"In Honor Of. .

9:45

TAT

10:15

(Ai +

"Ring Toss" Round

Introduction to Test of Imagination

1 (Practice)

— ro»d

Lecturette on Motives and Imagery
Score TAT’s for Imagery in Triads
11:15

"Ring Toss", Rounds 2 and 3 (score) and team selection

12:30

LUNCH

Afternoon
1:15

Ring Toss, Round 4 (teams)
Discussion - 4 action strategies; Aim

2:00

Ujamaa/Or igami

5:15

Origami Questionnaire

5:30

DINNER

nAch
Discussion - 10 Thoughts and 4 Action Strategies of

Evening
(A2 + B 2 )
1982 Projection (prepare)

6:45

TAT

7:45

Break

8:00

Score TAT’s for Imagery

9:00

1982 Projection Review

9:30

Dismiss

in

Triads
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DAY

II

SCHEDULE

Morning

Day

9:30

Review and Critique

9:45

Discussicm: Questions and Answers

of

I

10:15

Values Clarttication Exercise

11:30

Gurin/Rotter Scale - Administer and Group Score
Discussion: Internal vs External Control and Blacks
and nAch

1:00

LUNCH

Afternoon

Want,

List

2:00

"I

2:15

"Aiming" pp. 4-9 Read and discuss
List: Personal assets and abilities, goal related

2:30

"Aiming" Mission Control-- Prepare and share

4:30

Review and Critique

5:00

Dismiss

.

in triads

APPENDIX D
Thematic Apperception Test
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aJiott.-d, yc-u wAll f nd four (luestjr.ar
They Bre;
c.a--h page.
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»'••

'

'••

'*

t^v’

at.

pl>
”•

t

What g h tppeu'. ng'f Wb - a.-e the p<* p
Vra
ni
What has J»u up t' th's
bappauitd xo the jjast?
want-^^a?
Wbai la being th'.nvghtV 'rfhat is
happen? What will be done.'
'rfhat
•

li.

:•'

blot;.’

-f

rep’-e.'

j”'''

by

.:’<••

t'i.-.-'« .

On the fni.i''w'nR pages, nt “r

**

•

i

.-...)a.p.;

i

•

t'-.j-

os'

<•

rr.-l

t

'

.

'

is’’

.'.long

'(

.
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,

wiv..'

iicn

•

By wheel?

r .»T '**'
that the quest wnc i.re •-.niy guidf-^
a U"> Tliujy VOfdOi T^uv.
i.r.-ei I'lt'raiy
aruiwered
be
not
need
thlnif.ng, acd
<*oade-up and .rreati.ve ai. i iC*T:
<a, y<'ur sfctry should be
ansvers to these qu-estiena.
i*’

Please

reir.:n\ber

i

answers or
There are no right r;r wrnng
Ton ha/e a
Wind 'f story '.s all right.
’-Ti.
yr.ur
raa inuglne a.td wr te a -story on
hut write a stoiy
.

Try

.ei.ii'.ea
Imagin'' and stake yucr

st.crie.s

^

'
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va'*'

,

aiy

o nh w how qulcW!.', you
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J.ust

iesc fit>e

intef-estlng ind

Iht,
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WORK RAPlil

Vbat

1.

2.

Wha*:

3.

I*.

5? h'lf.pPuJ.DS?

has

le<i

up co

Wh

'ira

>

’he

th»» altvuxtl 'nt

What *3 being thougbl

What wilt bappenT

7

What

Is

Vaat

wantedT

What will be done?

*-a,

wha*. tiae

By ybom?

h«tp^n«d in ths past?

,
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WOUK RAKim.iC
Wliat

1.

'3

VJb

.

are ihe

p'.''>ple?

What bos led up to the altuatliuT

2.

3.

It

What

What,

‘s

being thought?

will happen?

That,

What le wanted?

What will be done;

tn, vha!

bus

By vhom?

hnpp*»nei'.

la tho paet.1
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wcEiy:

fuu’Idly

i-

What

2.

What has led up tc

3.

ir liAppprjia,^"

t/b*>

!;h»s

What 13 belEg thoiightT

What will happen?

th'^ p*^')p.To?

actuation?

That is, vhat has 'aapp“nf"d

What Is wanted?

What will be done?

By whan?

>

th. ?

pastl
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WORK
Vihat

1.

iiT

Imp-npolog?

Vhaft baa

2.

3.

k.

Wl»at 13

W>i

are <he yeyplc7

led up to tha situation?

being thought?

What will happen?

V/hat is

TTuat

wanted?

What wllx be done?

Is, what baa happened 5n tbr past?

By whom?
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INTRODUCTION TO
THE TEST OF IMAGINATION

Thp test that vou have just taken may be used to
measure three scales of motivation. These three scales are
measures of underlying concerns or motives, and have been
demonstrated through extensive research to be validly related
to an individual's behavior, relationships, and attitudes.

—

Need for Achievement need for excellence and personal accomplishment, particularly in work; this measure also picks
up concern with the means of succeeding, that is, thoughts
about planning, acting, and doing things that lead to a sense
of personal accomplishment.
set high goals for themselves,
High Scorers Tend To
but take moderate or calculated risks when faced with
a challenging task; do well in competitive situations;
like feedback which tells them how they are progressing.
They often seek and get positions of responsibility.
:

set lower goals, and appear fairly
Low Scorers Tend To:
indifferent to making risky decisions or getting feedback;
be less future-oriented, seeing themselves more often in
the immediate present; prefer images suggesting peace
They often prefer non-managerial jobs and do
and calm.
not seek positions of responsibility.

—

Need for Affiliation need for warm, companionate relationbe
ships with others, particularly relationships that can
characterized as friendly, cooperative and supportive, helpseparation
ing; also included are concerns with rejection, or
from others.
pay attention to others and to
gh Scorers Tend To
establish friendly retheir feelings: make efforts to
jobs
lationships in group meetings: take
often supervis
opportunities for friendly ""teraction decision-making
where
ory or counseling-type positions
good relationship
is^less important than maintaining

Hi

:

.

concerned with other
LOW scorers Tend To: bo less
impersonal matters such
(and more concerned with
more aggressively
job, ideas, etc): respond
respond loss,“^'eferiobs
simply
p
,,i_
to others in a group, or
as technical specialoften
others,
with
with less contact
ists,

etc.

.
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—

Need for Power need for personal influence over others; also
included are concerns with attaining positions of power or
control over the means of influencing others (such as political office)
try to influence others by winning
High Scorers Tend To
roles in group activities;
leadership
arguments, or taking
seek positions that allow exercise of influence over
others such as political office, management positions
offering opportunity for control over large numbers of
others, and positions which require persuasion, such as
teacher, clergyman, social worker, etc.
:

be less concerned about influencing
Low Scorers Tend To
others, either because they go along with others or feel
quite independent in their judgments and relationships.
;

levels of
Most people's test results will show different
have
people
many
For example,
all three of these motives.
Power.
for
high scores in Need for Achievement and in Need
an_d
Affiliation
for
Others' scores might be high in Need
Need for Achievement.

APPENDIX E
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COST-PI{OriT/lO''S TAHIE

TAKE-OFF &

LANDING CRAFT

Selling

Profit or

Costs

Price

lO'S

1

$ 55

$ 50

2

$100

$100

0

$148

$150

$ 2

Nunihor

M.itcri.ds

ot

Products

1

—$

1

i

5

1

'

3

•

j

4

$196

$200

$ 4

5

$243

$250

$ 7

6

$290

$300

$10

7

$337

$350

$13

^

$383

$400

$17

9

$429

$450

$21

10

$475

$500

$25

$521

$550

$29

$567

$600

$33

$612

$650

$38

13

$657

$700

$43

14

$702

$750

$48

1

1

1

1

1

1

PENALTIES

FOR CHANGED

FROM

in

Goal

1

more

or

1

FINAL

2

more

or

2 less

GOAL

3

more

or

3 less

4

more

or

4 less

5

more

or

5

6

more

or

6 less

7

more

or

8

more or

8 less

9

more

9 less

DECISIONS
PRELIMINARY

TO

Penalty

Change

less

less

$ 2

$ 3
S 4
$ 5

$ 6
$ 7
$ 8

/

S 9

$10
or

$11

10 more or 10

less

CONTRACT

VERTICAL TAKE-OFF & LANDING CRAFT
1.

#1

Preliminary Coal;

how many
making two models for practice,
minutes?
six
in
make
can
quality do you think you

acceptable

vertolcraft

After

2 . Timed Practice

How

1

long did

Trial:
it

take you to build a

model during the timed

Final Goal:

models

How many
six

What
and

5.

How

trial?

build
do you now think you can

in

minutes?

Change

4.

of acceptable quality

practice

in

is

final

Coal:

the difference in

number

of

between your preliminary

vertolcraft

decision?

Products Sold to Government:
government?
quality were sold to the
How many products of acceptable

prum and loss:
figure your profit
to tigure
.OSS .roro .he
Enter your pro... or

eenouraft

you sold

to the

r

ZtlTol ZZa..
:;.-.o-.c..

government.

sheet.

the f.gure in Box
,n Box 2 from
subtree, the figure

1.

ro„_,he 0....

o,
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1.

2.

CONTRACT

.

3.
PORTATE^^•S

Preliminary Coal:
After

making two models tor practice, how many
do you or your group think vou can make in

quality

Timed

How

of acceptable

portatents
six

minulcsf

Practice Trial:

long did

it

take you to build a

model during the timed practice

trial?

Final Coal:

How many
can build

Change

4

What

in

is

models

in six

of acceptable quality

do you think you

your group)

(or

minutes?

Coals:

j

the difference

between your (your group's) preliminary and

tinali

decision?

Products Sold to Covernmcnt:
government?
How many products of acceptable quality were sold to the

S.

How

to figure your profit and loss:
1.

group s) from the "Grand
Enter profit or loss lyour own or your
. This t'guro is found listed where the up-and-down
Profits and Losses

-the number

portatenu

of

Ntatrix ot

you

(or

your group)

row— the number

meets the left-to-nght
sold to the government.
2

of

listed

portatents

in

you

your
(or

or your group changed your
Enter your penalty charge if vou
for Changing Decision
Penaltv
labeled
table
your penalty in the

column

trial

bid

your group)

decision. Find

'

3.

4

the figure in Box
Subtract the figure in Box 2 irom

If

in

you worked

in a

1.

bv
team, divide the number in Box 3
pro:it or loss
is your individual
this iigure in Box 4. This

your group. Enter
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PORTATLNTS

COST-PPvOriT/lOSS TABLE

Number

$

$ 100
S 185

1

2

Loss

Price

Costs

Products

Profit or

Selling

Materials

oi

-$
-$

90

$ 180

10
5

$

5

S 265

S 270

$

15

$

25

5

$ 345
S 425

$ 360
$ 450

35

S 505

$

6

$

50
70

3

4

FCNALTILS

Change

7

$ 380

$ 540
$ 630
$ 720
$ 810

$

8

$ 650
$ 720
S 790
$ 860

$ 900
$ 990

$ 110

$1080

$ 130
$ 135

$1170

$ 180

13

S 925
S 990
SI 053

$1260

14

$1120

$1330

$1185

$1440

$1250

$1530

$1315

$1620

$1380

$1710

$1445

$1800

$1505

$1890
$1890

22

$1565

$1625

$2070

23

$1685

$2160

$1743

$2230

$1805

$2340

$1863

$2430

$1925

$2520

9

10
11

12

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

24
23

26
27
28

$1985

29

$2045

30

$2100

31

$2153

32

$2210

33

$2265

34

$2320

35

$2375

36

$2430

37

$2485

38

$2540

39

40
41

42
43
44
45

46
47

48
49
50

$2395
$2645

$2695
$2745
$2795
$2843
$2895

$2945
$2995
$3045
$3093

S

2

90

$ 280
$ 305
S 330
$ 355

$2700

$ 385
$ 415
$ 443
$ 475
$ 305
$ 335
$ 565
$ 595
$ 625
$ 635

$2880

$ 690
$ 725

$2970

$ 760

$3060

$ 795
$ 830

$2790

$3150
$3330

$ 863
$ 900

$3420

$ 935

$3510

$ 970

$3240

$3600
$3690

$1005

$1045

$3780

$1083

$3870

$1123

$v;r.!i

$4030
$4140

$4230
$4320

$4410
$4300

Oil

CU V^CLD DECISIONS

in

Coal
less

more or 1
more or 2 less
3 loss
3 more or
4 less
4 more or
5 less
3 more or
6 less
6 more or
7 less
7 more or
8 less
8 more or
le?s
9 more or 9
10 more or 10 less
less
11 more or 11
12 more or 12 less
less
13 mote or 13
14 more or 14 lesS
less
15 more or 13

1

$ 205
$ 230
C 235

$2610

f

FROM PRELIMISARV TO

$1163
$1203

$1245
$1285
$1325

$1365
$1405

FINAL

GOAL

Penalty

$ 10
S 15
$ 20
$ 23
$ 30
$ 36
$ 43

$ 51
$ 60
$ 70
$ 81
$ 93

$106
$120
$135
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CONTRACT

SHALLOW-WATER CARGO CARRIERS

#3

Preliminarv Coal:

1.

maLing two models

After

2.

Timed

lor practice. Iv.)w

of acccpiable qualr

many

.t.A .M eiw

Practice Trial;

long did

Coal:

3. Final

How many
can build

•

Change

4.

it

What

models

in six

the

„
do you

,o,
(or

eroup) think you
„our gro
your

minutes?

Coal:

in

is

of acceptable qualitv

trial?

timed practice
g ihe

^
dur
model
take you to build a
i

How

difference

preliminary and
between your (your group's)

final

decision?

government?
Products Sold to Covernment;
sold to the
acceptable quality were
How many products of

5.

How

profit and loss:
to figure your
(your
Enter profit or loss

1.

Profits

Matrix of

own

Y

^

be round -^ere
and Losses', it can
P
or
=
you
cargo carriers

number

of

the left-to-right

row-the number

ot carriers

up-and-down column-thc
b,d-meets
up, soid to the

you

governm6nt.

,aS
.

[
,

c

Soboact Ihb

B««

l.g.,b

1
If

CHI

you worked

Enter this figure

in a group,

m

g.o.p. CP-S.,1 voo,
VO». o. VO.,
Cbao.n* D.co.oo
lo,
vboL -Pooa,,,

d.c,..oo. F,nO

I.

„,„v

Box

r

«.o.p
.. a
decide
d.od. as
. group

I-”

-ha '«h

a.

total-profit
your personal grand

(or LOSS)

Contract

1

Contract 2
Contract 3

Crand Total

—
5-

—

SS-

,
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SHALLOW-WATER
COST-PROriT/LOSS TAULE

Number

CARGO

Prolit or

Selling

Ntalerijls

oi

CARRIERS

'

$ 100

$ 120
S 210

1

2

4

6

$ 650
S 730

7

8

10

-T

10

rrs

FROM

$ 500

s

20

$ 600
$ 700

$

30

j

50

S

v-T'.!;-;

S
s

$1200

13

$1100

$1300

14

$1170

$1400

S 170
S 200
5 230

$1240

$1500

15

16

$1305

$1600

$1370

$1700

17

$1800

18

$1435

S 330
S 365
$ 400

19

$1500

$1900

S

20

$1565

$2000

$1625

$2100

S

22

$1685

$2200

23

$1745

$2300

S 315
$ 555

$1805

$2400

$ 595

24
25

$1865

$2500

$1925

$2600

$ 635
$ 675

$1985

$2700

$2045

$2800

$2105

$2900

29

$ 795
$ 835

30

$2165

$3000
$3100

$ 880

$2220
$2275

$3200

$3300

$ 925
$ 970

$3400

$1015

$3500

$1060

$3600

$1105

$3700

$1150

$3800

$1195

$3900

$1240

$4000

$1285

$4100

$1335

$4200

$1385

$4300

$1435

$4400

$1485

$4500

$1535

$4600

51505

$4700

$1635

$4800

$1685

$4900

$1735

$5000

$1785

12

21

26
27
28

31

32

$2330

33

$2385

34

$2440

35

$2495

36

$2550

37

$2595

38
39

40
41

42
43

44
45

46
47

48
49
50

$2660
$2715
$2763
$2815

$2805
$2915
$2965
$3015
$3065
$3115
$3165
$3215

-

^
-

S 260
S 295

Penalty

less

more or 1
more or 2
3
3 more or
4 more or 4

$1100

TO

Coal

in

less

2

$1000

11

ciixNcr

^

90

$ 960
$1030

10

roll

I'RLLIMtNAKV

Change

$70

$ 800
$ 900

$ 810
S 890

9

20

-.$

$ 400

$ 480
$ 570

•

5

—$

$ 200
$ 300

S 300
S 390

3

Loss

Price

Costs

Products

less

$ 22
$ 28

Of

5 less

$ 34

or

6 lc>s

or

7 less

$ 41
$ 49

^ore
more

more
^1 more
12 more
jQ

less

less

$ 58
$ 68

or 10 less

$ 79

or 11 less

$ 91

or 12 less

$104

g niote or
q foo;^, or

8 less

9

less
13 fpore or 13
14 more or 14 less

•*35

$ 715
$ 755

15

$ 11
S 16

or 15 loss

more
.

.

.

-

$113
$133
$149

180

G
0
G

o
h-

>

<
m
73
H
o

G
0
0

181

1

182

SWCC

DDMS

183

effective
This training course has been revised to be icade most
refor Black groups. The game you have Just played Is one of the
questions
following
the
to
answers
Your
sults of that revision.
will be helpful In the evaluation of this unit.

Your

Date

Name_

1.

How much did you
enjoy this game?

2.

How relevant Is what
this game teaches for
Blacks?
How much did you learn
from this game?

3.

4.
a) How strongly would you

recommend that your
friends play this game?

1234
1234
Not at all

Not at all

6

5

5

6.

7.

6

123^

5

6

8.

7

8

9

8

9

7

Not at all

game?
What did you like most about the

It?
What did you like least, about

This game could be made better

8

9

Very Much
10

9

Very

Something

b) Why?,

5.

7

6

5

2

Very little

8

Somewhat

34

1

10

7

Somewhat

by_

each round?
How much did you win/lose 1 n
Round
Round 2_
Round 1^

3,

10
A lot
10

Very Strongly

appendix f
ORIGAMI
Company

President's Manual
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10

PCNALTltS

Pcn.illy

Ch.vr 0

for CHASG'lI)
decisions
PRELIMINARY
FRO.M

TO

FINAL

COAL

-

Cio.il

111

.

-

S 2
nii-iL-

1

or

IC’'

I

S 3
2 nui:*'

Ilf

- If'

$ 4
fviif Of

3

4 piiff oi

1

l‘•"

I

If"

liu>ll

Kt

">

(i

IllUH'

1“

•'

7

ii'oii'

Ilf

II

iimir or

I'

S

'•

$

'•

•'

ii

7

S

t;

'

$

<)

Ilf. II-

III

in-

111

I",

"

ir

'i

-

I-''

$11
III

1-

1<)

li‘"

CONTRACT
SPACl SHIP CNTERPRISE
Prctii'iin.>tY

1.

#1

Gojl;

how

accrpt.'hlc
m.inv spaxc ships of

two models lot priClitf.
mAe m six mimilos’
qualilydotHi Ihinkyoo r.in

Aflof ni.iWing

2.

limed

Pt.ulicc Trial;

HowIonudidituU’yiHi

d .U
How main models

to build a

icceptablc
of accep..io
ol

mo del

qualny do you

tnaW

ihitA you can build

now

m

i

niinutesf

SIX

and

final iletision'

Pro.lucts Sold to

5.

ptaclire
duni'i; die limed

HowmaiiyptodusHoi atreptabU

Howto

fiiiutc

your profit and

gosetnmenH

loss;
I

prom

inter sour

1

o<

U. ihe
c,uainy ,,,,0 sold

1""

rrind M'lrix

of l’io;.ls

,^V,,.„,n rolumn

-

ihe

and losses'

number

of

'.next

spate
'

ships
.p Itc

'

—

y

ou sold

10 die

r.osernmenl
sour derision

n,.,.d

y;,:‘;I:;;^ah;"d
1

Oenwon

sheet
>
Suht-atl the tiilun
I

3

^:n;:i;'rcf::^

.n
m

'
'iHo''^'
Ilox
x - I'sin' idn
hi

'

-

on

!

md
Hie

sour penally

m

C'osl.and.,'ro.,l
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CONTRACT

MOON TENTS

#2

1

PrcliminarY Coal:

.

two models for practice, liow many
make m
you or sour group Ihmk \ou tan

After making,
quality cio

2

How

3

Practice Trial:

Timed

.

long did

take

sou

models

How many

m

can build

Change

.

What

in

six

of acceptable quality

do you think you

practice

(or

trial'

your group,

minutes'

Coals:

dmerence between >oui lyour

the

15

tents of acceptable

minutes'

model during the tured

to build a

final Coal:

.

4

It

moon
six

group’s!

preliminary

and imal

decision'

C-;—

P,od.<., sold ...
How many products

5.

How

to figure

ol

your profit and

acteptaoic qt

loss;

a ffom

i;.s. I.'-'

,

nr;’:::::

11,0

the

’Grand Matrix

ol

o,..o„.i.do«o coioo.

sold to the government.
,

L

^
)

voo. „oo.l„

,1 pen,,

III

,

1,0

,l...r,o
,.,

1.10

.1

^00

lodcl.

d

'

o, .00,
1 .

v,™ d«d,o"
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MOON

COST-PROriT/lOSS TABLE

Number

Loss

Price

Costs

Protliiils

TENTS

Profit or

Selling

Mjtcri.tU

of

—
-

90

10

$

2

5 100
5 185
5 265

5 270

5

3

$ 343

5 360

15

4

$ 425

5 450

25

5

35

5 630

50

7

5 505
$ 580

5 540

5 650

5 720

70

8

5 720

5 810

S

9

5 790

5 900

S 110

10
11

5 860

5 990

$ 130

5 923

51080

S 155

12

13

5 990

51170

14

51035

51260

S 180
S 205

15

51120

51330

16

51183

51440

S 230
S 251

51230

51330

S

i;

51313

51620

10

51710

19

51 300

$ 303
S 330

*1443

51800

S 355

51303

51890

S 305

21

51363

51090

22

52070

23

51623

S 413
S 443

51683

52160

S 473

24

51743

52250

S 305

51803

52340

51865

52430

$ 533
S 565

51923

52320

51983

52610

S 593
S 625

52043

52700

$ 633

52100

52790

S 690

52133

52080

S 725

52210

52970

52263

53060

S 760
S 795

52320

53130

S 830

52373

53240

S 865

52430

53330

S 900

52485

53420

5

52340

53510

S 070

52595

53600

52645

5 1690

52695

53700

52743

53870

52793

53960

S1165
51203

52813

54010

54140

51245

52893

542 30

51205

54320

51323

54410

51363

54300

51403

1

6

20

25

2b
27

20
29
30
31

32

33
34

35

36
37
38
39

40
41

42

43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50

5 180

52913
52993

510

13

53093

5

PCNALTILS rOU CHANCLLI IMCIMONS
FROM I'RLLIMIXARY 10 FINAL (.OAL

Change

in

more
more or
3 more or
4 more or
5 more or
6 more or
7 more or
8 mote or

1

2

90

9 nrore or

1

less

5 10

2

t'.'‘S

5 15

I

less

5 20

4 less

5 23

less

$ 30

6 less

S 36

less

S 43

8 les>

5 51

9 less

5 60

Ic^'

5 70

5

7

10 more or-10

280

935

51003
51045

S1083
51125

n

Penalty

Coal

or

mote or 11 lo"
12 more or 12 le>s
13 mote or 13 less
14 mote or 14 b'ss
13 more or 13 less

5 81

5 93

5106
5120
5133
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1.

2.
.

CONTRACT
#3

ALL-SUUFACE

CARGO CARRIERS

3.

Preliminary Goal;
After making two models for practiLC.

do you

Timed

How

5.

Final

in six

carr ers of acceptable quality

minutes^

Practice Trial;

long did

take you to build

it

a

model during

the timed practice

Goal;

How many
can build

Change

4

how many

your grniipl think you can make

(or

What

models

in six

in

do you

your group) think you

(or

minutes?

Goal;

the

is

of acceptable quality

trialt

between your tyour group

difference

prc.iminary an

s)

i

decision?

Products Sold to Government;
sold to the government?
How many products of acceptable qualits were

How

to figure

your

profit

and

loss:

•TrinH \tatrix ol
or vour groups, trom the
up-and-down
the
where
found
can be
It
Pro;, is and Lo,ses
mcc.
group listed m your tina b,c^
number of cargo carriers you or your
tor your group) sold
royy-the number ot earners you

Enter protit or loss ,your

1

own

'

,1m lofi.io-rieht

crnmcnl.

V

your penalty charge

if

your dccis
you, or your group, changed
Penalty for Changing Decision

Find

.

penalty

4,

If

in

you worked

“I people

in

the table labeled

m

a

group, divide the

your group.

number

Enter this figure ,n

Cox

Box

in

4.

This

is

by the number of
your share of proms

3

or losses.

total-Profit
Your personal grand

(or Loss)

—
— S
— S
Contract
Grand Total —

Contract

1

Contract 2

3
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ALL-SURFACE
CARGO CARRIER

COST-PROFIT/LOSS TABLE
Profit or

Materials

Selling

Costs

Price

1

$ 120

$ 100

$ 210

$ 200

-$
-$

2
3

$ 300

4

$ 390
$ 480

$ 300
$ 400

+5

$ 500

$

20

$ 570
$ 650

$ 600
$ 700

S

30

$

50

$ 730
S 810

$ 800

$

70

$ 900
$1000

$

90

Number

of

Products

5

6
7
8
9

$ 890
$ 960

10
11

Loss

20
10
0

UECISIONS

PENALTllS FOR CHANCED
INAL
from I'RILIMINARY TO

10

1

Change

more or
2 more or
3 more or

1

$ 110
$ 140

$1200

$ 170

12

$1030
$1100

$1300

13
14

$1170

$1400

$ 200
$ 230

$1240

$1500

$ 260

15

$1305

$1600

16

$1700

17

$1370

$ 295
$ 330
$ 365

18

$1435

$1800
$1900

19

$1500

$ 400

$1565

$2000

20

$1625

$2100

$ 435
$ 473

$1685

$2200

$1745

$2300

$1805

$2400

$1865

$2500

$ 593
$ 635

$1925

$2600

$ 675
$ 715

$1985

$2700

$2045

$2800

$ 755

$ 795

$2105

$2900
$3000

$ 833

$3100

$ 880
$ 925

$2275

$3200
$3300

$ 970

$2330

21

22

23
24
25

26
27
28
29

$2165

30

$2220

31

32

33

$2385

34
35
36

$2440

$3500

$2495

$3600

$2550

37

$2595

38
39

.

40
41

42

43
44
45

46
47

48
49

50

$3400

$2660
$2715
$2765

$2815
$2865

$2915
$2965
$3015
$3065

$3115
$3163
$3215

$3700

$ 515
$ 555

$1015

$1000
$1105

$1150
$1240

$4000

$1285

$4100

$1333

$4200
54300
$4400
$4300

$4600
$4700

$4800
$4900

$5000

Penalty’

Coal
1

S

less

$1383
$1433

$1483
$1535
$1585
$1635

$1685
$1735

$1785

n

3 less

$ 16
$ 22

4 less

$ 28

2 less

5 less
5 more or
6 less
0 more or
7 less
7 more or
8 less
8 more or
less
9 more or 9
less
10 more or 10
less
11 mote or 11
less
12 more or 12
less
13 more or 13
less
14 more or 14
less
IS more or 15

$3800
$3900

in

COAL

*

-

$ 34
$ 41
S 49
$ 38
$ 68
$ 79

$ 91
$104
$118
$133
$149
..

1

191

192

193

ASCC

DDSV

19A

be
This training ooursa Is to be revised to
playea
have
you
game
The
groups.
Black
for
-ffectlve
answers to
Your
revision.
that
of
focus
will be a primary
In the revising
the following questions will be helpful
Please be candid.
this unit.

Date

Your Name
1,

How much did you
enjoy this game?

2.

12

How relevant Is what
this game teaches for
Blacks?

1

How much did you learn
from this game?

1

3.

4.
you
a) How strongly would

recommend that your
friends play this game?

7.

8

.

^

3

2

Somewhat

5

3

8

7

8

9

8

9

6

5

6

7

Not at all

made better
This game could be

9

Very

Something
^

3

10

7

Somewhat

,
Very little

12

6

5

3

Not at all
2

10
9
Very Much

8

7

6

5

Not at all

by_

win/lose in each round?
How much did you
Round
Round 2
Round 1

3,

10
A lot
10

Very Strongly

appendix g
”In

Memoriam" Exercise and
"1982 Projection"

196

This

is

a

monument

in

Please inscribe at the
a fitting description

your honor.

bottom of

it.

what you

feel

of your accomplishments.

would be

197

GOAL SETTING
A

I

Projection

1982

Once again yon are being asked
derive the most from this exercise

to

if

use your tmaginalion.

Yon

will

and
you really search your desires

year 1982.
you project yourself into the
plans and take them with you as

The questions on
were actually

in the

questions according

all be
the followmg pages should

year
to

1982.

You may wonder whether

how you want

for you
honestly think they will be

those feelings

is inevitable

answered as
to

and also desirable

Some mixture

in this

you

answer these

to
things to be or according

in that future.

if

exercise.

how you
of both

198

1^ 82

Projection

1.

11 is

the first

How
5.

2.

week

of June and the year

old are you

Where are you

3.

What

4.

What

Is

1982.

now?

living?

is

status?
your family or marital

is

your present occupation?

How much

are you earning ?

(use 1977 dollar values)

P-ad

Ota

r.u've

7.

Was

it

just luck?

If

not,

accomplishing
how did you go about

that

goal:

199

What

8.

difficulties or setbacks did

you encounter

in

working toward

that

goal?

9.

What Ktnda
this goal?

of th.ngs

helpful
or people were tooel

to

you

,n

your reach, „g

200

10.

pretty sure you could have
Did you surprise yourself or were you
done it all along?

202

VALUES IN DECISON-MAK.ING

'

the understanding of the Individual’s
The consideration of values Is central to

behavior and motivation.

understand what values are. but
It is not only Important to

and developed, and how they influence
also to understand how they are acquired

behavior, choices, decisions, and gqals.

WHAT ARE VALUES?

of desirability by
Values may be defined as the standards

behaviors.
which the individual chooses between alternate

criteria:

standards for feeling.

Values are not

Values are

attitudes, but are the standards

objects.
attitudes are feelings about
by which attitudes are formed;
decision has some
something desirable. Every
not needs: A need is a lack of
root.
directive purpose and value at its

for
Though this purpose or standard

nonetheless operative.
conduct may be unexpressed, it is

One cannot ignore value

g
what he is
he is and why he is doing
criteria if he wants to know who
as they do-their
reasons people have for acting
values represent the ultimate
decisions they make. Abstract
aspirations, ideals-and the
basic aims, objectives,

p.opU

ch.r.ct„,
.al.
1,

acc.

P,alp anlocs .1

Ulana.

o£ ll.e a.l

Cell expaalUne

esp.ci.Uy la t.a panel,

a,l 1, Phair cholc.a 1,

ne

.f£on.

-.P^^ePpUc, 1,

.

short, their decisions.
always based o
be. decisions are
the criteria seem to
No matter how objective
cilPnla, ne, no
aia .aae, o, vala.-i.laP.l
leelaloas
all
If
.alee ^uas-enn.
Po Pa.e plne
leaUloo-.a.l.. Is .op. U.el,
fonaa: maP. e.fecPlve

.,pUo.Plo,s

P,. valoas 0,1.P1P10S

aa.lalo,s

.in

P-
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^
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OOP PI..,
P,e ...plaalPles of

„le. .IV., P- CP.-.

»cc-

-

1

sP...PP.S

o.olsloas
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APPENDIX H
Values

in

Decision-Making

203

l•slon

II

development of that
The process of "values clarification" aids in the

to live?

aye tern.

What are these levels of valuing?

We see valuing as being a process, and the

"a value.
seven sub-processes of valuing define the term

CHOOSING
1

choosing freely - values must be freely
valued by the individual.

.

selected if they are to be really

- only when a choice is possible,
choosing from among alternatives
choose, can a value result.
terlTs more than one alternative from which to

2.

of the consequences
choosing after thoughtful consideration

3.

:: rrs:
Sri:
intelligent choices.

f
rr-r
ur
r
rrr

PRIZING
- ».!«*
glad to make.
are
we
choices
from
come

ptUlns and cherlshldS

4.

5

opd hpld dp.i; they

affirming - when we have chosen
^“®i^g^^“’'arriikeirtrafkrm
proud of our choice,
alternatives, and when we are
it.
that choice when asked about

.

ACTING
6

.

likely to budget time
we have a value, we are
acting upon choices - where
nourish this value.
and energy in ways that
tend to make a pattern
have a persistency, they
repeating - values tend to
<r.

life.

with the Decision.
odo »P rincelv correlated
Ic.tlon
of valu.s oUrlf
pub-processps
n,.
Making Process.
exists that is critical
Recognizing when a decision
1.
•

2.
3

4.

personal values
Determining goals by clarifying
reaching those goals
Considering alternatives to
of success,
alternative, probabilities
leading to other alternat
Getting information
or risks

204

Session II

5.

6.

.« r.l.tio. <" •
involved 1„ e.ch .U.r^.tlv.
C 0 „sld„in, dh. ris.s
own idea of success

P«-'-

(ot pl.n) in deciding
the nose effective stt.teg,
Baking Che decision nsing

uith parent.,
Infancy through the rel.tloo.hlp
Value fotnatlon begins in earl.
uith brothers, slstars.
life through relationships
and continues throughout one's
Values ate acgulted an
and all foms of society.
peers, teachers. Institutions,
that there are three
research in values suggests
developed through sharing. Kecent
a of the value-.n
developnenc. First, accepta.c
phases or levels of value
to
behavior and is vllllng
a phencanon. object, or
individual ascribes north to
need be. Second.
ready to raasses it. if
identify Uith it. but is also
pursue it.
c««.itted to the value to
individual is sufficiently
for the valua-the
of develop.ent.
Finally, the highest level
to uant it.
to seek it out. and
a fir. e.otional
certainty, of conviction,
tn.^„ent-one has a high degree of
standar
Just a personal
on this value. It is
the vame-l uill act
of

r

..

to uhatl
answer. In relation
a. I. one .ust
Who am
the
answer
to
cert
in relation to
but he knous hl.salf
vacua,
,,
in
a
not know hiuself

On.

r

.
question.

cons ru
psychological, and cultural

.

outside
s
Inposslble to kno. one
is probably
. en .
It
through social enper
l.p«ttant
o.i„es are ertre.ely
experience.
'
of social
di.ensions
alternative
these value
one ^vioral
standards by whic
are
they
the,
V.
r
(1^
in that (1)
to the individual
personal criteria g
they are the
another, (2)
over
the
chosen
(
is
integral part of
an integra
and (3) they are
act;
his
c
hi
of
success
individual weights the
.

^

self-concept.
go
factors in determining
values are motivating
goal achievemen
for successful
personal definition

.

3

provide the
,

reference
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points for positive self-worth feedback.

identify,
It is essential that one

directing his
to use them in consciously
understand, and accept his values if he is

life goals.

RESOURCES
A
Simon. Howe. Kirschenbaum.

Of

tor T.ach.rs .nd

Pr.ctlc.l

and Teaching . Raths. Harmin. Simon.

Values in the Classroom . Hawley.
.

TOBITM:

H.vl.y .nd H.vley.
Actlvlri.. toT Cla.sroo.jai.

.t Per...-.!

Values Clarification . J.

nprision-Making

,

C.

Penney

Company.

College Entrance Examination

Board.

Motivation Syata.s. lot.,
A„d..y F«..so„, C.-,ld.d
1971
Rosemont, 111 .,
Box
Region XVIII ESC, Dr. J. W. Donaldson, Executive Director, P.O.
79701
Texas,
Midland,
6020 ,
.

4
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comfortable life.
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'
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APPENDIX

I

The Gurin Scale

209

The Gurln Scale

Age

Name

Grade

Sex

Date

Instructions

Please select
this scale consists of a pair of statements lettered a or b.
believe to be the
the one statement of each pair ( and only one ) which you more strongly
believe to be more
case as far as you're concerned. Be sure to select the one ycu actually
would like to be true.
you
one
the
or
choose
should
you
think
you
one
the
rather
than
true
obviously there are no right or wrong answers.
This is a measure of personal belief

Each Item on

—

any one item.
Please answer these items carefully but do not spend too much time on

Please be sure to find an answer for every choice.
one.
that you believe both statements or neither
case as far
the
be
to
believe
strongly
In such cases, be sure to select the one you more
independently when making your choice; try

In

some cases you may discover

as you're concerned. Also answer each item
not to be influenced by choices you made before.

210

Circle the item you

1.

3.

2.

more

strongly believe to be the case as far as you're coocerned.

Becoming a success

a.

is

a matter of hard work, luck has

little

with

it.

b.

the right place at the right time.
Getting a good job depends mainly on being In

a.

One

of the

b.

There

a.

When

major reasons why we have wars

Is

because people don't take enough

interest In politics.

b!

4.

or nothing to do

will always be wars, no matter

make plans,

1

am

get ahead despite opposition from
a Black person only tries hard enough, he can

If

b.

IvTt^e

b*.

to prevent them.

almost certain that 1 can make them work.
a
ahead because many things turn out to be
It is not always wise to plan too far
matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.
1

a.

a

how hard people try

by hard work but
Individual
that cannot be solved by
opposition
will sometime face discrimination or
effort alone.
that an individual Black can get ahead

effective leader.
Without the right breaks, one cannot be an
upon ability; luck has
depends
thing
right
the
to
do
people
Getting
to do with it.

because they don't try to be friendly.
to please people,
lere's not much use In trying too hard
jople are lonely

if

little

or not

g

they like jou.they

)U.

euoi«h money and
may be eery complea, but with
te racial situation in A merica
discrimination.
Tnrt it is Dossible to get rid of racial
human nature.
discrimination. It's part of
e'U never Lmpletely get rid of

arrive at the
ometlmes I can't understand how teachers
I study and
hard
how
between
connection
here is a direct

fthe grades

happens to me is my own doing.
lometlmes I feel that I don't have enough
i'hat

ge

my
thp direction my
control over the
i

respect they
n the long run people get the
worth often passes unrecognized
Jnfortunately. an individual's

Please be sure you have responded

to

.

life is

taking.

^,tter how hard

every item.

.

211

U

for Blacks.
The attempt to fit In" and do what’s proper hasn't paid off
discrimination
serious
meet
still
you’ll
are,
matter how proper' you

It

doesn't

'

a.

If

you are

-

acceptable by A merlcan
The problem for many Blacks Is that they aren’t really
considered proper will
Is
what
standards. Any Black who Is educated and does

b

be accepted and get ahead.
a.

12.

How many

b.

how nice a person you are.

of us are the victims
Af far as world affairs are concerned, most
neither understand nor control.
social affairs, the peop e
By taking an active part In political and

a.

13.

friends you have depends upon

b.

of forces

we can

-..ntvni

world

events

14.

civil rights

a.

Blacks would be better off and the cause of

b.

“/w^y'iacks will gain their civil rights

a.

Many

15.

a.

b.

If

there were fewer

pressure.
by constant protest and

partly due
unhappy things In people’s lives are
make.
they
mistakes
People’s misfortunes result from the

b.

16.

is

advanced

to

bad luck.

of the

No matter how hard you try, some people
people who can’t get others to like them,

Just don't like you
to get along
don’t understand how

others.

17.

a.

b.

[nation Is here to stay.
Racial discrimination
o^mniptelv rid
American society to completely
prejudiced but it’s possible for
be
may
People
Itself of

open discrimination.
ia Jua.

Depead,=g o. b.-raoial

18.

b.

way
a.

b.

^

The idea that teachers are unfair
extent
Most students don’t realize the

to

the best

influenced by
f
their grades are
which

accidental happenings.

20.

p

to solve racial discrimination.
to

19.

a

pressure wlU never
without ooustaot ptoteat and
pressure
opposed to protest and
as
understanding
and
Talking

a.

b.
tunltles.

item.
res ponded to every
Please be sure you have

212

People who don't do well In life often work hard, but the breaks Just don't come
their way.
Some people just don't use the breaks that come their way. If they don't do well,

a.

21.

b.

their

it's

22.

own

fault.

Many Blacks who

a.

opportunities
don't do well in life do have good training, but the

always go to Whites.
Blacks
Black people may not have the same opportunities as whites, but many
opportunities that come their
haven't prepared themselves enough to make use of the
way.
just

b.

23.

only themselves to blame for not doing better in

life.

If

they

a.

Many Blacks have

b.

tried harder, they'd do better.
considered for the
V/hen two qualified people, one Black and one White, are
tries.
job, the Black won't get the job no matter how hard he

a.

With enough

b.

It

24.

25.

effort,

we can wipe

is difficult for people to

same

out political corruption.

do
have much control over the things politicians

a.

there Is rarely
In the case of the well prepared student,

b.

Many times exam questions tend

to

if

in office.

ever such a thing as an

studying
be so unrelated to course work that

is

really useless.

26.

Most people don't realize the extent

a.

to

which their

li

ves are controlled by accident-

al happenings.

really is no such thing as "luck"

b.

There

a.

discrimination
Organized action is one approach to handling
talking
better by Blacks leaders
very few situations that couldn't be handled

b.

Most discriminatory

27.

.

^

without organized pressure
situations simply cannot be handled

and group action.
28.

a.

b.

29.

The so-called "white backlash' shows once again

Slued

right
who was lucky enough to be in the
gets to be the boss often depends on

a.

Who

b.

Wh^ge^slo be boss depends on who has

a.

b

^mer^ca^
Africa.

•Lite backlash has bee. caaggerated.
considerable prog
for .Americans to see
support the goals of the Black cause
in wiping out discrimination.

nothing to do with

30.

that whites are so

impossible to end discrimination
getting their rights that it's practically

has little or
the skill and ability, luck

it.

going to
have often found that what is
out as well for
Trusting to fate has never turned
action.
definite course of

I

f

Pf^^^king
making
me as

to every item.
Please be sure you have responded

a decision to take a
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individual Black

is for each
The best way to handle problems of dlscrlmioatlon
possible for what he wants
person to make sure he gets the best training

a

31

Only

b.

if

Blacks

pull together in civil rights

to do.

groups and activities can anything

really be done about discrimination.

government decisions
citizen can have an Influence in
and there is not much the
power
in
This world is run by the few people

The average

32. a.
b.

can do about

b.

it.

b,

my case, getting what I want has little or nothing
to do by
Many times we might just as well decide what

a.

It's

to

34.

In

a.

35.

guy

deciding whether a person will
Kno^iog the right people le Important le
do a good ,obi knowing the
p”ple will ge'ahead in life If they ha., the goods and
right people has little to do with it.

a.

33.

little

do with luck.
Hipping a com.

many Blacks from getti^ a 3 °^.
lack of skill and abilities that keeps
something, he
a Black is trained to do
When
U's not just because they're Black.

Ma^J^Ufted macks

b.

can't get a good job.

White people with the same

skills

wouldn't have any trouble.

36.

mscrlmlnntlon nffects

a.

nil

BUok

people.

The only way

to handle

It

is for

Blacks

Black P®oP‘®-

for all
organize together and demand rights
but the best way o
Discrimination may affect all Blacks

to

b.

37.

a.

b.

38.

a.

b.

dlvldnalAmerlcanBlncktonctlikeanyotherAmerican-toworkhard,
education, and mind his own business.
people
Leadership positions tend to go to capable
people get leaders ip p
It's hard to know why some
Important factor.
ability doesn't seem to be the

Many times
it

a.

b.

1

feel that

is impoastble tor

my
39.

ge

I

me

have
to

little

bellce

inflnence
an import
that chance or luck play

life.

overcome discrimination is
is
to overcome discrimination
qaalifed\
qualified than the most
more
and
trained
better

The best way
The best way

to

responded
Please be sure you have

to

Black
.

every item.

to be

even

I
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The Gurln Scale - Scot nn Key

The Scales

The Inventory you have just taken is from Gurln, et

ai, 1969.

This Instrument

of your beliefs
is constructed to yield six "scores" representing six aspects

The six scales are;

about the world you live in.

General I-E (18 items) - The degree to which you believe that ta g ^netfli
their successes
people themselves are responsible for what happens to thesb
reinforcement) or that
of
control
of
locus
("1",
internal
for
and failures
external political
what happens to people is more a result of luck or of
externa^ locus o c
and social forces outside their control ("E", for
[Example: item //131

1.

believe that
Individual 1-E (6 items) - The extent to which you
your direction determine
control your destiny (I) or that forces outside
[Example: item #9]
what happens to you (E)
.

[An overall Internal score
to the General "I" score.
two scales are either I or
I + E “ 24; if 1“7, then E
3.

A.

5.

can be computed simply by adding
Since the choices ii.- each of
other .that
E, either score will give you the
will be 17].

^

System Modification (3 items) - On this scale the
by concerted
whether you believe the system can be changed
be.
it cannot
what
scale; this score indicates to
System Unfair (A items) - The "futile"
e
o your
you
if
even
that
unfair
extent you believe the system is so
you can't win.
^In^Biack
- This scale reflects your belief
r.rnuo Black Effort (7 items)
strategl
leader-dependent
or
collLtive sociaTaction over individual
to combat racism in this society.

^e yent

Tudividual Black Eff.^t (10 items) Black, through hard
(1) the individual

to which_^^^
F

system

(A

items)
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The Key

Check on the dash following each Item number if your response Is the same as the
one listed.

General Internal (18)

System Modifiable

3.

la

7a

2a

17b

5b

28b

Total

System Unfair

4.

6a

lOa

11a

12b

22a

13b

23b

15b

35b
5.

(4)

Total

Group Black Effort (7)
4b

19a

14b

20b

18a

21b

27b

2Aa

31b

25a

36a

26b

39a

29b
6.

32a

Individual Internal

Total

Individual Black Eff ort (10)
4a

Total

37a
2.

(3)

(6)

11b

18b

3a
22b
8b

1
23a

9a
27a
30b
31a

34a
38b

Total

35a
36b
39b

Total
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Your Score;

General "1"

18

General "E:

18

6

Individual "E"

6

Individual "I”

3

System Unfair

A

System Mod +

Group Black
Effort

7

Individual
Black.

10

